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The focus of this thesis is on d and d metal-metal interactions, e.g. weak bonding in 
homometallic and heterometallic systems in liquid solutions, the tunability of luminescent energy due 
to the variation of metal-metal interaction strength in different solvents and different concentrations, as 
O 1 A 
well as energy transfer from the luminescent energy tunable d and d metal ions clusters as donor 
ions to the lanthanide ions as acceptor ions at room temperature. 
First, energy transfer has been studied between dicyanoaurate(I) luminescent 
nanocluster donor ions and Eu3+ and Tb3+acceptor ions in aqueous solutions. The emission of 
Tb" ions can be enhanced by varying the dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion's concentration due to 
the different nanoclusters of donor ions. However, Eu3+ acceptor ions quench the donor's 
emission thorough a non-radiative charge transfer pathway. 
Second, luminescent energy tunability has been observed with d10 [M(CN)2] (M = Cu, 
Ag, Au) ions in water, methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane solutions due to the formation of 
different excimer and exciplex nanoclusters in different solvents at different concentrations 
and different excitation energies. The energy transfer processes from [M(CN)2]"(M= Au, Ag, 
Cu) cluster ions to lanthanide Eu + and Tb3i" acceptor ions in selected solutions follow the 
Forster mechanism. 
Further, we report for the first time the presence of closed shell d8-d'° heterometallic 
metal-metal interactions with Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters in aqueous solution containing both d8 
[Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [M(CN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions at room temperature with 
luminescence, UV-visible and FTIR spectroscopic evidence. 
Finally, we report energy transfer studies between Ce "" lanthanide ions and d10 [Cu(CN)2]\ 
d [Pt(CN)4] in aqueous and acetonitrile solutions. The strong luminescence of Ce lanthanide 
ions in aqueous solution is quenched in the presence of d'° [Cu(CN)2]\ d8 [Pt(CN)4]2~ and CN" 
ions through a charge-transfer process. In acetonitrile solution, the weak emission of Ce3+ ions 
is enhanced in the presence of [Pt(CN)4]2~ ions. The new emission and excitation bands are due 
to the formation of the CN bridging between the [Pt(CN)4]2~ cluster ions and the Ce. ions. 
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1.1 Luminescence Properties of Closed-shell d8and d10 Metal Ions 
Transition metal elements are groups which make up the d-block of the periodic 
table, from group 3B to group 2B.[1] Typically, the d subshells of transition metals are not 
completely filled or easily lose a certain number d electrons to become cations with 
incompletely filled d subshells. Transition metals are characterized by their tendency to 
form coordination complexes and normally have multiple different oxidation states by 
losing their s orbital electrons and their d orbital electrons.[2] 
Transition-metal complexes can be divided into two categories in terms of states of 
shells of molecular orbitals in a molecular electronic structure: closed-shell and open shell 
systems. In closed-shell or filled shell systems, a pair of electrons which have two 
different spin states: one spin up and the other spin down with electron spin quantum 
number (ms) values of+1/2 and -1/2 occupies each molecular orbital. In such a system, 
the overall spin angular momentum is zero. The electronic structure of many molecules is 
in this category, but the majority of transition-metal complexes do not have all of the 
electrons paired: the molecular orbitals are not all doubly occupied. If the orbitals in a d-
subshell in molecular electronic structures of transition metal molecules contain unpaired 
electrons, these transition metal complexes are called "open-shell". Since the valence 
2 
orbitals of the "open-shell" complexes are partly filled, therefore, metal-metal bonding is 
expected to form only between open-shell metal complexes. 
The univalence M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions in their ground electronic states are 
d10 closed-shell ions and are relatively unreactive; however, when excited with photons, 
these ions can easily give rise to an open shell with a d s or d p 1 configuration. 
Therefore, the chemical reactivity changes with the changing of their electronic 
configurations because open shell species are much more active than their closed shell 
counterparts.[3] When the d orbitals in a strong ligand field, such as CN, they will be split 
with an energy larger than the energy required to pair up the two electrons, as a result, the 
4-coordinate, square-planar species are more stable and favorable than the tetrahedral and 
the 6-coordinate octahedral species due to lower energy.[2] Thus, all d8 [M(CN)4]2"( M = 
Ni, Pd, Pt) ions are square-planar (D4h) in the ground state with closed-shell rather than 
tetrahedral or the octahedral symmetries. Therefore, these d8 metal ions have a propensity 
to adopt the square-planar geometry (D4h). This square-planar geometry can 
accommodate all the eight d electrons in the four lower orbitals to leave the uppermost 
(dxK / ) orbital empty as shown in Figure 1.1. However, the octahedral or tetrahedral 
geometries can not provide the possibility of such accommodation.[2] Since both d8 and 
d10ions have closed-shell configurations in ground states, naturally, they are chemically 
inactive and repulsion should be present between two closed-shell metal cations. Because 
in their lowest excited states both d8 and d10 ions have open shell configurations, a 
phenomenon with so called "exciplex" behavior is expected to exist. The term of 
DO 
w 
Tetrahedral "Free ion'' 
11.114,4, yz 
Octahedral Tetragonal Square 
distortion Planar 
o 
Figure 1.1 The splitting of d metal orbitals in fields of different symmetries and the 
electronic configurations of the d8 metal M(II) (M = Ni, Pd, Pt) ions.pl 
"exciplex" herein refers to an excited state complex. Normally, a trimer or longer 
oligomer in an excited- state is called an "exciplex" with a potential well deeper than the 
ground state.1 ] Originally, this term of "excimer" was coined to describe a dimeric 
excited state complex between either two identical species or twro different species.[5] 
4 
The d10 gold and silver metal ions arose our interest and motivated our group to 
investigate extensively in mixed-metal systems due to a variety of their optical properties.t6J 
Based on studies of my research group on cyano complexes of Au(I) and Ag(I), it has been 
proposed that their photoluminescence properties are related to the formation of metal-
metal bonded excimers and exciplexes.[4' 7"10] Exciplexes in organic complexes have been 
observed and studied for many years. Although organic luminescent exciplexes are 
common and well-studied molecular entities in both the photochemistry and 
photophysics,"1] inorganic luminescent exciplexes are less common. Luminescent 
inorganic exciplexes are not often reported.[12"14] Metal-metal bonded excimers and 
exciplexes are one class of luminescent inorganic exciplexes. Homometallic and 
heterometallic exciplexes with closed-shell metal ions, mostly d8 and d10 systems are 
examples of this class. Recent studies from our group show that the photoluminescence 
properties of cyano complexes of Ag(I) and Au(I) are related to the formation of d10-d10 
metal-metal bonded excimers and exciplexes. The luminescence phenomena of 
[Ag(CN)2]m"m and [Au(CN)2]m"m oligomers in both H20 and methanolic solutions have 
been reported by our group. Exciplex formation due to metallophilic interactions occurs 
with direct M(I)-M(I) (M = Ag, Au) bonding when the [M(CN)2]ra"m species are excited in 
solution."5'16] 
Weak metal-metal interactions or bonding in d8 and d10 transition metal complexes 
have been extensively investigated because of the propensity for oligomerization with the 
supermolecular clusters. 7"20] More and more interest and attention have been attracted to 
complexes of closed-shell d10 ions such as Au(I) from both experimental and theoretical 
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approaches due to their propensity to aggregate into supermolecular clusters with Au-Au 
aurophilic bonding/18"22' Many reports have been confirmed that d8 and d10 metal 
complexes can exist as dimers, trimers, oligomers, and polymers due to such aggregation 
effect/15"31' The practical applications of Au(I) complexes in optical sensors/23' 24' bio-
sensors/251 and photocatalystsp6] prompt more intensive interest to understand the behavior 
of monovalent gold complexes. 
In addition to experimental investigations, many theoretical works confirm the 
existence of weak metal-metal interactions/18' 27"29^Ab initio calculations by P. Pyykko et al 
p7
' show that the depth of the d10-d10 closed-shell homometallic metal-metal interaction 
potential changes with different ligands. Aullon, Alvarez and co-workers proved the 
existence of the weak d -d8 metal-metal interaction with ab initio calculations/30' Ab initio 
calculations have been carried out to investigate theoretically the ds-d10 heterometallic 
weak interaction between Pt(II)-Au(I) with the model complex [/nms-P^PHs^CN^-
Au(PH3)2]+. Metal-metal interactions in closed-shell systems appear when two metal atoms 
approach each other with the separation between two interacting metal atoms is less than 
the sum of the van der Waals radii of the two metal atoms/31"33' 
1.1.1 Au(I) Homometallic Cluster Complexes 
Gold distinguishes itself from other metals with some unique properties such as the 
strong relativistic effects and aurophilic attraction/ 4' Bonding interaction is not a logical 
expectation between two closed-shell metal ions with an nd10(n+l)s° electronic 
configuration, however, the existence of weak bonding between two Au(I) atoms at a 
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separation of less than 3.5 A was confirmed with extensive experimental and theoretical 
investigations.[18' 20~22' 27' 35"37] The closed-shell d10 metal ions such as dicyanoaurate(I) 
complexes emerging as a hot research topic has drawn our focus continuously due to the 
aurophilic interaction. This special phenomenon of metal-metal bonding interaction has 
been originally described with a coined term: "aurophilicity",'-35] which can be as strong 
as 11±1 kcal mol'V381 Many researchers have studied the electronic structure of Au(I) 
complexes'351 and the structural phenomena revealed the existence of a new type of 
chemical bonding with the specific properties such as[20'35'39] : (l)two-coordinate Au(I) 
centers, the aurophilic interactions perpendicular to the molecular axis and independent 
of the radial direction; (2) with the metal-metal separations are shorter than the sum of 
two van der Waals radii (3.4 A) in the cases without the hindrance of steric effects. The 
distances are normally around 3 A and can be as short as 2.7 A; (3) several gold atoms 
can aggregate at a given gold centre in a polynuclear species with the formation of 
triangles, squares, diamond-shapes and etc of gold atoms; (4) the bonding of this 
aurophilic interactions is normally weak with a small binding energy but higher than the 
energy of standard van der Waals forces; (5) the monomers are in a majority in most 
cases when the Au(I) complexes are dissolved in a donor solvent, while the oligomers 
with the intermolecular interactions are in majority in the crystal; (6) the weak 
interactions are virtually common for Au(I) complexes, but are much less common in 
other d10 metal ions with the same open-shell structures like Cu(I) and Ag(I) and 
neighbor d8 metal ions like Pt(II). 
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"Relativistic effects" work more efficiently on heavy elements by contracting and 
stabilizing the s and p orbitals of atoms, but expanding the d and f orbitals and 
destabilizing them.[40' 41]As a result, the 5d-6s energy separation decreases and the 6s-6p 
separation increases. These efforts induce the mixing of orbitals and finally forming a weak 
bond between Au atoms. Relativistic effects can theoretically rationalize the observed 
experimental reactivity by introducing the framework of the contracted 6s orbital and 
expanded 5d orbitals.[42] The greater destabilization of the d orbitals means better shielding 
from the nuclear charge, and more favorable covalent bond forming with d-orbital 
participation. The relativistic effects of Au are much stronger than other d10 metal ions of 
Ag(I) and Cu(I). Thus, Au(I) ions have a propensity to form the strongest covalent bonding 
in comparison to the other two d10 metal ions. These aurophilic interactions can be 
intensified by relativistic effects because they work more prominently in Au(I) ions than in 
Ag(I) and Cu(I) ions. Pyykko believes that about 20% of the Au(I)-Au(I) bonding energy 
in the ground state is attributed to relativistic effects.[21] Since the relativistic efforts 
greatly strengthen Au-L bonds by contracting the 6s orbital in Au(I) ions vigorously, where 
L is the ligand,[43] thus, the bonds of Au-L are shorter than those of Ag-L if L is a soft 
ligand. For example, the bonds of Au-X are 2.36 and 2.40 A for CI and Br respectively, 
while the bonds of Ag-X are for CI and Br 2.78 and 2.89 A respectively^44' 45] The 
difference is significant. Because relativistic efforts destabilize of the 5d orbitals of Au(I) 
ions more greatly than the 4d orbitals of Ag(I) ions, as a result, the Au(I) ions lose d 
electrons more easily than Ag(I). Therefore, Au(I) ions are easier to oxidize than Ag(I). 
Also, because relativistic efforts stabilize of the 4s orbital of Au(I) ions greatly than the 5s 
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orbital of Ag(I) ions, the 5 s electron of Au(I) ions are easier to lose than the 4s electrons of 
Ag(i)ions.[40'41] 
The structure of [M(CN)2]" (M= Au, Ag, Cu) ions in solution and in solid crystals 
have been studied in detail with Raman scattering and X-ray diffraction studies during the 
1950's and 1960's.[46_49] The Au(I) and Ag(I) complexes possess similar discrete linear 
complex ions with sp hybridization of the metal in the form of N=C-M-C=N. However, 
the Cu(I) complex has an entirely different structure which is not linear. The complex 
ions form spiral polymer chains of composition [Cu(CN)2~]a>, which are connected by the 
K+ ions. The Cu(I) atom has assumed a threefold hybridized state with a distorted sp2 
hybrid. The Cu(CN)2~ units aggregate together with a Cu-N bond of 2.05 ± 0.02 A. One 
CN group serves as a bridge bond while the other CN group protrudes from the chain 
with the C-Cu-C angle of 134.2 ± 0.9°.[49] Both experimental and theoretical evidence has 
been obtained for the existence of both of Ag-Ag and Tl-Ag interactions in 
Tl[Ag(CN)2].[50]Many examples in the literature have been reported of the existence of 
aurophilic interactions with supported ligands.[51"54] Most of the intramolecular bonding 
interactions with short Au-Au contact have been theoretically and experimentally 
investigated in this field are assisted by bridging ligands.[17] However, the aurophilic 
interactions present in Tl[Au(CN)2] and Tl[Ag(CN)2] are the best examples of ligand-
unsupported interactions.[50' 51] Quantum mechanical calculations for dimeric models 
exhibited a shorter Au(I)-Au(I) covalent bond with a Au-Au bond distance of 2.62 A in the 
Ti lowest triplet excited state in compared to 2.95 A in the So ground state.[55] Coker et al 
have synthesized and characterized a single crystal of [Au(SCN)2]" salt with [(ft-Bu)4N]+ 
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counterion, which contains isolated dimers of [Au(SCN)2_]2 with a relatively short Au-Au 
distance of 3.07 A.[56] In comparison with various [Au(SCN)2]" salts, a reciprocal 
correlation between the emission energy and the Au-Au distance has been observed, that 
is the emission energy decreases as the Au-Au distance increases.[56] Further, that the 
emission energy exhibits sensitiveness to different counterions such as K+, Rb+, fl-Bu^N"*", 
and Cs+ have been proved with both experimental photoluminescence and the 
computational data.t55] 
The auracarborane l,l'-(AuPPh3)2-[2-(l,,2,-C2BioHio) -l,2-C2B,oH10] has been 
synthesized and characterized by NMR and X-ray crystallography, and the existence of an 
aurophilic interaction between the gold centers was confirmed. Harwell et al carried out a 
variable-temperature NMR investigation to determine the energy barrier separating the Au-
Au bonded state and the non-bonded state and they found the energy barrier is 11 ± 1 
kcal/mol.t38] 
In order to characterize Au-Au interactions, electronic structure calculations have 
been carried out with extended Huckel calculations for different isolated (undoped) 
[Au(CN)2_]n oligomers (n=l-5, eclipsed conformations) of dicyanoaurates(I) by both 
Omary[57] and Hettiarachchi.[58] The calculated Au-Au equilibrium distance (2.88 A) of a 
staggered dimer of [Au(CN)2~]2 noticeably matches the summed metallic radii of two Au 
atoms and perfectly agree with the summed covalent radii. The empirical, calculated, 
covalent, van der Waals, and metallic radii for gold are 1.35,[59]1.74,[60] 1.44,[51]1.66,[62] and 
1.44[2] A, respectively. Moreover, the staggered trimer has a calculated Au-Au equilibrium 
distance of 2.80 A, which is even shorter than that of 2.88 A of the corresponding staggered 
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dimer.[63] The calculations also reveal that there are correlations between both the 
aurophilic bonding and the electronic transition energies and the number of ions "n" in the 
oligomer. For example, the binding energy of the linear oligomer in the ground state 
"increases from 0.13-*- 0.30^ 0.44 eV" and the HOMO-LUMO gap "decrease from 
3.78—>3.43—>3.34 eV" as the number "n" in the oligomer "increase from 2—>• 3—* 4" 
corresponding to the dimer, trimer and quatramer, respectively^581 This result clearly 
reveals that the lowest-energy absorption band of dicyanoaurates(I) continuously shifts to 
the low energy side as the oligomer size increases. 
In general, a [Au(CN)2~]n oligomer with a given "n" exhibits a deeper potential 
well (binding energy), higher Au-Au overlap population, shorter Au-Au equilibrium 
distance in the excited state than in the ground state. When the Au-Au binding energy in 
the first excited state is stronger than in the ground state, it indicates the formation of an 
excimer or exciplex of *[Au(CN)2~]n. This is because Au(I) has a closed-shell electronic 
configuration (5d10) in the ground state but an open-shell configuration (5ct6sl) in the 
lowest excited state. Also, the calculation results indicate the dihedral angle in a given 
oligomer plays a key role in determining the strength of Au-Au bonding.[63] For both 
dimers and trimers of dicyanoaurates(I), a staggered configuration with a dihedral angle of 
90° has stronger Au-Au bonding than an eclipsed one with a dihedral angle of 0° in both 
ground state and the first excited stated631 The eclipsed configuration has greater steric 
hindrance in comparison with the staggered configuration. The stronger repelling of the 
adjacent CN ligands in the eclipsed configuration than in the staggered configuration may 
be responsible for the difference. For example, the eclipsed dimer of [Au(CN)2~]2 has a 
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binding energy of -0.1 eV and a Au-Au distance of -3.5 A in the ground state in compared 
with these values of-0.9 eV and -3.0 A respectively in the excited state by measuring the 
potential wells as shown in Figure 1.2.[57] The Au-Au bond energy in the excited state has a 
values in compared to the bond energies of some real metal-metal bonds in open-shell 
transition metal ions.[64] Therefore, a real "Au-Au" bond is believed to be formed in the 
first excited state in comparison to the weaker "Au-Au" interaction in the ground state.[63] 
Further, the calculation results confirm that the eclipsed dimers and oligomers have weaker 
Au-Au bonding than the corresponding staggered ones. However, the eclipsed oligomers 
have a greater increase in bonding energy than the staggered ones upon excitation. For 
example, excitation of eclipsed [Au(CN)2_]2 increase 6.6 and 3.2 times in Au-Au bond 
energy and overlap population, respectively, while excitation of staggered [Au(CN)2~]2 
increase 4.0 and 1.7 times in the corresponding values.[63] 
1.1.2 Ag(I) Homometallic Cluster Complexes 
The noticeable propensity of aggregation of Au(I) complexes through weak gold-
gold interactions has been confirmed and named as "aurophilicity".[20'35'39] In a similar 
way, the aggregation of Ag(I) complexes has also been confirmed with experimental and 
calculation results and named as "argentophilicity", although they are weaker than gold-
gold interactions. [65"67J In average, the calculated bonding energy of Ag-Ag bonding is 
about 25% weaker than Au-Au bonding in the ground state.[15] The formation of the 
Ag(I)-Ag(I) bonded exciplex, *[Ag(CN)2]3 in crystalline Tl[Ag(CN)2] has been reported 
by our group.[68] The noteworthy oligomerization of [Ag(CN)2]"ions in aqueous and 
-961.0 
-965,0 
Figure 1.2 Potential energy diagram of the ground state and the first excited state of an eclipsed [A 
dimer plotted from the Extended Hiickel calculations. Optical transitions are labeled as: (a) soluti 
absorption; (b) monomer emission; (c) solid-state excitation; (d) excimer emission.[59] 
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methanolic solutions was observed by Rawashdeh-Omary.[15'15] The absorption edges of 
K[Ag(CN)2] solutions increasingly shift to the low energy with the increasing of 
concentration up to near the saturation limits.[15] The photoluminescence behavior of 
dicyanoargentate(I) ions doped in KC1 host crystals has been studied by Omary et al} ' 
Each emission band becomes dominant at a characteristic excitation wavelength; that is, the 
energy of the emission can be tuned by site-selective excitation. The formation of Ag-Ag-
bonded excimers and exciplexes between adjacent Ag(CN)2_ ions in the host lattice has 
been confirmed by both the experimental and the theoretical results. The spectroscopy 
characteristics such as the broadness, detail-less and structure-less bands, the large Stokes' 
shifts, and the very low band energies of the luminescence bands substantiate the existence 
of the Ag-Ag-bonded excimers and exciplexes. The electronic structure calculations have 
been carried out with extended Hiickel calculations for monomer, dimer and trimer units of 
dicyanoargentate(I) ions doped in KC1 host crystals. The results show that the HOMO-
LUMO gap value decreases from 5.35—• 5.27—• 5.23 eV as the doped ions change from 
monomer —> dimer —> trimer, respectively. Furthermore, excited state extended Hiickel 
calculations reveal that the exciplexes have shorter Ag-Ag distances, higher binding 
energies, and higher Ag-Ag overlap populations than the corresponding ground-state 
oligomers. The emission bands are assigned to different *[Ag(CN)2"]„ luminescent 
exciplexes. A potential energy diagram of both the ground and the first excited state for 
the eclipsed dimer of [Ag(CN)2~]2 was plotted from the extended Hiickel calculations as 
shown in Figure 1.3.[4] The Ag-Ag equilibrium distance is much shorter and the potential 
well along the Ag-Ag bond is much deeper in the lowest excited state than the ground 
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state. The binding energy of Ag-Ag bond for the excimer is as high as 25.8 kcal/mol 
which is 9 times greater in the excited state than in the ground state. The Ag-Ag overlap 
population is about 10 times greater in the excimer than the ground state dimer. In Figure 
1.3, the optical transitions of exciplex emission, solid-state excitation, and solution 
absorption are noted as "a", "b" and "d", respectively. A combination of effects of the 
excited-state stabilization and the ground-state destabilization are attributed to the 
extremely low energies of the excimer and exciplex emissions as shown in Figure 1.3. 
The staggered dimer of [Ag(CN)2_]2 has similar behavior and trends for both the ground 
and the lowest excited state with the eclipsed counterpart. Furthermore, extended Hiickel 
calculations reveal that the Ag-Ag interactions are stronger in the staggered conformer 
than in the eclipsed one in both the ground and the lowest excited states. Moreover, the ab 
initio calculations substantiate the extended Hiickel calculations and confirm the existence 
of *[Ag(CN)2-]n exciplexes through Ag-Ag bonds. The ab initio calculations reveal that the 
LUMO is bonding while the HOMO is antibonding with respect to Ag-Ag bonds.[4] Also, 
Omary et al carried out the extended Hiickel calculations to different configurations of 
trimers and the results confirm the existence of very similar tendency but more striking, 
with even shorter equilibrium distances and higher binding energy.[4] 
1.1.3 Cu(I) Homometallic Cluster Compounds 
Since Cu(I) has a closed-shell 3d10 electronic configuration, in the absence of 
metal s and p functions, the repulsion between the closed-shell d10 centers is expected. 
However, mixing of metal s and p orbitals converts this repulsion into a slight attraction 
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in Cu(I) clusters of any size. Nevertheless, a weak metal-metal interaction between Cu(I) 
centers in polynuclear complexes would be expected to appear from the ground state 
interactions of the J-orbitals. The metal-metal bonding interaction could be caused by the 
configuration interaction of 4s and 4p orbitals.[69] In fact, such metallophilicity, 
specifically, the homometallic interactions in complexes with Cu(I) centers were observed 
and referred initially as "cuprophilic interaction".1701 Zink et al. have reported the formation 
of *[Cu-Cu]2+ excimers.[71] Siemeling and coworkers have synthesized a rare complex 
with a significantly short Cu(I)-Cu(I) contact. A ligand-unsupported cuprophilic 
interaction between the two formally closed-shell metal centers of Cu(I) has been 
confirned and attributed to the short contact.[72] Vogler et al have reported the colorless 
complexes [Cu(py)I], and [Cu(mor)I], (py = pyridine; mor = morpholine) with a strong 
yellow emission in solution at room temperature. The extraordinarily intense emission in 
the complex case of the pyridine has been attributed to a copper-centered 3d94s' excited 
state with metal-metal interaction in tetramers with a [Cul]4 cubane core. A metal-
centered 3d94s1 excited state of Cu(I) has been proposed as the emitting state of both 
complexes, however, has been significantly modified by Cu(I)-Cu(I) interaction in the 
tetramer. Resonance Raman spectral results indicate enhanced Cu(I)-Cu(I) bonding in the 
first electronic excited state.f73] In a recent research by Lu and coworkers in our group, 4] 
potential energy curves of ground and the lowest excited state for a [Cu(CN)2~]2 eclipsed 
dimer which belongs to the D211 point group have been calculated with extended Hiickel 
calculations and the results are shown in Figure 1.4. It is noted the excited state has a 
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Figure 1.3 Potential energy diagram of the ground state and the first excited state of an 
eclipsed [Ag(CN)2~]2 dimer plotted from the Extended Hiickel calculations. The excimer 
*[Ag(CN)2~]2 corresponds to the potential minimum of the excited state.m 
than the ground state. The eclipsed dimer has a binding energy of less than 0.02 eV and a 
Cu-Cu distance of- 3.6 A, while in the excited state, the values change to 0.3 eV and 3.0 
A. These changes indicate that the Cu(I)-Cu(I) bonding is stronger in the lowest excited 
state than in the ground state. 
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1.2 Luminescence Properties of Closed-shell d8 Metals: Pt(II) Homometallic Cluster 
Complexes 
Besides the closed-shell d10 metal ions, the complexes containing d8 metal ions are 
another type of weak metal-metal interaction system. Pt(II) complexes with a d electronic 
structure adopt a square-planar four-coordinate geometry. In the solid state, Pt(II) 
complexes have a tendency to stack one on one into a line which causes intense color and 
luminescence due to metal-metal electronic interactions. Thus, by varying the Pt-Pt 
interactions, remarkable changes in color of the Pt(II) complexes have been observed. ' 
Tetracyanoplatinum(II) salts, IvyP^CN^Jn-FbO (M = K, Rb, etc.) have aroused a lot of 
research interest because of the typical propensity of aggregation in a linear chain 
structure.[76'77] Absorption and emission spectra of K2Pt(CN)4 and BaPt(CN)4 in aqueous 
solutions have been reported/78' Metal-metal interaction in the ground state in the complex 
[Pt(CN)2(bpy)] has been probed with spectroscopic studies. The Pt-Pt distance in the 
stack plays a key role in determining the emission and the absorption energies. A plot of 
emission peak energy vs R~ for crystal [Pt(CN)2(bpy)]5 where R is the Pt-Pt distance, has 
been shown in Figure 1.5.[79] For these quasi-one-dimensional systems, the Pt-Pt 
interactions are not sensitive to the changes in the counter ions but to the changes in 
physical factors such as temperature, pressure, magnetic field, and various ligands/751 
Gliemann, Yersin, and coworkers/77'80] studied the low temperature emission from various 
salts of [Pt(CN)4] ".The complexes containing [Pt(CN)4] " typically adopt the structures 
with one-dimensional chains of planar anions.[81] They concluded that the stacking occurs 









Figure 1.4 Potential energy diagram of the ground state and the first excited state of an 
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Figure 1.5 Stacking structures of [Pt(CN)2(bpy)]. (a) Red form (Pt-Pt = 3.34 A(l), Pt-Pt-
Pt = 168.59(4); (b) yellow form (Pt-Pt = 3.33(3), 4.68 A (3), Pt-Pt-Pt = 132.89° (1); (c) 
Plot of emission peak energy vs R'J for red form of [Pt( CN)2(bpy)]. where R is the Pt-Pt 
distance.'79' 
correlations between the m-chain metal-metal interactions and the spectroscopic properties 
have been established by previous studies1' ' ' . The spectral properties arising from the 
in-chain metal-metal interactions can be efficiently and precisely tuned by varying the Pt-Pt 
distance. The close dependence between the luminescence and the Pt-Pt distance has been 
confirmed.[/7' 8G| [Pt(CN)2(bpy)], (2,2'-bipyridine) dicyanoplatinum(II) is a typical 
example of (a-diimine) Pt(II) complexes with linear-chain structures which has both 
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yellow and red forms and can be transformed between each other. The phenomenon was 
reported many years ago' 4' however, the reasons for the color transformation was not 
clear. This question has been well answered when Kishi et al finally solved the crystal 
structure of the yellow form. They found that it is the absorption of water molecules from 
the atmosphere that causes the transformation between the red and yellow forms.''" As 
shown in Figurel .5, the red form of [Pt(CN)2(bpy)] adopts a stacking structure with a Pt-
Pt distance of 3.34 A'7y| in the complex units, while the yellow form adopts a similar 
stacking structure with Pt-Pt distances of 3.33 and 4.68 A | , g | in the complex units at room 
temperature. However, in dilute solutions where monomeric form predominates, there is 
no emission observed.'851 The emission energy and the Pt-Pt distance for the red form of 
[Pt(CN)2(bpy)] has been correlated since then.'86' That the unit cell of the [Pt(CN)2(bpy)] 
crystal contracts anisotropically along the Pt-Pt chain with decreasing temperature 
causing the emission spectrum to red-shift to longer wavelengths. When square-planar 
Pt(II) complexes are stacking, electronic interactions occur because of the metal-metal 
interactions between the Pt(Il) ions. The observed emission is considered to originate 
from an excited state involving strong metal-metal interactions.'^"1 A triplet metal-metal to 
ligand charge-transfer emission state based on the metal-metal interactions'^' red-shifts 
when the Pt-Pt interactions increase. Thus, the color changes are attributed to the changes 
in the Pt-Pt interaction.1'5' 
A new series of luminescent a-pyrazolate-bridged cyclometalated Pt(II) binuclear 
complexes have been synthesized and characterized.[89i The two Pt(LI) centers are 
connected by two ^-pyrazolate ligands in an exo-bidentate fashion. The X-ray crystal 
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structures of these complexes show the Pt-Pt distance as 3.38 (Figure 1.6 (b)), 3.19, 3.05 
(Figure 1.6 (c)), and 2.83 A. The photophysical properties of the binuclear complexes and 
the Pt-Pt distance has been correlated. For example, as the Pt-Pt distance decreases, the 
emission energy of the complexes varies from blue to green to red for different complexes 
at 77 K as shown in Figure 1.6 (e). That the emission energy decreases with decreasing Pt-
Pt distance is due to the HOMO-LUMO energy separation reduction with the decreasing 
of Pt-Pt distance.1891 
The syntheses and structural, spectroscopic, and electrochemical properties of a 
series of trinuclear tndentate cyclometalated Pt(II) complexes bound by dpmp [dpmp = 
bis(diphenylphosphinomethyl)phenylphosphine] have been reported and compared with 
their mono- and binuclear homologues and a propeller-like congener. The X-ray crystal 
structures confirm the existence of a variety of intramolecular Pt-Pt interactions. A 
perspective view of the dinuclear cations of [(SANAN)2Pt2(w-dppm)](C104)2-2CH3CN 
and the trinuclear cation of [(SANAN)3Pt3(«3-dpmp)](C104)vl.5Et20-CH3CN are shown 
in Figure 1.7. The X-ray crystal structures of these complexes show the Pt-Pt distance in 
the binuclear structure is 3.32 A and the intramolecular metal-metal separations are 3.25 
A at Pti-Pt2 and 3.39 A at Pt?-Pt3 in the trinuclear structure as shown in Figure 1.7.'y<J' 
Hence, the presence of weak d'-d' interactions is evidently proved between Pt> and Pb of 
the binuclear complex and within Pti. Pt; and PU of the trinuclear complex. The trinuclear 
complexes display a strong absorption in the 400-600 ran region and a red to near-infrared 
phosphorescence with microsecond lifetimes in fluid, glassy solutions and the solid 
state.[90] 
?? 
Figure 1.6 ORTEP views of the Pt(II) binuclear complexes. (a)(b) CAiVPt(u-3,5-
dimethylpyrazolate)2 PtCAN; (c) CAATJt{//-3,5-bis(/1er/-butyl)pyrazolate)2PtCAM (d) 
CAATJt(//-pyrazolate)2BEt2, where CAN= 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)pyridyl. (e) The emission 
energy decreases with decreasing Pt-Pt separation. J 
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1.3 Closed-shell d8 and d10 Heterometallic Cluster Complexes 
Although, there arc man) reported d and d' heterometallic metal-metal 
interactions, there are not too many systems reported with ligand-unsupported dx and dlu 
heterometallic bonding. Pettijohn et al have reported ligand-unsupported luminescent 
exciplex formation with heterometallic Pt-Au metal-metal bonding between a square 
planar Pt(II) and a linear Au(I) coordination complex for mixtures of Pt2(P205H2)44~ and 
[Au(CN)2]~ in aqueous solution.'91J Nagle et al have reported exciplex formation in solution 
of Pt(II) complexes with direct bonding between Pt(II) and T1(I)1 ' 31 as well as between 
Pt(H)andAu(I).[91] 
Stender et al have reported the synthesis and structure of the novel luminescent 
complex f(XH
 1)4Pt][Au(CN):>!:'1.5(H20).i941 It crystallizes with extended chains with 
bonding between the two ions with several different short contacts of Pt-Au (3.28 A) and 
Au-Au (3.29, 3.33, and 3.19 A). The two [Au(CN)?]~ ions are located in each side of the 
plane of the [(NH3)4Pt]2+ ion with Pt-Au contacts of 3.28 A. Figure 1.8 shows the view of 
the structure of [(NH3)4Pt][Au(CN)2]2 -1.5(H20) crystals with unsupported chains of 
metal ions are linked with direct metal-metal bonding to generate a more complicated 
framework of metal ions. Three Au-Pt-Au units are linked in a chain through short Au-
Au interactions and two Au-Au units make two branches in opposite directions from the 
side of the main chain.[94] Similarly, in crystals of Tl2[Pt(CN)4], two TV ions are located 
in each sides of the plane of the [Pt(CN)4]i_ ion with a Pt-Tl distance of 3.14 A.!"'" 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.7 Perspective view of the Pt(II) cations. (a)[(SANAN)2Pt2G"-dppm)] (C104)22CH3CN 
(b)[(SANAN)3Pt3^3-dpmp)](C104)31.5Et20 CHjCN.192' 
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Figurel.8 View of the structure of [(NH3)4Pt][Au(CN)2]2 1.5(H20). Shows three Au-Pt-
Au units arranged in a chain and two Au-Pt-Au units that intersect from the sideJ ' 
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However, these [Au(CN)2][(NH3)4Pt][Au(CN)2] units in [(NH3)4Pt][Au(CN)2]2-1.5(H20) 
crystals are linked together into chains. These distances are consistent with the distance 
between the [Au(CN)2]" ions with the noteworthy aurophilic attraction.^' L6' Further 
cross-linking of these chains emerges with additional Au-Au bonding.1941 
Recently, crystals of the mixed-metal heterobimetallic Au/Ag dicyanide complex, 
K[AuvAgi.v(CN)2] (-Y = 0-»l), were obtained and reported by our group J9'1 The crystallized 
mixed-metal complex KfAuo^Ago.^CN)?] belongs to a rhombohedral crystal system, 
space group % as shown in Figure 1.9. The heterometallic Ag(I)-Au(I) interactions cause 
two new emission bands at 343 and 372 nm, which are not observed in the pure 
K[Ag(CN)2] or pure K[Au(CN)2] crystals. Extended Hiickel calculations show that the 
LUMO and HOMO of the mixed-metal system are bonding and antibonding or very 
weakly bonding, respectively. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap for the mixed-metal dimer 
is between the larger gap of pure gold monomer and the smaller gap of pure silver 
monomer. This result agrees with the observation of a heterometallic transition in the 
heterometallic system. Further, extended Hiickel calculations confirm the mixed-metal 
[Au(CN):"]-[Ag(CN)2~] dimer has a shorter metal-metal distance and a deeper potential 
well previously published results that pure [Ag(CN)2~]2 dimers possess an antibonding 
HOMO,[4'63' and a slightly bonding LUMO. In summary, extended Hiickel calculations 
for the lowest excited-state as well as the ground-state, reveal a stronger bonding in the 
excited state than in the ground state as shown in Figure 1.10 (a). The potential energy 
diagram of the [Au(CN)2~]2l-[Ag(CN)?~] dimer in Figure 1.10 (a) shows a minimum Au-Ag 
separation of 3.45 A in the ground state. The HOMO is composed of more contribution 
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Figure 1.9 Emission spectra of KAuvAgi-v(CN)2 at 4.2 K (Aex=265 nm) as the metal 
composition is changed. Emission bands at 343 and 372 nm appear in the mixed-metal 




Ag(CN)2 Ag(CN)2-Au(CN)2 dimer Au(CN)2 
Figure 1.10 Potential energy diagram (a) of the mixed-metal [Au(CN)2~]-[Ag(CN)2~] 
dimer. showing the first excited-to-ground-state transition; (b) Energy level diagram for 
[Au(CN)2]" (Ac/0, [Ag(CN)2]- (XU), and the mixed-metal{[Au(CN)2-]-[Ag(CN)2-]} (C2v) 
dimer showing the possible mixed-metal transition for the dimeric unit. ' 
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from 5s, 4d, _,:, and 4dr2 orbitals of Ag in comparison with the corresponding orbitals of the 
Au at this separation. However, the LUMO is composed of more 5pr orbital of Au in 
comparison with the 4p- orbital of Ag. Also, the HOMO and LUMO of the heterometallic 
dimer have a* and z characters, respectively, which confirm that the LUMO and HOMO 
of the mixed-metal system are bonding and antibonding or very weakly bonding, 
respectively. This explains the reason that the Ag-Au separation deceases as an electron 
is excited and jumps from the HOMO to the LUMO. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap for 
the mixed-metal dimer is higher than pure gold monomer but lower than pure silver 
monomer, which is consistent with the observation of a heterometallic transition in the 
heterometallic system. The luminescence is due to a mixed-metal transition from a 
molecular orbital with Au character to a molecular orbital with Ag character.'97]The 
calculated HOMO-LUMO gap at the equilibrium distance for each mixed-metal cluster 
([Au(CN): ],;[Ag(CN)2"]»-!. " " 1—4) is lower than the pure [Ag(CN):"]5 but higher than 
the [Au(CN)2"]5 clusters. Moreover, the differences in values of the HOMO-LUMO 
energy gap for the mixed-metal cases fall within a -1000 cm"1 range. The results from the 
extended Hiickel calculations for the pure and mixed-metal species show that the 
different clusters could generate stable excimers with metal-metal interactions when 
excited with an appropriate wavelength of light J97' 
1.4 Tunability of Luminescent Energy 
The tuning of the emission in [Ag(CN)2~]-doped alkali halide crystals to various 
bands in the ultraviolet and visible regions with each band corresponding to a different 
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*[Ag(CN)2~]„ excimer or exciplex cluster was originally termed "exciplex 
tuning".[4, 9 '63 '98 ' One of the optical properties of dicyanoargentate and dicyanoaurate 
complexes is the characteristic phenomenon of "exciplex tuning". The tuning of emission 
energies of these systems depends on varying certain physical parameters such as 
temperature.'10'9S: pressure,'99' excitation wavelength,'4"9' dopant concentration,'9'(>J| and 
different solvent and with varying concentration.'100' 
Metallophilic interactions of closed-shell ions with d' and d° or different mixed 
metal configurations exhibit tunability of luminescent energy in different solvents and with 
varying concentration. Examples are the systems with anion-anion interactions such as d 
[Au(CN)2]~ and [Ag(CN)2]" in water, methanol and acetonitrile solutions.'10, lV i6' Both the 
excitation band maxima as in Figure 1.11 and the emission band maxima as shown in 
Figure 1.12 are tuned with varying concentrations of KAu(CN)2 in aqueous solutions at 
room temperature.' 6' 
It has been observed that varying the temperature, the pressure or by applying a 
magnetic field can tune the emissions in layered Au(I) and Ag(I) complexes.|(1l>' 1!j,'!l,-'l As 
shown in Figure 1.13, the laser-excited luminescence spectra of a single KAu(CN)2 crystal 
at temperatures of 8, 140, and 295 K, both the high- and low-energy emission maxima for a 
single KAu(CN)2 crystal vary with temperature when excited at a wavelength of 337 
nm.'104' The changes in physical factors such as pressure can cause the luminescence 
energy of certain closed-shell d10 ion complexes with metallophilic interactions, such as 
a single crystal of Eu[Au(CN)2]3-3H20, to be tuned as shown in Figure 1.14.'"' It is found 
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Figure 1.11 Fxcitation spectra as a function of concentration of KAu(CN)2 in aqueous solutions a 
temperature. The inset shows the excitation spectrum of solid K[Au(CN)2]. The emission is monit 
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Figure 1.12 Emission spectra as a function of concentration of KAu(CN)2 in aqueous 
solutions at room temperature.[16] 
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Figure 1.13 Laser-excited luminescence spectra of a single ciystal of KAu(CN)2 at 
temperatures of 8, 140, and 295 K. Excitation wavelength: 337 nmJt04i 
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Figurel.14 Emission spectra of a single crystal of Eu[Au(CN)2]3 3H20 at different 
applied pressures.[l01] 
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emission is strong. However, the pressure can be used to tune the emission of the 
dicyanoaurate(I) donor states continuously with a relatively large red-shift in the energy 
when the resonance condition is turned off due to the emission shifting. As a result, a 
radiationless electronic transition to Eu3^ ion acceptor 5D3 state occurs and thus the 
radiative energy transfer is tuned off[99] 
In another study, Assefa, et al have found that the photoluminescence of 
microcrystals of TlAuCCN)?] as a function of temperature exhibits a tunability of the 
emission energy with the temperature from 5 to 360K as shown in Figure 1.15. 
Relativistically modified extended Hiickel calculations shows that the spectroscopic 
properties are dependent on the covalent Tl-Au interactions.[i4J In Figure 1.16, a potential 
energy diagram of Tl+-Au(CN)2" plotted as a function of the Tl-Au separation obtained 
from relativistic extended Hiickel calculations exhibits a deep potential.1-341 
The tunability of dicyanoaurate(I) and dicyanoargentate(I) complexes distinguish 
themselves as good candidates for donors in energy transfer studies. Tuning the excited 
state properties plays a key role in many optoelectronic applications.[l0,'" °^  The tunable 
energy transfer from dicyanoaurate(I) and dicyanoargentate(I) donor ions to lanthanide ions 
has achieved in scientific and practical applications based on the phenomenon of exciplex 
tuning of d10 complexes.[l0:i' Emission energies of these systems can also be tuned by 
varying the excitation wavelength. For example, the emission energy of a KAg(CN)2/KCl 
single crystal can be tuned over range as large as 285-610 nm at 77 K by choosing 
different site-selective excitations.|4J Exciplex tuning by site-selective excitation is shown 
in Figure 1.17. The tunability or shifting of the emission maximum with different 
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Figure 1.16 Potential energy diagram of Tf-Au(CN)2" obtained from Relativistic 
Extended Hiickel calculations.'^ 
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Figure 1.17 Exciplex tuning by site-selective excitation: emission spectra of a 
KAg(CN)2/KCl crystal at 77 K with different excitation wavelengths. Intensities are not 
comparable between different spectra. ^ 
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excitation wavelength is due to the formation of different sized exciplex clusters which 
are sensitive and absorb effectively in different excitation energies. As shown in Figure 
1.18, the excitation spectra of a KAg(CN)2/KCl crystal monitored at the wavelengths 
corresponding to emission maxima exhibit tunability. The tunability of transferred to the 
Eu3+ ion acceptor states.[6] The donor energy states can be tuned with transferred with 
varying stoichiometric ratio of Ag/Au and different excitation wavelengths. 
Luminescence results show that the mixed metal dicyanides with the higher Ag/Au 
stoichiometric ratio have a better energy transfer efficiency than the pure [Ag(CN)2]" and 
[Au(CN)2]" donors. The possible reason is that the extent of overlap between the donor 
states and the acceptor states in the Ag/Au mixed metal donor complexes with the higher 
silver loading is greater than in the pure metal donor complexes. In another study of 
mixed metal d10- d10 donor systems for energy transfer, our group have investigated the 
correlation between the varying stoichiometric ratio of the [AgxAui-K(CN)2](x = 0-1) donor 
species and the tunability emission energy of the mixed metal complexes, such as 
La[AgxAui.x(CN)2]3-3 H20 (x = 0-l).[1061 The mixed metal salts have stronger 
luminescence intensity at room temperature than the pure metal systems 
(La[Au(CN)2]3-3H20, and La[Ag(CN)2]3-3H20). As the Ag/Au stoichiometric ratio 
increases from 0 to 1, the emission energy can be tuned in a very large range as wide as 
about 8500 cm"'as shown in Figure 1. 19.il0(>i 
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Figure 1.18 Corrected (thin lines) and uncorrected (thick lines) excitation spectra of a 
KAg(CN)2/KCl crystal at 77 K monitoring the emissions at different wavelengths 
corresponding to emission maxima of bands A-D. Intensities are not comparable between 
different spectra.^5 
lOOAg 
Figure 1.19 Emission spectra for La[AgxAui.x(CN)2]3 3H20 (x - 0-1) at 80 K 
with Xev = 265 nm.[106] 
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1.5 Lanthanide Ions for Energy Transfer 
We choose lanthanide ions, such as Eu3+, Tb3+ and Ce3+ ions for energy transfer 
acceptors based on their noticeably intensive, sharply defined luminescence at all 
temperatures'107'108l Among the lanthanides, Eu3+and Tb3*ions exhibit strong emission in 
the visible region. Eu3+ion emits red light and Tb3+ ion emits green light when excited and 
both have sharp spiky bands with long (microsec) life times in excited state. The lanthanide 
ions in the solid state are characterized with clear spectral lines of absorption and emission 
with the electronic transitions within the 4f shell configuration.110'' Because the outer filled 
5s and 5p orbitals effectively shield the inner 4f orbitals from the outside chemical ligand 
environment, the positions of the spectral lines exhibit almost no change with the 
environment, however their intensities are strongly dependent on the host in which the 
lanthanide ions are doped[110' u ^These characteristics are very important for resonance 
energy transfer. Since the intra 4f —> 4f electronic transitions are forbidden by the Laporte 
selection rule, therefore, the molar absorption coefficients in the near-UV and visible 
ranges is low and less than 10 M" cm'1 and the luminescence lifetimes are long with a 
millisecond range;1-112] furthermore, the 4f —> 4f transitions are high spin to high spin 
transitions from an S = 2 state ( ^ for Tb3+, 5Do for Eu3"1) to an S = 3 state (7Fj. where J = 0 
6) as shown in Figure 1.20.'"31 Figurcl.20 shows the energy levels for Eu(lll) with the 
lowest energy emissive state, '"'Do, is 17,250 cm"1 above the 'F- ground state. An energy gap 
between the ground state and the emissive state for Tb(III) is as large as 20,500 cm" 










,3+ .3+ Figure 1.20 Energy levels of various Eu and Tb ions (closed circles - HOMO, open 
circles = LUMO).^131 
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excited state and the more energetic component of the ground state multiplet, the more 
intense the luminescence.1"^ 
The emission of Ln(III) f-f transitions directly excited by UV radiation are always 
not strong.[U5] This is because, first, the f-f transitions have low molar absorption 
coefficients in the near-UV and visible range;1-"21 second, both the intensity and lifetime 
of lanthanide luminescence can be strongly quenched in the presence of the OH, NH or 
CH groups of solvent molecules and ligands which deactivate lanthanide emissive levels 
with vibronic coupling effect.1"5' That the lanthanide ion luminescence has been 
quenched efficiently through unwanted pathways has motivated a thorough search for 
appropriate energy transfer sensitizers or donors to sensitize the emission of lanthanide 
ions. 
Sensitized luminescence can often be observed in Tb(III) complexes due to 
energy transfer from the ligand triplet excited state of the donor with the lowest energy to 
the emissive D4 state. The most important prerequisite for an efficient energy transfer for 
Tb(III) ions with strong chelators is that the energy of the donor triplet state must lie 
higher than the D4 excited state of Tb3+ ion. ' In general, the sensitized luminescence 
from Tb + ions is temperature dependent thus resulting in activation energies consistent 
with the predicted energy separation between the 3D4 state of the Tb"- ion and the triplet 
state of the ligand or transition metal complex. :>1 
A temperature-dependent photoluminescence study was carried out by 
Hettiarachchi et al for single crystals of M[Au(CN)2]3 and M[Ag(CN)2]3 (M = Tb, Gd, 
Y). The results indicate that exclusive excitation of the donor in both Tb[Au(CN)a]3 and 
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Tb[Ag(CN)2]3 results in sensitized luminescence of the acceptor specifically due to the 
^ 4 —> 'Vj (J - 0-6) transition of Tb(III). However, Tb[Ag(CN)2]3 has much stronger 
sensitized luminescence than Tb[Au(CN)2]3 due to a larger spectral overlap between the 
emission of [Ag(CN)2~] donor and the absorption of Tb3+ ions. When the temperature is 
increased, energy transfer rate is enhanced in Tb[Ag(CN)2]3 but inhibited in 
Tb[Au(CN)2]3. Specifically, in Tb[Ag(CN)2]3, this is due to a larger spectral overlap 
between the [Ag(CN)2~] donor emission and the TbJ^ acceptor ion absorption at all 
temperatures. The sensitized emission of Tb"'" ions is strong at all temperatures and is 
enhanced as the [Ag(CN)2~] donor emission is quenched upon temperature increase. This 
indicates that the sensitized energy is transferred from the [Ag(CN)2]~ donor to the Tb'1" 
ion acceptor. In Tb[Au(CN)2]3, the sensitized Tb3+ luminescence decreases as the 
temperature increases. The [Au(CN)2]" emission is strong enough to be completely 
quenched as the temperature increases toward room temperature. When the heating 
temperature increases, the [Au(CN)2]~ emission blue-shifts with a decrease of spectral 
overlap with the 3D4 —» 7F/ absorption band of Tb(III); thus, a temperature change can 
tune the energy transfer by varying the integrated spectral overlap of the donor's 
emission and acceptor's absorption. The sensitized luminescence intensity of Tb(III) in 
Tb[Au(CN)2]3 and the integrated spectral overlap value of the donor-acceptor have a 
linear proportional relationship and therefore is consistent with the theory of radiationless 
energy transfer,1'01 
In comparison with the other trivalent lanthamdes with characteristic 
luminescence comes from the spin and Laporte forbidden 4f —»• 4f transitions,[11/J the main 
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electronic transition in Ce3+ion comes from a spin and Laporte allowed 4f1—» 5d' transition 
in the UV region; therefore, Ce3+ ions have a remarkable high molar extinction coefficient 
in water1-118'1I9] and emits strongly in blue region of the visible spectrum even in relatively 
dilute aqueous solutions.[118'119] Ce(III) luminescence comes from a 5d' —>4f' transition. 
Ce(III) complexes have two observed emission bands which arise from spin and Laporte 
allowed transitions from the lowest 'D (5d') excited state to the two spin-orbit coupling 
components of the ground term, 2F7,2 and 2F5/2 as shown in Figure 1.21. The absorption 
spectrum for each distinct species may contain up to five bands resulting from spin and 
Laporte allowed transitions from the ground "F5 ? state to the components of the excited 
2D state, which may split into five levels under the influence of spm-orbit coupling and a 
ligand field of antiprism symmetry with a 9-coordination number. Thus, the luminescence 
is highly sensitive to the environment. 20] 
The luminescence of Ce(III) can provide rich information about the interaction of 
this metal ion with its ligands due to the accessibility and environmental sensitivity of the 
2D state of Ce3+ions.'121] For example, halide complexes such as CeX^THFK (X = CI, I; 
x - 3, 4) emit at higher energies (ca. 350 nm) while bis(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl) 
Ce(III) species (e.g. [Li(Et20)2][(C5Me5)2CeX2]) were found to emit at lower energies(ca. 
550-600 nm).'1"2' Because a d-orbital is more sensitive to its environment than a f-orbital 
as mentioned above, the emission energy of the d —> f electronic transitions exhibits 







Figure 1.21 Energy level diagram for the Ce ion. Arrows indicate the electronic 
transitions that occur with absorption (AB), excitation (EX), and emission (EM).1' 
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nature of the medium with which the Ce(III) complexes interact can be probed by 
analyzing the Ce ion emission spectrum. Also, since the trivalent Ce ions with a 
4f* electronic configuration are paramagnetic and thus are attracted to magnetic fields, 
NMR can be used to study the chemical environment of Ce3+ion. 21] 
The excited Ce3+ ions can transfer energy to other lanthanide ions and this may 
provide further information on the investigated systems. Possible energy transfer from 
Ce3+ions to other lanthanides, such as Eu3+and Tb3+ ions have been investigated.[54'124] In 
addition, the electronic transitions of Ce3+ ions normally have shorter life times less than 50 
ns which is several orders of magnitude shorter than the other lanthanides. The reason is 
that the 4f—> 5d transitions of Ce3+ions are spin and Laporte allowed while the 4f —*• 4f 
transitions of other lanthanide ions are both spin and Laporte forbidden."25"1271. The short 
lifetime of the electronic transitions of Ce3+ ions facilitate further energy transfer from the 
donors to the acceptors by reducing the saturation of the excited states of the 
acceptors"28'129] 
1.6 Energy Transfer Models and Mechanisms 
Energy transfer processes are able to switch to two pass ways: either radiative or 
non-radiative. For a radiative energy transfer process, first, a donor molecule D absorbs 
photon(s) of radiation to generate a molecule D* which is a molecule D in an electronic 
excited state. Instead of emitting the excitation energy, the excitation energy can be then 
quickly transferred to an acceptor molecule A in the ground state to generate a molecule 
A* which is a molecule A in an electronic excited state. At last, the sensitized molecule 
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A* relaxes to the ground state with emitting photon(s) with different energy. Equation (1) 
symbolizes the process of energy transfer from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A). 
D + A^hv -> D* + A ^ D + A*-^ D + A+hv' (1.1) 
For non-radiative energy transfer, normally, two models, Forster's °' and 
Dexter's'1"111 models have been developed to explain the single-step photo-induced non-
radiative energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor. The mechanism corresponding 
to Forster's model is where energy transfer is "through space",'1,0' while the mechanism 
corresponding to Dexter's model is where energy transfer is "through bonds".'ljl' The 
Dexter mechanism works efficiently over very short distances, where orbital overlap of 
the donor and acceptor must exist to allow the energy to be transferred, whereas the 
Forster mechanism works efficiently when there is no bonding existing between the 
donor and the acceptor and energy transfer occurs over much longer distances. Therefore. 
the Dexter mechanism is more suitable and efficient to deal with the energy transfer in 
solid state systems, such as in a single crystal, in which the donor and acceptor have a 
shorter separation and usually have a bond between the donor and acceptor.'lM>l 
The Forster mechanism is more suitable and efficient to deal with the energy 
transfer between the donor and acceptor over long distances such as energy transfer in 
liquid state systems, because the donor and acceptor have a relative larger separation in 
liquid state systems than in solid state systems.'134'135-1 
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Both Forster and Dexter mechanisms are dependent on distance. However, in 
Dexter's model, the interaction strength decreases by cxp(-2R/L); while in Forster's 
model, it decreases by R'6. Therefore, the Dexter exchange mechanism is more sensitive 
to the distance R between donor and acceptor, i.e. the plot of energy transfer rate versus 
distance has a much steeper slope in comparison with a Forster resonance 
mechanism/13"1 ^ 
1.6.1 Dexter Exchange Mechanism 
The Dexter mechanism is dependent on the overlap of the wave functions of the 
donor D and acceptor A but not dependent on the oscillator strength of both the D*—>D 
and A—*A* transitions/131' Therefore, by normalizing the donor fluorescence and 
acceptor absorption spectra to unity, the parameter of intensity can be deleted from the 
overlap integral. As a result, the spectral overlap integral (J) does not depend on the 
magnitude of molar absorptivity (eA) in comparison with the Forster mechanism which is 
essentially dependent on the strength of transitions. Because kyc,rna- depends on the 
A—->A* transition oscillator strength, the value of the molar absorptivity for the acceptor 
(£A) is present in the overlap integral (J) for the Forster mechanism with dipole-dipole 
energy transfer. 
In the Dexter mechanism/1"1' the energy transfer process occurs in a very short 
range since the overlap of the wavefunctions of the donor and acceptor is an essential 
prerequisite which must be satisfied. The energy transfer rate for the Dexter mechanism 
chiefly depends on two factors: the distance between donor and acceptor R^A and on the 
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overlap between the respective orbitals (J). Mathematically, the energy transfer rate k 
Dexterby electron exchange depends exponentially as a function as follows:1'3'1 
(1.2) 
where K is related to specific orbital interactions, J is the spectral overlap integral, /?DA is 
the edge-to-edge separation between the donor and acceptor relative to their van der 
Waals radii or Bohr radius, L. 
.(1.3) 
The spectral overlap integral J is correlated to the integrated overlap of the 
emission spectrum (/b) of the donor and the absorption spectrum (cA) of the acceptor, 
over wavenumbers v. Both the emission intensity (/b) of the donor and extinction 
coefficient (cA) of the acceptor have been normalized to the unity on the wavenumber 
scale. With the normalization mentioned, J depends neither upon the magnitudes of/b 
or eA. 
1.6.2 Forster Resonance Mechanism 
The other type of radiationless energy transfer is called resonance or the Forster 
mechanism. A Forster energy transfer is a non-radiative process with dipole-dipole 
interactions between the donor and the acceptor and the energy can be transferred when 
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there is a resonance achieved between the dipole moments of donor and the acceptor.'1301 
First, the donor is excited with incident photons from D —»D*. Then, the deactivation of 
the donor species from D*—»D, generates an electric field or transition dipole which 
excites the formation of A* with energy transferred to A. The Forster mechanism is 
suitable for interpreting a Coulombic interaction (dipole-drpole interaction) and depends 
primarily on three parameters: (1) the overlap between the donor emission spectrum and 
the acceptor absorption spectrum (J); (2) the orientation between the dipoles of the donor 
and acceptor. An orientation with a higher value means better coupling and therefore 
leads to a higher energy transfer rate /vporster- Normally, a value of 2/3 is adopted for a 
system with unknown orientation based on an assumption that the overall relative 
orientation of all donor-acceptor pairs is random; (3) the distance between donor and 
acceptor, R. The energy transfer rate is related to R with an exponential power of-6. The 
energy transfer rate forster therefore can be expressed as shown in the equation (1.4) 
fcr.. t <xU2 oc ^ (1.4) 
Forster R6 y ' 
where R is the separation distance between the donor and the acceptor, /LID and /aA 
are the dipole monuments of the donor and acceptor, respectively. U is the interaction 
energy of the two dipoles. I1-4'1-53' 
Based on the dependence of distance and energy transfer rate between a donor and 
an acceptor, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been developed as a 
technique widely accepted as a "spectroscopic ruler" for measuring the distance between 
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two points around 15-100 A1 ] This technique is capable for measuring nanometer scale 
distances and distance changes, both in vitro and in vivo. Recent improvements of this 
technique in the spatial resolution, distance range, and sensitivity have developed new 
biological applications. In FRET, when a donor is sensitized by incident photons, the 
excited state energy from the donor can be transferred to an acceptor which is close to the 
donor.113'J Energy transfer causes spectral changes of the donor as well as the acceptor, 
such as spectral intensity, excited-state lifetime, and photobleaching rates. By monitoring 
these changes, the amount of energy transfer can be deduced, and with suitable calibrations 
one can then infer the distance.L"3' Forster showed that the efficiency of this process was 
the distance-dependent between the donor and the acceptor. After excitation, the donor 
generates an oscillating electric dipole field which decays with distance R. Thus, by 
measuring the efficiency of energy transfer, the distance can be inferred. This is currently 
employed as a "spectroscopic ruler".tlj2] For example, transferrin is a Fe-transport protein 
with one metal site with ferric iron (Fe3") ion on each of two sites. When iron ions are 
bound to either one but not both of the two metal-binding sites on the protein, the TbJT ions 
can be introduced consequently to the empty sites on monoferric transferrin molecules. The 
observed luminescence from Tb~ ions indicates energy transfer from Tb site to the Fe" 
site and the distance between the two metal sites can be then deduced with the energy 
transfer efficiency and suitable calibrations.[1 ] 
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1.7 Unsolved Research Problems 
First, there are many reports on heterometallic d8 and d10 complexes with direct 
metal-metal bonding. However, most reported complexes have bridging ligand(s) 
connecting the d8 and d10 metal centers in addition to the direct metal-metal bonding 
between the d8 and d10 metal centers. Until now, there has not been any report on the 
presence of d8-d10 metal-metal interactions with Pt(II)-M(I) clusters in aqueous and other 
organic solvents containing both dx [Pt(CN)4]2"and d10 [M(CNh]"(M - Cu, Ag. Au) ions at 
room temperature. 
Second, oligomerization due to metallophihc effects are not easy distinguished 
from that due to effects by the bridging ligands.[72] ER spectroscopy can distinguish the 
free CN ligand and the bridging CN ligand based on the vibrational frequency differences 
of the stretching and bending modes. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy can be used to study the 
metallophihc interaction of d8 and d!0 metals and energy transfer with lanthamde cations in 
liquid solutions by monitoring the IR changes of the coordinated ligands. 
Finally, the reasons why the lanthanide Ce3+ions exhibit unusual strong emission in 
aqueous solution but do not in acetonitrile solution is not clear. Further, why the emission 
of Ce ions is enhanced in the presence of K.2[Pt(CNU] in acetonitrile solution but 
quenched in aqueous solution is also not clear. 
1.8 Objectives of This Study 
This research has three main objectives. The first one is centered on the 
investigation of heterometallic d8-d10 metal-metal interaction in aqueous solutions at 
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room temperature. Specifically, we will search for the spectroscopic evidence of 
heterometallic d8-d10 metal-metal interactions with Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters in aqueous 
solution containing both d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [M(CN)2]"(M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions at room 
temperature. As mentioned above, the d10 homometalhc metal-metal interactions have 
been recognized and lead to intriguing spectroscopic properties. The unsymmetrical 
structures of the heterometallic complexes are expected to lead to richer and more diverse 
properties compared to the symmetric homometallic complexes. This has stimulated us to 
study the weak interaction of cT-d'''' heterometallic complexes containing Pt(II)-M(l) 
metal-metal interaction in aqueous solutions containing both [Pt(CN)4]'~ and [M(CN)2p 
ions. 
The second objective is to study the tunability of d8, d10 and the mixed metal d8- d10 
exciplex systems with different solvents and concentration. In comparison with water, we 
choose methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane as solvents to investigate how the solvent effects 
the oligomerization and tunability of cyano complexes with d8 and d10 metals complexes 
with ligands. 
The third objective is to expand the extent of our understanding on energy transfer 
with the solvent and concentration-dependent tunability of d\ d "and. the mixed metal d ~ 
di0exciplex systems as donor to lanthanide acceptor cations. In particular, we have focused 
on energy transfer systems in which the d8 and d'°dicyano complex donors couple with a 
lanthanide acceptor, such as Tb3+ or Eu3+. Also, we will study the energy transfer efficiency 
and different pathways with different donor-acceptor pairs, different excitation energies, 
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different solvents, and different concentrations and different stoichiometric ratio of donor 
and acceptor pairs. 
This thesis will help to increase our understanding of (1) metal-metal bonded 
luminescent exciplexes of the closed-shell d8 and d10 monometallic and heterometallic 
metal-metal interactions in different solvents with different concentrations and (2) tunable 
energy luminescent systems of d8 and d10 transition metals in water and different solvents 
with energy transfer to lanthanide acceptor ions. We will focus on energy transfer pathways 
and mechanisms between the dhand d'°cyano complexes donors coupled with a lanthanide 





In this research, we mainly use steady-state photoluminescence, UV-visible and 
infrared spectroscopic experimental methods to identify different oligomer species and 
study energy transfer in liquids at room temperature. 
2.1.1 Steady-state Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra were recorded with a Model QuantaMaster-
1046 photoluminescence spectrophotometer from Photon Technology International-PTI. 
The instrument has two excitation monochromators and a single emission monochromator 
with a 75W xenon lamp. The spectral resolution can be improved by decreasing the 
opening of emission monochromator slits, with the tradeoff reduced signal/noise ratio. The 
excitation and emission slit widths were set from 3.0 to 6.0 mm and typically set at 3.0 
mm depending on the signal/noise ratio of the excitation and emission spectra, and the 
luminescence intensity of the samples. Normally, samples with strong luminescence will 
be scanned with narrower slits and samples with weak luminescence will be scanned with 
wider slits. A computer equipped with the PTI Instrument Control Program was used for 
controlling this spectrophotometer. The Felix32 software was used for analyzing the 
spectral data. Quartz fluorimetry cuvettes with a path length of 1 cm were used for all 
luminescence measurements. 
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For each unknown sample, both emission and excitation scans were carried out. 
First, emission scans were done with different excitation energies starting from 235 to 400 
nm with an increase of 10 nm. Then, excitation scans were executed with fixed emissions 
starting from 500 to 300 nm with a decrease of 10 nm. After emission and excitation scans 
were completed, the maximum of each band in each spectrum was determined. The 
excitation monochromator at the wavelength of the maximum of each excitation band was 
set to do the emission scan. Then, the maximum of each emission band was located and 
emission monochromator were set at this wavelength to do the excitation scan. In certain 
specific scan, the step needs to be adjusted to 5 nm instead of 10 nm depending on the 
sensitivity of the samples to the excitation and emission energies, the accuracy of 
experimental data and the band location in each spectrum. 
Long-wavelength-pass filters which are characterized by very sharp cut-off regions 
with absorption below 400-420 nm are sometime needed in order to block scattered light 
from the ultraviolet lamp and the light of background as noise. Normally, only the first 
order of diffraction light from the monochromator is used. The long-wavelength-pass filters 
works usually as "order sorting" filters are used to avoid diffraction orders mixing, 
especially, the second order of diffraction. 
2.1.2 UV-VIS-NIR Spectroscopy 
USB4000 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrometer of Ocean Optics Inc. was used to record the 
UV-visible absorption spectra. In this Ocean Optics spectrometer, a single-strand optical 
fiber transmits and disperses source light through a fixed grating across the linear CCD 
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array detector with a scan range from 200-1100 nm. The USB-ISS-UV-VIS Integrated 
Sampling Systems have a snap-on, direct-attached cuvette holder for 1-cm square cuvettes 
and light source combinations. The light source is a deuterium tungsten halogen light 
source (200-2000 nm). The intensity of the bulb of the USB-ISS-LV-V1S is controlled and 
adjusted by a software. The sampling system is equipped with a connector to receive 
control signals and 5-volt power supply. The sampling system on the spectrometer is 
equipped with an electronic shutter for taking dark measurements and comes with a Quartz 
fluorimetry cuvette with a path length of 1 cm for all UV-visible absorption 
measurements. Distilled water was used as blank reference. 
Instrumental Parameter Settings: 
1) Effective range: 200-850 nm 
2)Resolution: 0.75 nm FWHM 
3) Visible intensity: 6. The reason is that this setting allows 95% visible photons to pass 
the blank sample which is distilled water on this intensity. 
4) Sensitivity (estimate): 130 photons/count at 400nm 
5) Integration time: 3 milliseconds-65 seconds 
6) Sampling average: 200 times 
7)Signal-to-noise: 300:1 (at full signal) 
8) Boxcar: 2. Two neighbor dots will be used for averaging for each dot of the raw 
data. 
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2.1.3 Attenuated Total Reflection-Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy 
Transmission FTIR is the most commonly used IR method. However, there are a 
number of technical difficulties commonly encountered in collecting high quality spectra 
of liquid samples. In a normal transmission technique with zero angle of incidence, the 
spacer thickness is very difficult to control and the reproducibility is hard to achieve. This 
is very important when a liquid sample with a solvent such as water is used. Being 
extraordinary strong absorbers, water molecules often results in signal saturation. 
Therefore, this huge absorbance interference completely blurs the useful signals in the 
region between 2800-3700 cm"'. Furthermore, the extremely broader and intense OH 
stretching absorbance could cover and hide the desired bands in the mentioned region to 
blur the desired information.[1341 
Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) is a 
good choice to solve the described problems.[135] ATR-FTIR can avoid saturation effects 
due to an extremely narrow spacer thickness. Figure 2.1 represents a horizontal ATR plate 
covered with a sample. In this method a solid or liquid sample must closely contact the 
optical element: hereby the ZnSe cell. In denser medium, i.e. the ZnSe cell, a light is 
totally internally reflected and the evanescent wave interacts with the close contacted 
samples. 1 i,e light is attenuated, i.e. reduced in intensity due to the absorption of the rarer 
medium, i.e. the samples. The effective path length for this interaction is correlated with 
several factors and the wavelength is typical one of them. The ATR technique gives 






internal reflection element 
Figure 2.1 A horizontal geometry of ATR cell. 
due to the shallow light penetration depth. The ATR spectra are basically similar to 
regular transmission spectra. The strict requirement of extreme optical contact of the 
samples with the internal reflection element has been one of the disadvantages. In general, 
good optical contact can be easy achieved for liquid samples or films. However, when 
sample thickness is greater than the depth of penetration and the incident light has an 
angle greater than the critical one for thick samples, the penetration depth depends on and 
increases with wavelength. Moreover, because ATR spectra have both the features of 
absorption and reflection, thus, ATR spectra are not suitable for quantitative analysis 
such as band shape and oscillator strengths. ' 
ATR-FTIR was recorded with a Spectrum One FT-IR spectrophotometer from 
Perkin Elmer Instruments equipped with a horizontal attenuated total reflectance ZnSe cell 
(Pike Technologies Inc.). This instrument is installed with a Spectrum V3.02 interface 
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software for data collection and analysis. The capacity allows the sample scanning to be 
over a wavenumber range of 450-4000 cm"1 with resolution of 4 cm"1. In typical ATR 
experiments, each sample was scanned 20 times and the average was calculated to remove 
random errors and improve signal/noise ratio. The liquid samples were deposited on the 
horizontal ATR plate. 
2.1.4 Deconvolution of the Overlapping Bands with Gaussian Functions. 
The overlapping bands in the luminescence spectra and the ATR-FTIR 
absorbance spectra have been deconvoluted with Gaussian functions by using the IGOR 
Version 6.0 software. Each Gaussian peak has three independent parameters: energy in 
wavenumber. a peak height and a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) value. Once all the 
peaks have been placed and modified to replicate the original spectrum, the area of each 
peak can be calculated and a percentage of each peak in the spectra can be determined. 
We fix the bands with knowing positions and use the x~ as standard to choose the best 
fitting. The software automatically gives the fitting for different Gaussian settings. The 
best fitting will be chosen by comparing with different fits which has the smallest x". 
Then, each peak is labeled with the same number as the location of the center of the 
Gaussian on the x-axis. 
2.2 Chemicals and Samples Preparation 
Because there is no commercial K[Cu(CN)2] available, K[Cu(CN);>] was 
synthesized in our lab following a literature procedure11361 with slight modification. First, a 
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solution of KCN (10.0 g, >99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL distilled H20 was added 
slowly to a suspension of CuCN (7 g, >99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL H20. The 
mixture was heated to 60 °C while stirring until all the solids dissolved. The resulting 
solution was filtered while hot to remove any suspended particles, and the filtrate was 
allowed to evaporate slowly at room temperature. Crystals of K[Cu(CN)2] were harvested 
after 2 days. The harvested crystals were stored in a closed glass container in a cool and 
dark place. 
Stock solutions of lanthanide complexes of Eu(NC>3)3.Tb(NChb and Ce(NOVb with 
different concentrations were prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of 
EU(N03).VA-H20 (x ~ 6) (Alfa-Aesar), Tb(N03)3-6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) or Ce(NOOv6H20 
(Alfa-Aesar) in distilled water, methanol, acetonitrile or dioxane in 10.00, 25.00 or 50.00 
mL volumetric flasks with a concentration range froml.0xl0"3to2.0xl0"'M. 
Methanol(Alfa-Aesar) 99%; acetonitrile (Alfa-Aesar) of ACS grade with a purity of 
99.5+% . and 1,4-Dioxane (Alfa-Aesar) of ACS grade with a purity of 99+% were used as 
the organic solvents to make the stock solutions. 
K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2], K[Cu(CN)2] or K2[Pt(CN)4] solutions were prepared by 
directly dissolving a stoichiometric amount of KAu(CN)2 (>99.9% pure. Alfa-Aesar), 
K[Ag(CN)2] (>99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar), K[Cu(CN)2] (synthesized, see above) solids in 
distilled water, methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane. Then, aliquot(s) of Eu(NO;)3, Tb(NC>3b 
or Ce(N03)3 solutions were mixed thoroughly with KAu(CN)2, K[Ag(CN)2j, K[Cu(CN)2] 
or K2[Pt(CN)4] solutions in the same solvent to give the final concentrations with 
stoichiometric ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1. The mixture was immediately transferred to 
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standard 1-cm quartz cuvettes for initial luminescence measurements at ambient 
temperatures after thoroughly mixing of different components. Normally about 5-10 
minutes of mechanical stirring is required. 
Ultrasonic activation is one of the modern ways for expediting chemical 
reactions.1'371 Ultrasound activation have been employed for initiating and accelerating the 
formation of homometallic and heterometallic bonding in both homogeneous or 
heterogeneous systems at room temperature and pressure for all the liquid samples.[b7'138] 
The effects of ultrasound were evaluated by comparing the luminescence, IR and UV-
visible spectra of samples before and after ultrasound treatment and the spectrum changes, 
for example, appearance of new peaks, shifting of peaks, changing of band patterns and 
shapes. 
Ultrasound can effectively accelerate the chemical reaction due to the generation of 
cavitation. In general, cavitation is a process composed of the generation, growth and 
collapse of cavities, which is able to generate energy densities as high as 1 to 10 
kW/m3.'13'1 Cavitation can produce very high temperatures and pressure at a million places 
in liquid in a reactor simultaneously and locally with ambient temperature environment to 
promote heterogeneous reactions. For example, R. E. Johnson and Suslick reported on 
coordination reaction of carbon monoxide with the early transition metals such as 
vanadium, tantalum, molybdenum and tungsten with ultrasound at ambient conditions.1'3 ] 
Therefore, the effects of cavitation can promote chemical reactions to occur at ambient 
conditions. Further, free radicals are another product generated in the process of 
dissociation of vapors trapped in the cavitating bubbles. The free radicals can either 
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promote the chemical reactions or initiate unexpectedly certain reactions. Cavitation effects 
also increase the rates of transport processes by producing local turbulence and liquid 
acoustic streaming in the reactor.1'37] Since cavitation can only be produced in liquids, 
ultrasonic irradiation can generate necessary heat and pressure to promote the formation of 
weak metal-metal bonding in liquid solutions at ambient temperature and pressure. For 
example, the most difficult reactions known for transition metals can be easy achieved with 
ultrasound: the very un-reaciive early transition metals such as vanadium, tantalum, 
molybdenum and tungsten can be combined with carbon monoxide.'138' 
Luminescence, FTIR and UV-visible spectra were measured after the solutions 
were mixed and treated with an ultrasound bath for about 5 minutes. If there was no new 
luminescence band observed, the mixed solutions were then treated with ultrasound bath 
and luminescence spectra were measured after every about one hour to check if a new band 
was observed. As soon as new luminescence bands appeared, FTIR and UV-visible spectra 
were measured immediately. For different mixed solutions, about 5 minutes to several 
hours of ultrasound bath treatment were necessary for observing the appearance of new 
bands and stabilized without further spectral changes. For example, to observe 
experimental evidence of the formation of heterometallic bonding of Pt(II)-Cu(I), aqueous 
solutions with K2[Pt(CN)4J and K[Cu(CN)2] have to be irradiated with ultrasound for about 
3 hours to observe the new bands appearance. Afterward, the intensity of the new bands 
may change, but the excitation and emission energies have only slight changes. 
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Nomially. the luminescence, FTIR, and UV-visible scans were carried out in 
sequence to track the formation of metal-metal bonding in three scales of time intervals, 
which were 5-10 minutes, 3-6 hours, and 1-3 days after aliquot(s) of different stock 
solutions were mixed. 
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Chapter III: 
TUNABLE ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN [Au(CN)2"]„ LUMINESCENT 
NANOCLUSTERS WITH Eu3+ AND Tb3+ RARE EARTH IONS IN 
AQUEOUS SOLUTION 
3.1 Introduction 
Energy transfer has been studied between dicyanoaurate(I) luminescent nanocluster 
donor ions and Tb ~" and Eu + acceptor ions in aqueous solutions with steady-state 
luminescence. The f-f transition emission intensities of Tb3+ ions can be sensitized and 
enhanced by varying the concentration of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ions, due to the formation 
of different excimer and exciplex nanoclusters. However, the f-f transition emission 
intensities of Eu3" ions are not enhanced but the donor's emission is quenched thorough a 
non-radiati\e charge transfer pathway. The Stem-Volmer constants show different 
quenching efficiencies for different nanoclusters of the donor. 
3.2 Background and Literature Review 
The emission of dicyanoaurate(I) ions in aqueous solution is tunable due to the fact 
that ions undergo significant oligomerization in aqueous solution as a function of 
concentration.[10] The luminescence bands of Au(I) complexes arise from the *[Au(CN)2"]„ 
(«> 2) excimers and exciplexes with different size and geometry and the luminescence is 
related to Au-Au bonded excimers and exciplexes[139].Also, previous studies indicate that 
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the photoluminescence emission energies of dicyanoaurate(I) ion are tunable and exhibit a 
red shift with increasing concentration11401, decreasing temperature [1()4'141-142' or increasing 
r 102, 1431 
pressure' . 
Our group has reported that in pure crystals energy transfer occurs from the 
dicyanoaurate(I) ions, as donors, to LnJ acceptor ions such as EU3T , ll43i Dy3" ,|142] and 
Tb3" . |14l\ In the solid a layered structure exists with alternating layers of anions and 
cations. The rare earth ions incorporated in the solid state show distinct spectral lines of 
absorption and emission due to the electronic transitions within the 4f shell 
configuration.'K)L' Since f orbitals are strongly shielded from the outside ligands, the 
positions of the spectral lines vary only slightly with the environment, however their 
intensities are strongly dependent on the host in which the rare earth is embedded.1'10'1U) 
Thus, the intensities of the sharp f-f transition emissions of the rare earth ions can be used 
for monitoring energy transfer. 
Yersin et al reported that with increasing applied pressure, Eu[Au(CNh]3 crystals 
exhibited a dramatic red shift of the [Au(CN)2]" emission energy with the result that the 
emission of the Eu3+ acceptors decreases due to energy transfer from the [AuCCNb]* 
donors to the Eu + acceptors being tuned off with increasing pressure.'14"11 In this research, 
instead of varying pressure, the concentration of the dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion was varied 
to examine energy transfer and the different pathways between the donor and Ln^ ( Ln = 
Tb, Eu) acceptor ions in aqueous solution due to the tunable photoluminescence of 
different excimer and exciplex *[Au(CN)2~]„ (n> 2) nanoclusters formed. 
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3.3 Experimental Section 
3.3.1 Sample Preparation 
First, we prepared 4.0x10"2 M Eu(N03)3 and Tb(N03)3 stock solutions by 
dissolving stoichiometric amounts of Eu(NO)3-XH20 (X ~ 6) (Alfa-Aesar) and 
Tb(NO)3-6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) in distilled water in two 10.00ml flasks separately and kept in 
the dark. K[Au(CN)2] aqueous solutions were prepared by directly dissolving a 
stoichiometric amount of the KAu(CN)2(>99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) solids in distilled water. 
Then, aliquot(s) of Eu(N03)3 or Tb(N03)3 aqueous solutions and KAu(CN)2 aqueous 
solution were mixed thoroughly in proportion and immediately transferred to standard 1-
cm quartz cuvettes for luminescence measurements at ambient temperatures. 
3.3.2 Instrumentation 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra were recorded with a Model 
QuantaMaster-1046 photoluminescence spectrophotometer from Photon Technology 
International-PTI. The instrument is equipped with two excitation monochromators and a 
75W xenon lamp. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Energy Transfer between [Au(CN)2"]„ and Tb3+ Ions in Aqueous Solution 
Previous publications of Rawashdeh-OmarylL'9'140i reveal that increasing the concentration 
of KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions within a given range leads to red shifts in the excitation 
and emission bands due to the formation of different *[Au(CN)2~]„ (n> 2) excimers and 
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exciplexes. Two different concentrations of 5.0* 10"2 and 2.0x10"' M KAu(CN)2 aqueous 
solutions at room temperature show a higher-energy (HE) band and a lower-energy (LE) 
band with maxima near 400-410 and 430-470 nm, respectively, which confmn previous 
reports' ''' and are assigned to different oligomers as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. 
The emission energy of aqueous KAu(CN)2 exhibits a -1100 cm1 red-shift from 429 
(AeXc= 285nm) to 450nm (/.exc= 320nm) with an increase of concentration from 5.0x10"" to 
2.0x10" M at ambient temperature. Since the excitation maxima are tuned from 282 to 
317nm when the KAu(CN)2 increases from 5.0xl0"2 to 2.0x10"' M with a red shift of 
~3900cm"' as shown in Figure 3.3 (a) , the 285 and 320nm wavelengths were selected to 
maximally excite the [Au(CN)2"]„ donor with concentrations of 5.0xl0"2 and 2.0x10"' M 
respectively. 
When the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 are kept constant and the concentrations of 
Ln~T (Ln = Eu, Tb) acceptor ion are progressively increased from 5.0x10"4 to 2.0x10"" M, 
the emission bands of Tb3+ ion are sensitized and increase with both the concentrations of 
KAu(CN)2and Tb(N03)3as shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 When the concentrations of Tb" 
acceptor ions (5.0x10"4-2.0x10"2M) are kept constant and the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 
are increased, the emission bands of Tb3^ ion are sensitized and increase with the 
concentrations of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion as shown in Figure 3.4. The four distinctive 
sharp f-f transition bands of Tb3+ ion observed at ~ 485, 542, 582, 618nm in Figure 3.1, 
Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.4 can be assigned as 5D4—> 7Fj, (J = 6, 5, 4, 3), respectively1 "4J. 
Comparison of the intensities of the four f-f transition bands of TbJ ion shown in Figure 
3.4 reveals that there is energy transferred from the dicyanoaurate(I) donor 
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Figure 3.1 Emission spectra of 5.Ox 1CT2 M ( kex= 285nm) KAu(CN'): aqueous solutions 
with different concentrations of TV" ion at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.2 Emission spectra of 2.Ox 10" M (kex= 320nm) KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions 
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Figure 3.3 Excitation spectra with emission at 45 Iran of KAu(CN)? aqueous 
solutions, (a) the normalized excitation maxima appear at 282 and 317nm for 
concentrations of 5.0xl(T2 and 2-OxlO"1 M respectively with a red shift of 
-3900cm"1; (b) excitation spectra of 1.0><10"2 M Tb(N03)3 aqueous solution with 
and without dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion with the maximum emission of TV" ion 
at 543nm; (c) excitation spectra of 1.0x10~z M Eu(NC>3)3 aqueous solution with 
and without dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion with the maximum emission of Eu +ion 
at 589nm. 
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Emission,nm 
3+„ Figure 3.4 Emission spectra of 1.0x10" M Tb acceptor ions in aqueous solutions with 
or without the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ions (5.0xl0"2 and2.0xlO_1M) 
excited at 285 and 320 nm at room temperature. Inset: magnified emission spectra of 
1.0xlO"2MTb3+acceptor ions, without donor ion, excited at 285 and 320 nm. 
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ion to the Tb~" acceptor ion; also the higher concentration of KAu(CN)2 (2.0* 10"' M) gives 
better transfer efficiency by comparing the enhancement. 
In order to quantitively measure the energy transfer contribution originating from 
the increase of the donor's concentration, the intensity ratios(7?), showing the luminescence 
enhancement of the f-f transition bands of Tb3+ ion with and without of presence of 
dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion, vs the concentration of Tb3+ ion has been calculated and listed 
in Table 3.1. The ratio R does not increase as the Tb3+ ion concentration increases. 
Generally, the ratio R has no correlation with the concentration of the Tb"" ion acceptor. 
However, it does have a correlation with the concentration of the KAu(CN)? donor and the 
excitation energy selected. The KAu(CN)2 solution with a concentration of 2.C)x!0" M 
produces a much larger R ranging around 33-130 fold (AeK = 320nm) than the concentration 
of 5.0xl0"2M which gives a 17-60 fold increase (Aexc= 285nm). It is well known that two 
of the f-f Tb3+ ion energy levels are up to 28000cm"1 CD3) and the lowest excited state DD4 
lies at -20500 cm" '114^ as shown in Figure 3.5. Since the donor's emission red-shifts from 
-23300 cm"'(429nm) to the lower energy level at -22200 cm"1 (450nm) when the 
concentration increases from 5.0xl0"2 to 2.0xl0_1 M, the donor's emission moves down and 
is closer to the major energy transfer accepting level of "D4 at - 20500 cm" and, at the 
same time, the intensity of the emission is also increased 5.0 fold as shown in Figure 3.5. 
It is well established that the greater the overlap between the donor emission and 
the acceptor's excitation spectrum, the greater the resonance energy transfer efficiency. 
Thus, the energy transfer can be tuned by changing the concentration of [Au(CN)2]~ as 
donor ion Site-selective excitation is another factor shown in Table 3.1 which can change 
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Table 3.1 Enhancement factor R. Here, R is the ratio of the intensities of the f-f transition 
emission bands of Tb'T acceptor ion with and without the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) 
donor ion in aqueous solutions at room temperature. 
Emission 
Band,nm 
542 582 618 542 582 618 
i 
Excited 285nm 
[Tb],M 2.0x10"'M[Au] 5.0x10~2M[Au] 
l.OxlO"2 0.7 0.7 0.7 31.4 29.9 28.1 
6.0xl0"3 0.4 0.3 0.4 24.8 22.9 22.6 
4.0x10"3 0.3 0.3 0.2 19.7 19.1 16.8 
2.0x10"3 0.7 0.5 0.7 60.2 46.8 51.3 
l.OxlO"3 0.2 0.2 0.5 32.0 32.1 29.1 




l.OxlO"2 124.1 101.1 87.7 3.5 3.2 2.9 
6.0xl0"3 123.4 89.8 96.4 3.0 2.5 2.9 
4.0x10"3 88.5 67.3 61.9 2.1 2.0 1.9 
2.0xl0"3 130.1 101.0 86.2 4.4 4.8 3.7 
l.OxlO"3 66.6 44.2 33.3 5.0 5.4 4.3 




the energy transfer efficiency. For the same donor's concentration but with different 
excitation wavelengths, the acceptor's luminescent intensities are enhanced or weakened 
with the magnitude more than 10 -fold as shown in Table 3.1. The spectra in Figure 3.3 (a) 
show that the excitation absorption at 320 nm is 80.6 fold larger than 285 nm for 2.0x10"' 
M KAu(CN)2 aqueous solution. The excitation by site-selection leads to intensified 
emission of the donor. Consequently, the increased spectral overlap leads to increased 
energy transfer. 
3.4.2 Energy Transfer between [Au(CN)2"]„ and Eu3+ Ions in Aqueous Solution 
When Eu3+ ions are introduced into two different concentrations of KAuiCNb 
solutions, the strong emission bands of donor *[Au(CN)2l„ (n> 2 ) are effectively 
quenched as the concentration of Eu(N03)3 increases while the //transition emissions of 
Eu3" ion are not enhanced as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Though weak, the bands can be 
distinctly identified at ~ 589, 613, 652, 697nm in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 due to the f-f 
transitions of Eu3+ ion from 5Do to 7Fj ( / = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively.'U4"146' We do not 
observe the 3D0 —> 7F0 transition at about 579 nm which has been reported elsew here'14''1. 
This is probably due to the selection rules for Eu " ion in a crystal field with the aqueous 
solutions, for J = 0, the 3Do —* 'F0 transition is both electronic dipole and magnetic dipole 
transition forbidden'14'1,By monitoring the intensities of the characteristic red emission 
bands at 613(^0 —-> ^ 2 ) and 589nm(°Do—•»• 3F|) for EU3T ion in the presence of the donor, 
there is no sensitized luminescence and the change can be almost neglected compared with 
the strong emission of *[Au(CN) {]n nanoclusters. 
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Figure 3.5 The emission energy levels of different concentrations of the dicyanoaurate(I) 
luminescent nanocluster donor ions along with the energy levels of the Eu and Tlr ' 
acceptor ions. CT indicates the charge transfer state. The dotted line stands for the non-




Figure 3.6 Emission spectra of 5.Ox 10" (Xex- 285nm) KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions with 
different concentrations of Eu + ions at room temperature. 
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Quenching of excited-state energy by a charge-transfer (CT) state has been 
observed previously in Eu+/Ce3+ systems,[148~151] in europium cryptate[l32",;>7], as well as in 
the crystal [EuAu] complex[142]. The [Au(CN) 2']« nanocluster emission is quenched 
completely by Eu3+ ion, and the lower quantum efficiency in this system indicates an 
efficient CT process competing with a radiative intercrossing pathway.1' J The non-
changing f-f emission bands for Eu3+ ion at 589 and 613nm and the drastically quenched 
emission of *[Au(CN)2~]„ donor (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6) indicates a non-radiative 
deexcitation process via an *[Au(CN)?"]„ —* Eu(III) charge transfer (CT) state which 
overcomes the radiative pathway.1 
The scheme shown in Figure 3.5 facilitates the discussion of the concentration-
sensitive quenching from the view of the competing of the transfer between the energy 
levels of the donor and acceptor in the [EuAu] system. In this study, there is a large 
intensity-increase observed around 350-410nm for the Eu3+ ion [lD8] with dicyanoaurate(I) 
donor ions as shown in Figure 3.3 (c) compared to the insignificant change of Tb ^ ion in 
the same range as shown in Figure 3.3 (b) with the increase of concentration of KAuCCN^. 
For the [TbAu] system, since there is no CT transition between the dicyanoaurate(I) donor 
ions and the Tb3+ acceptor ions, there is no CT transition absorption band observed in 
Figure 3.3 (b). Previous reported that the most intense excitation band next to the second-
intense band at 392nm ('Fo—^Lj, transition) for [EuAu] system in solid state is due to the 
CT transition.'66' Therefore, we tentatively assigned the most intense band lies at 394nm 
(~2.54x 104 cm"1) due to a CT transition as shown in Figure 3.3 (c). 
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Figures 3.6 and 3.8 show the emissions of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ions with 
concentrations of 5.0X10'2 and 2.0X 10"' M, respectively, are quenched with increase of 
concentration of Eu,T ions. The Stern-Volmer quenching equation (3 1) has been 
employed for quantifying the extent of quenching: 
^ = 1 + /C[E«3 +] (3.1) 
/ and Io are the luminescence intensities of the KAu(CN)2 solution with and without the 
presence of Eu"+ ion as quencher respectively, and k is the Stern-Volmer constant. The 
constants are found to be about 617(R~ = 0.9922) as shown in Figure 3.7 and 205 M"' (R~-
0.9540) as shown in Figure 3.9 for the KAu(CN): solutions with concentrations of 5.0x10"' 
and 2.0X10"' M, respectively. Comparing the Stern-Volmer constants, the emission of 
the*[Au(CN)2*]„ nanoclusters with a concentration of 5.0x10" M is quenched more 
efficiently than a concentration of 2.0x10"' M by Eu3+ ion and the difference is as large as 
3.0 times. Since the CT state lies higher than the 5D3 state of Eu3+ ion as an acceptor state, 
non-radiative energy transfer via a CT state instead of the 5D3 excited state dominates the 
de-excitation process, leaving almost unchanged f-f transition emissions for the Eu~ 
acceptor ions. According to the Forster theory the Coulombic energy transfer is based on 
resonant dipole-dipole coupling and the overlap between the absorption of the acceptor and 
the emission spectra of the donor.'1?91 Figure 3.5 shows that all the energy ^Dj (J = 3,2, 1, 0) 
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3+- . Figure 3.7 Stern-Volmer plot ofIQI1versus concentration of Eu ions, /and i^are the 
emission intensities of 5.0* 10"2 M (kex= 285nm) KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions at 429 nm 
with and without the presence of Eu3+ ions respectively. 
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Figure 3.8 Emission spectra of 2.0x10" M {Xex= 320nm) KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions 
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Figure 3.9 Stern-Volmer plot of IQI I versus concentration of EiT+ ions. / and 10 are the 
emission intensities of 2.0x10"' M (kex= 320 nm) KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions at 452 nm 
with and without the presence of Eu3^ ions, respectively. 
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concentration of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion from 5.0xl0"2 to 2.0x10"' M, means the 
donor's emission energy will red-shift downward from the CT state and approach the major 
f acceptor 5D2 state and other lower excited acceptor states of Eu3+ ion, especially the 
lowest emitting excited 5D0 state. 5Dj (J = 3, 2, 1, 0) states will accept more and the 
dominant CT state accept less energy transferred from the donor. Therefore, Eu^ ion 
exhibits decreasing quenching efficiency when the donor's concentration increases. 
3.5 Conclusions 
The f-f transition emissions of Tb "*" ion as energy acceptor can be sensitized and 
enhanced in the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) ion as donor in aqueous solution at ambient 
temperature. Due to the tunable emission of dicyanoaurate(I) arising from different 
nanoclusters of [Au(CN)2"]„ formed corresponding to increased concentration of 
[Au(CN)2]\ the spectral overlap of the donor's emission with the excitation of Tb + ion 
acceptor increases; therefore, the energy transfer efficiency can be tuned by varying the 
concentration of the donor. However, Eu3+ ion as energy acceptor exhibits un-enhanced f-f 
transition emissions when the concentration of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion increases in 
aqueous solutions. Eu~~ ion serves as an efficient quencher for the donor's emission with an 
*[Au(CN)2"]„ —* Eu(IIl) charge transfer via a non-radiative deexcitation process. The CT 
state lies at ~2.54xl04cm~1 and is not sensitive to the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 donor 
and Eu3+ ion acceptor at ambient temperature. Due to the tunability of luminescence of 
[Au(CN)2~]„ nanoclusters corresponding to different concentrations, the Eu" ion quenching 
efficiency can also be tuned. 
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Chapter IV: 
SOLVENT DEPENDENT TUNABLE ENERGY TRANSFER OF d10 METAL 
DICYANIDE NANOCLUSTERS WITH Eu3+ and Tb3+ RARE EARTH IONS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the luminescence energy and intensity of d10 copper(I), silver(I) and 
gold(I) dicyanide nanoclusters as energy transfer donors in different organic solvents have 
been observed with high tunability. Energy transfer between d10 metal dicyanide 
nanoclusters as donors with solvent-dependent tunable luminescence energy and Eu',_r and 
TV' rare earth ions as acceptors in different organic solvents has been discussed. For Tb' 
acceptor ions, the energy transfer efficiency, which is proportional to the spectral overlap 
extent between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption, depends on the solvent 
tunability of the donor emission energy. For Eu * acceptor ions, energy transfer can be 
"tuned off' or "tuned on" as the solvent dependent donor emission energy becomes in 
resonance with a charge transfer state or with the L6 Eu ion state, respectively. 
4.2 Background and Literature Review 
Metal-metal bonded excimers and exciplexes are one class of luminescent inorganic 
exciplexes [91' 92' 160], and several metal-metal bonded inorganic exciplexes involving 
closed-shell d10 ions have been reported f161'. Recently, our group has reported aurophilic 
and argentophilic interactions of [Au(CN)?~]„ and [Ag(CN)?~]„ oligomers in both aqueous 
and methanolic solutions. The luminescence observed in these complexes conies from 
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*[Au(CN)2"]„ and *[Ag(CN)2"]„ (n > 2), i.e. the metal-metal bonded excimers and 
exciplexes with different cluster size and geometry.'13'16J 
Patterson's group first reported that several ultraviolet and visible emission bands 
are observed when dicyanoargentate(I) ions are doped in KC1 single crystals and assigned 
to dimer and trimer nanoclusters.'4| Further, solutions of K[Au(CN)2] and K[Ag(CN)2] in 
water or methanol exhibit similar luminescence bands that are assigned to different dimer 
and trimer nanoclusters. Thus, as an extension of this work, this thesis reports energy 
transfer from d10 nanoclusters in different solvents to Eu3+ and Tb + acceptor ions.' ^ 6"' 
Previous studies indicate that the photoluminescence emission energies of 
dicyanoaurate(I) ions are tunable and exhibit a red shift with increasing concentration or 
decreasing temperature.[66' 101' 104] This tunability of the emission energy of the pure or 
mixed dicyanoaurate(I) and dicyanoargentate(I) ion systems is valuable for serving as 
energy transfer donors in energy transfer studies.[6'106'163] In a recent paper, we reported 
that the energy transfer efficiency can be tuned by varying the concentration of the 
[Au(CN)2"]„ donor using Eir" or Tb1+ as acceptor ions in aqueous solution.' <H The process 
of energy transfer can usually be interpreted by the Forster mechanism ! ^ in which the 
energy transfer efficiency is proportional to the spectral overlap between the donor 
emission and the acceptor absorption. 
In this study, we report for the first time tunable energy transfer between d10 metal 
dicyanide nanocluster donor ions and Eu + and Tb3^ rare earth acceptor ions in non-
aqueous solvents such as methanol, acetonitrile, and dioxane. 
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4.3 Experimental Section 
4.3.1 Sample Preparation 
The 4.0 xiO"2 and l.OxlO"2 M Eu(N03)3 and Tb(N03)3 stock solutions were 
prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of Eu(N03)3-xH20 (x ~ 6) (Alfa-Aesar) and 
Tb(N03)y6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) in methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane in separate 10.00 mL 
volumetric flasks. K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2] and K[Cu(CN)2] solutions were prepared by 
directly dissolving a stoichiometric amount of KAu(CN)2 (>99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar), 
K[Ag(CN)2] (>99.9% pure. Alfa-Aesar), and K[Cu(CN)2] (synthesized, see below) solids 
in methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane. Then, aliquot(s) of Eu(N03)3 or Tb(N03)3 solutions 
were mixed thoroughly with K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2] or K[Cu(CN)2] solutions in the 
same solvent to give the final concentration listed in Table 4.1. The mixture was 
immediately transferred to standard 1-cm quartz cuvettes for luminescence measurements 
at ambient temperatures. 
K[Cu(CN)2] was synthesized with the procedure [136]described in details in 
Chapter 2.2. 
4.3.2 Instrumentation 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra at room temperature were recorded with a 
Model QuantaMaster-1046 photoluminescence spectrophotometer from Photon 
Technology International. The instrument is equipped with two excitation monochromators 
and a single emission monochromator with a 75W xenon lamp. UV-visible absorption 
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spectra were recorded on a Beckman Model DU-640 UV/VIS scanning spectrophotometer 
with a wavelength range from 190 to 1100 nm. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Tunability of the Luminescence Energy of d10 Metal Dicyanide Clusters in 
Different Solvents 
Figure 4.1 shows the emission spectra of KAu(CN)2 in different solvents at ambient 
temperature. It reveals the emission energy of [AufGSTh]" ions can be tuned with different 
solvents and thus is a good candidate as donor in energy transfer studies, because, 
according to the Forster mechanism/165^ the energy transfer efficiency is proportional to the 
spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption. Also, it reveals 
that KAufCNh crystals could be used as a vapochromic material since it displays large 
luminescence changes upon exposure to different organic solvents. We believe that there 
are [Au(CN)2"]„ and [Ag(CN)2~]„ oligomers with metal-metal bonded exciplexes existing in 
different solvents similar as the existence of [Au(CN)2~]„ and [Ag(CN)2~]„ oligomers with 
metal-metal bonded exciplexes in both water and methanolic solutions reported formerly 
u [15,161 
by our group.1 J 
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Figure 4.1 Luminescence of KAu(CN)2 in different solvents at ambient temperature. The 
7 I 
concentrations are 2 x 10" M in all solvents except for acetonitrile, in which it is 1 x10" M. 
All the intensities of luminescence are normalized for comparison. Solvent polarity exerts a 
dramatic effect on emission spectra of [AuCCNy ions 
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in different solvents. Table 4.1 shows the correlation between the emission energies of 
[Au(CN)2] ions in different solvents and the dielectric constants e of the dissolving 
solvents at ambient temperature. Figure 4.2 shows the plot of the maxima of emission 
energies of [Au(CN)2]~ ions in different solvents versus the dielectric constants of 
dissolving solvents. In Figure 4.2(a), according to the ^-squared value (R2 = 0.731) of the 
linear fitted trendline, there is a certain correlation between the emission energies of 
[Au(CN)2]" ions in selected solvents, i.e. tetrahydrofuran, pyridine, acetonitrile, dimethyl 
sulfoxide and water with their dielectric constants. In general, the emission wavelength 
increases and the emission energy decreases with the increase of solvent polarity. This is 
because that the solvent effects shift the emission to lower energy by stabilizing of the 
excited state with the polar solvent molecules.'166' Normally, the dipole moment of a 
luminescent oligomer in excited state (uE) is larger than that in the ground state (juc). After 
being excited, the energy of the excited state of the solvent dipoles can be reduced due to 
the effects of reorientation or relaxation around the dipole of the luminescent oligomer fxy.. 
The larger the solvent polarity, the larger the effect in lowering the emission energy 
state.1 ' 
However, there are exceptions which do not fit into this trend and cannot be 
explained with solvent polarity effects. For example, [Au(CN)2]" ions give a lower energy 
emission at 408 run in 1,4-dioxane which is a almost non-polar solvent with a small 
dielectric constant (t: = 2.2189) in comparison with other solvents listed in Table 4.S with 
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Figure 4.2 The maxima of emission spectra of K[Au(CN)2] in different solvents versus 
the dielectric constants (s) of the dissolving solvents at ambient temperature, (a) plot with 
tetrahydrofuran, pyridine, acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide and water, (b) plot with all 
solvent listed in Table 4.1 except tetrahydrothiophene. 
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Table 4.1 The maxima of normalized emission spectra of K[Au(CN)2] in different 




, [ 1 6 7 ] 
1 
| 
y-em, n m 
l.4-dioxane ' 2.2189 ' 408 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 7.52 301 
Pyridine 13.260 375 
Acctonitnle (MeCN) ' 36.64 j 414 
nimethylformamide(DMF) ' 38.25 i 334 
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 47.24 390 
Water 80.100 447 
Tetrahydrothiophene (THT) 
— 411 
in dimethylformamide (DMF) which has a larger dielectric constant [i-; = 38.25) as shown 
in Table 4.1. As shown in Figure 4.2(b), a plot is given of the emission wavelengths of 
[Au(CN):]" ions in all solvent listed in Table 4.1 except tetrahydrothiophene versus their 
dielec'nc constants. The /?-squared value (R2 = 0.2974) of the fitted linear trendline shows 
that ihere is totally no correlation between the emission energies of [Au(CN)2]~ ions in 
different solvents and the dielectric constants of the solvents. This phenomenon could not 
be interpreted only with the general solvent effects which account for the spectrum shift 
due to the interaction of the electronic polarizability of the solvent and the luminescence 
oligomer polarizability with reoritation of the solvent dipoles and the redistribitution of the 
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electrons in the solvent molecule. The oligomer is considered to be a dipole in a continuous 
medium of uniform dielectric constant. This model does not include any chemical 
interactions, hence cannot be used to interpret other interactions which affect the emission, 
such as the acid-base chemistry, formation of new bonding, charge-transfer interaction, and 
etc. Therefore, in addition to the general solvent effects, we believe that one or a few 
adjacent solvent molecules interact the oligomers to generate the specific solvent effects 
which are related with the specific chemical properties of both the oligomer and solvent. 
This specific effects change the formation, structure as well as the distance of the Au(I)-
Au(l) metal-metal bonding in the oligomer and the chemical interactions of the oligomer 
and soKent. Therefore, the specific interactions could exert substantial effects on the 
energy shifting of the excitation and emission spectra of an oligomer in such solvents. 
In Figure 4.3, a comparison of the luminescence intensity of [Au(CN)2]~ ions in 
water versus acetonitrile shows that the luminescence intensity of the emission band of 
[Au(CN)2]~ ions has a dramatic increase and a red shift of emission band maxima when the 
solvent switches from water to acetonitrile. It demonstrates that solvent effects potentially 
change the energy transfer pathway and efficiency. 
Solutions of K[Au(CN)2] indioxane exhibit strong and tunable emissions with 
different excitations at room temperature as shown in Figure 4.4. Three luminescence 
bands are observed at 375, 414, and 578 nm when excited at different wavelengths (Figure 
4.4). and each emission is a mirror image of its excitation spectrum with a large Stokes' 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of emission spectra of 1 xlO" M KAu(CN)2 in acetomtrile and 
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Figure 4.4 The emission spectra at various excitation wavelengths of 1 .Ox 10"" M 
KAg(CN)? in dioxane showing the energy tunability. On the left is the excitation spectrum. 
is due to the presence of different [Au(CN)2"]„ oligomer nanoclusters based on previous 
reports that the luminescence of the Au(I) complex is related to the formation of Au-Au 
bonded excimers and exciplexes, similar to those reported earlier for Ag(I) 
l 14,16,501 
complexes/ ' 
Extended Hiickel calculations by Rawashdeh-Omary for different dicyanoaurate(I) 
oligomers showed that the metal-metal bond in the first excited state is stronger compared 
to the ground state[l6l The existence of exciplex can be judged by the experimental 
evidence, such as the very broad and structureless luminescence band and the extremely 
/lem=410 nm 
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large Stokes' shifts which indicate highly distorted excited states.'16'68' Further evidence for 
the presence of different oligomer nanoclusters is the red shift of the emission band from 
377 to 410 nm when the concentration of [Au(CN)?~] increases from 2.0x10""' to 1 .Ox 10"2 M 
in dioxane. because the HOMO-LUMO band gaps of the oligomers decrease dramatically 
as the sizes of oligomers increase.'13' 
4.4.2 Energy Transfer between d10 Metal Dicyanide Donor Clusters and Ttr+ 
Acceptor Ions in Selected Solvents 
When the concentration of the Tb3+ acceptor ions is kept constant, and the 
concentrations of d10 metal dicyanide donor ions such as [Cu(CN)i]~, [Ag(CN)2]\ 
[AiKCN'bP in methanol and acetonitrile are increased, the intensities of the four distinctive 
sharp f-f transition bands of Tb" ions observed at ~ 488, 542, 585. 620 nm ''" ' 
(corresponding to 3D4—* 'Fj (J = 6, 5, 4, 3 ) transitions, respectively) dramatically increase 
with increasing concentration of the d10 metal dicyanide donor ions, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
It is well established [130] that the energy transfer rate, PD-A, between donor D and acceptor 
A can be expressed by: 
PD_A=F(R)\f'D{y)faA{v)dv 
F(R) summarizes the essential mechanism of energy transfer, as well as the distance 
between the donor D and acceptor A. The integral is the spectral overlap of the donor 
emission with the acceptor absorption profile which describes the resonance condition.'v''i 
Figure 4.5 Excitation (left) and emission (right) spectra of 4.0x10° VI Tb " ions upon 
addition of increasing amounts of KAg(CN)2 in methanol. Inset: Integrated emission 
intensity of 3D4—-> 'Fj (J- 6, 5, 4, 3) transitions versus the spectral overlap integral of the 
dicyanoargentate(I) donor clusters with Tb" + acceptor ions absorption in the 300-400 nm 
range. 
The luminescence energies of the exciplexes are found to be tunable because an increase in 
the size of d10 metal dicyanide nanoclusters occurs with an increase in the concentration of 
the donor ions. Since the energies of the f-f transitions of Tb~+ acceptor ions are not 
sensitive to the environment and can be considered as fixed, the spectral overlap integral, 
that is the energy transfer rate, mainly depends on the tunability of the donor emission. 
Figure 4.5 (inset) shows that the integrated emission intensity of 3Dj—» Fj (J - 6, 5, 4, 3) 
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transition bands is directly proportional to the spectral overlap integral of the 
dicyanoargentate(I) donor clusters with Tb3+ acceptor ions absorption within 300-400 nm 
when the concentration of the K[Ag(CN)2] donor ion in methanol increases. 
Figure 4.6 shows the solvent dependence of the emission of K[Cu(CN)2] donor ion 
with Tb3+ acceptor ions. The strong and broad structureless bands between 220-400 nm in 
the excitation spectrum and their mirror images in the emission spectrum are assigned to 
exciplexes of d ° metal dicyanide nanoclusters with Tb"~ ions. The lowest energy excitation 
band of Tb3" ions observed at 376 nm (7F6^5G6) is due to direct excitation of Tb"" 
ions.,K>8' 16'}| Because the exciplex donor emission spectra at about 407 nm in Figure 
4.6(a),(b) lies below 376 nm, small overlap occurs with the acceptor excitation spectra of 
the I V " ions, and no energy transfer from the d10 metal dicyanide to TbJ" ions is observed. 
Therefore, the strong exciplex emission, as a mirror image of its exciplex excitation, stay 
the same without decrease while the f-f emissions of Ttr+ ions stay the same without 
increase as shown in Figure 4.6(a),(b). However, when the exciplex emission energy levels 
lie above 376 nni good overlap with the excitation bands of Tb3+ acceptor ions occurs and 
results in good energy transfer. This is evidenced by a sharp decrease of exciplex emission 
and large increase of the intensity of the f-f emission bands of Tb" ions in methanol 
solution as shown in Figure 4.6(c). This is the reason why we did not observe the exciplex 
emission band. 
The energy transfer efficiency was monitored with the intensity enhancement factor 
(R), which is defined as the ratio of the luminescence of the f-f transition bands of Tb" ions 
with and without the presence of d10 metal dicyanide(I) donor ions. The R values given in 
200 300 400 500 600 700 
Wavelength, nm 
Figure 4.6 Emission and excitation of spectra of TbJT ions with K[Cu(CN)?] in 
different solvents.(a) lxlO"3 M Tb3+ + 5xlO"4M K[Cu(CN)2] in dioxane; (b) 4xl0"3 
Tb3 ' + 2x 10"3 M K[Cu(CN)2] in acetonitrile; (c) 4x 10"3 M Tb3 ' + 2x 10"3 M 
K[Cu(CN)2] in methanol; and (d) 4xl0"3 M Tb3" in methanol. 
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Table 4.1 reveal that the higher the concentration of the donor, the better the energy transfer 
and, thus, the larger the R values. Figure 4.7 shows the R values of the f-f transition bands 
of the of Tb3+ ions at -488, 542, 585 and 620 nm from 5D4-> 7F,, (J= 6, 5, 4, 3) transitions 
respectively increase with the increasing concentration of K[Ag(CN)i] in acetonitrile 
solutions. That is, the energy transfer rate from d'° silver dicyanide donor ions to the Tb T 
acceptor ions increase with increasing concentration of d10 metal dicyanide donor ions due 
to improved overlap of the acceptor's excitation spectra with increasing donor's emission 
as the donor's concentration increases. The result in acetonitrile solvent is similar to that in 
methanol as shown in Figure 4.5. 
4.4.3 Energy Transfer between d10 Metal Dicyanide Donor Clusters and Eu3+ 
Acceptor Ions in Different Solvents 
Figure 4.8 shows the f-f transition emissions at 615 (3D0 —> 'F2) and 589 nm ('Do—* 
5Fi) of the Eu3+ acceptor ions in the presence of d1 metal dicyanide donor ions in 
methanol. The un-sensitized f-f emission bands of Eu3+ acceptor ions at 589 and 615 nm in 
Figure 4.8(b),(c) may indicate a non-radiative deexcitation process via a charge-transfer 
(CT) state which competes with and overcomes the radiative pathway as shown in Figure 
4.9. Quenching of excited-state energy by a CT state has been observed previously in 
Eu3+/Ce3+ systems,1150',51',70'171] in europium cryptates/152'155"157'172'173] as well as in the 
crystal [EuAu] complex for which the most intense excitation band observed around 410 
nm is assigned to a low-lying CT transition from [Au(CN)2]" donor cluster ions to EuJ 
acceptor ions. The presence of low-lying CT state has been found to quench the 
Table 4.2 Enhancement factor R of Tb ion emission (D4—> Fs) intensity and the maximum excitation band of t 
the d metal dicyanide(l) clusters in methanol at room temperature. 
R Xc^x R /.,., R 
Donor Acm:r-~ 542 11m Donor Acm- 542 nm Donor Acm= 
[Ag(CN)2'], M 3D4->7F> [Au(CN)2"], M 5D4->7Fs [Cu(CN)2'], M 5 D 4 -
2.()xl() ; 0.9 276 2.0x10"3 1.0 244 5.()xl0"4 
4.()xl 0"3 5.6 276 4.0x10"3 1.1 244 l.OxlO"3 2 
8.0x100 113.8 282 8.0x10"3 1.1 247 2.0x10"3 1 
1.2x]()-2 225.1 284 1.6x10"2 1.2 251 











2.8xK)-' 263.8 284 6.2x10"2 1 16.6 286 
3.2x1 (p 264.7 284 
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luminescence of Eu3+ ion emission.'66*]5 ' A schematic configurational coordinate diagram 
model shows that the a CT state can direct feed the ground state 7F manifold, bypassing the 
^D levels.'66' 174' Since most of the emission intensity of the exciplexes of d10 metal 
dicyanide nanocluster donors are located between 350-400 nm which is higher than the CT 
state of Eu"1' ion, and the CT state is higher than the "TJj (J = 3, 2. 1. 0) excited states of 
Eu' acceptor ion, the exciplex energy will transfer via a CT state with a non-radiative 
deactivation pathway instead of the 5Dj states, leaving non-sensitized or even weakened 
Figure 4.7 Enhancement of the emission bands of 4xlO"3MTb3+ ions with increasing 
concentrations of KAg(CN)? in acetonitrile at room temperature. 
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f-f emissions of the Eu3+ acceptor ions as shown in Figure 4.9. Thus, by solvent selection, 
energy transfer can be "tuned off' as the donor emission energy blue-shifts above the CT 
state of the Eu^ ion. We observe broad near-uv absorption bands around 402 nm with 
extinction coefficients of 163 and 161 L mof cm •' for 2x 10"3 M K[Ag(CN)2] and 1 x 10"3 M 
Eu(N03)3 in acetonitrile and dioxane solutions, respectively. Because extinction 
coefficients in the order of 102 L mor'cnf' are quite normal for absorptions of lanthanide 
d 
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Figure 4.8 Excitation (/em = 591 nm) and emission (Aex = 285 nm) spectra of KM(CN)2 (M= 
Cu, Ag, Au) and Eu3+ ions in methanol, (a) 2xl0"3 M Eu(N03}3 - 2xlO~2M KAg(CN)2; (b) 
2x 10"3 M Eu(N03)3 + 2x 10"2 M KAu(CN)2; (c) 2x 10'3 M Eu(N03)3 + 1 * 10"3 M KCu(CN)2; 
(d)2xl0"3MEu(NO3)3. 
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ions with a CT state.[66] The absorption bands around 402 nm are tentatively assigned to a 
low-lying CT transition from [Ag(CN)2]" donor cluster ions to Eu> ions in acetonitrile and 
methanol solutions. 
An exceptional case in which energy transfer does occur with 26 and 67-fold 
enhancement of the bands at 616 nm (°Do —> DF2) and 589 nm (5Do —* "Ti), respectively, for 
Eu3- acceptor ion is observed for 2><10"3 M K[Ag(CN)2] and lxlO"3 M Eu(N03)3 in 
methanol (Figure 4.8a). Since there is no near-uv absorption band observed for [AgfCNb]" 
and EuJ* ions in methanol solution compared with in acetonitrile and dioxane solutions as 
mentioned previously, we conclude that no CT state and process occurs for [Ag(CN)2]"and 
Eir'" ions in methanol. The probable reason is that the exciplex emission of the 
dicyanoargentate(I) donor with the Eu3+ ions is tuned in resonance with the Eu3+ ion ^ 
(394nm,7Fo--> 3L6) excited state [66' 175] through which the emission energy relaxes 
vibrationally to the lowest sub-level of the excited state 5Do(579 nm) and then radiatively 
decays to the Fj ground state manifold as shown in Figure 4.9. The quantum yield of the 
""'Do emission of Eu3^ ions is about 5.5 ± 0.5 % upon excitation to the :L6 level compared to 
31 -a 2% upon excitation to the DD0 state in methanolic solution. Thus, the energy transfer 
can be "tuned on" as the donor emission energy becomes in resonance with the ""L^  state 
acceptor EuJT ion. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The luminescence energy and intensity of d10 metal Au(I), Ag(I) and Cu(I) 
dicyanide nanoclusters as energy transfer donors exhibit high tunability by varying 
concentration, excitation wavelength and solvents, such as in methanol, acetonitrile and 
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Figure 4.9 Proposed schematic energy level diagram for the [TbAu] and [EuAu] 
complexes. A dotted arrow represents a nonradiative deexcitation pathway while a solid 
arrow indicates a radiative pathway. 
dioxane. Efficiency of energy transfer depends on the tunability of the emission energy of 
d'° metal dicyanide nanocluster donor ions with the Tb3+ acceptor ions in different solvents. 
For example, energy transfer of [Cu(CN)2"]n clusters with TTr"" acceptor ions in acetonitrile 
solution exhibits no energy transfer while in methanol solvent energy transfer is clearly 
observed. 
The energy transfer rate from di0 silver dicyanide donor ions to the Tb3+ acceptor 
ions increases with the increasing concentration of d10 metal dicyanide donor ions due to 
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improved overlap of the acceptor's excitation spectra with donor's emission as the donor's 
concentration increases. 
For the Eu3+ acceptor ions, energy transfer can be "tuned off or "tuned on" as the 
solvent dependent donor emission energy become in resonance with the charge transfer 
state for Eu + ion complexes resulting in non-radiative decay or with the '"'Lt, state of the 
Eu3~ ion resulting in radiative decay. 
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Chapter V: 
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF d8- d10 INTERACTION WITH Pt(II)-Mfl) 
(M = Cu, Ag, Au) HETEROMETALLIC NANOCLUSTERS 
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a study of heterometallic d -d metal-metal interactions in aqueous 
solutions at room temperature will be presented. We report for the first time the presence of 
d8- d10 metal-metal interactions for Pt(II)-M(I) clusters in aqueous solution containing both 
d8 [Pt(CN)4]2~and d10 [M(CN)2]" ions at room temperature with M = Cu, Ag, Au. 
New luminescent excitation and emission bands appearing in aqueous solutions 
containing both d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [M(CN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions at room 
temperature indicate the existence of Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters formed with heterometallic 
d8-dlu interaction. Usually, metallophilic effects are not easily to observe with a bridging 
ligand structure.'721 The vibrational changes of coordinated ligands such as CN, SCN, 
pyridine, phosphine etc. can be monitored to determine if there is bridge bond formation, 
changes of coordination numbers, changes of oxidation states of the center metals, and 
metallophilic bonding with d8 and d ° metal complexes in liquid solutions. ATR-FTIR 
spectroscopy can be used to distinguish the free CN ligand and the bridging CN ligand. 
Further, UV-visible spectra exhibit intensified absorption or an absorption frontal edge red-
shift for the aqueous solutions containing both [PtfCNh]2" and [M(CN)2]" ions in 
comparison to the aqueous solutions with pure [Pt(CN)4]2" or [M(CN)2]" ions. This 
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confirms the presence of d8-d'° interactions with Pt(II)-M(I) clusters in aqueous solution 
containing both d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [M(CN)2]" ions. 
5.2 Background and Literature Review 
Closed-shell d10 transition metal Au(I), Ag(I) and Cu(I) complexes have weak 
metal-metal homometallic interactions'19' 26' 36, 69' ' ' Ul87' and have attracted much 
attention over the years due to their intriguing photophysical properties. Metal-metal 
bonded homometallic exciplexes involving closed-shell dU) ions, with aurophilic and 
argentophilic interactions of [Au(CN)2~]„ and [Ag(CN)2~]„ oligomers, respectively, in both 
aqueous and methanolic solutions, have been reported formerly.1'3'l6i The luminescence 
observed in these complexes are due to *[Au(CN)2~]„ and *[Ag(CN)2~]n (n > 2) metal-metal 
bonded excimers and exciplexes of different cluster size and geometry [l3'16'. Similar to 
these so called aurophilic and argentophilic homometallic interactions, there was a report of 
homometallic interactions in complexes consisting of Cu(I)[70] termed as cuprophilic. Zink 
et al. have reported the formation of *[Cu-Cu]"+ excimers1 ! and *[Cu-Ag] 
exciplexes.'16'1 Also, coordinatively unsaturated complexes of [Cu(CN)2]" with halide ions 
to form inner-sphere exciplexes have been reported. 
Metal-metal bonded d10- dK J heterometaUic coordination complexes have also been 
reported. Such examples are the heterobimetaUic Au/Ag dicyanide complexes of 
K[AuvAgi.x(CN)2] (x = 0 -> 1);[97] the heterometaUic complex AgAu(MTP)2 (MTP = 
diphenylmethylenethiophosphinate/177' by Rawashdeh-Omary et al as well as the mixed-
metal heterometaUic dicyanide-bonded systems Eu[AulAgi.I(CN)2]3 (x = 0-^l)[6] and 
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La[AuvAg,.A.(CN)2]3 (x = 0-*l).[106' 163] Complexes containing d8 metal ions are another 
type of weak metal-metal interaction system with a d electronic structure in a square-
planar four-coordinate geometry. Coordinatively unsaturated planar complexes of Pt(II) 
show a tendency to form excimers and exciplexes in solution at room temperature1 ^ 
18<)|
. Particularly, the Pt(II) dimer P t ^ O s f W " , as well as Pt(bphen)(CN)2 in 
dichloromethane solution'1781 and oligomers such as [Pt(CN)<f~]n in solution have been 
studied with weak metal-metal interaction in the ground state.|lS Pt(ll) complexes are 
normally stacked in the solid state which results intense color and luminescence based on 
metal-metal electronic interactions. Platinum(II) tetracyano salts, IVyPtCCN^pnfLO (M= 
K, Rb, etc.) have been studied for a long time as a prototype of linear chain structure. ' 
77]
 The luminescence occurs from metal-centered (d —» p) excited states mainly based on 
the transition from 5d;2 to 6p-, or the corresponding band structure constructed with the 
overlapped atomic orbitals. Thus, emission and absorption energies depend on the Pt-Pt 
distance in the stack. For these quasi-one-dimensional systems, Pt-Pt interactions are 
controlled by the changes in physical factors such as temperature, pressure, and magnetic 
field.'0' The schematic molecular orbital diagram for a Pt(II) dimer is shown in Figure 
5.1. When square-planar Pt(II) complexes are closely stacked, electronic interactions 
between the Pt(Il) ions occur. Overlap of the 5d/ orbitals of the Pt(II) ions generates a 
very large splitting between da and da*. Therefore, the da* orbital becomes the HOMO 
for the dimer. As a result, the charge-transfer transition from the da* to the 71* orbital of 
the ligand occurs in the visible region as the lowest energy transition as shown in Figure 
5.1. The %%* transition of the ligands for the monomer occurs with appropriate TC-
I l l 
Figure,5.1 Schematic MO diagram for Pt(II) dimer. " R5] 
conjugated ligands such as 2,2'-bipyridine. The charge-transfer states based on the metal-
metal interactions are denoted as the metal-metal to ligand charge-transfer (MMLCT) 
stales. " j Thus, in addition to the lowest 'MMLCT state giving rise to characteristic color, 
the luminescence state would be a 3MMLCT excited state for dimer and oligomers with 
Pt-Pt interactions.t75] According to the results of Extended Htickel calculations by Xiaobo 
Li of our group, it is metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (d,2 -» 7t*) for the Pt(II) dimer 
coordinated with CN ligands. Because the HOMO orbital is mostly composed of a Pt(II) 
5cL- atomic orbital and LUMO is mostly from C and N atomic orbitals, for a Pt(II) 
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monomer with CN ligands, the lowest energy emission is also assigned as a metal-to-
ligand charge-transfer (dr2-^7t*) transition. 
Heterometallic interaction studies of coordinatively unsaturated complexes of d 
ID T1891 8 10 
and d metal-metal ions have also been reported. J A series of d -d heterometallic 
complexes have been synthesized, such as [PtAu(P-P)(CN)2]C104, [PtAg(P-
P)(CN)2(CF3S03)], [PtCu(dcmp)(CN)2]BF4], (P-P = dppm. dcpm, dppm = 
bis(diphenylphosphino)methane), dcpm = bis(disycohexylphosphino)methane. The Pt(II)-
Au(l) weak interaction has been theoretically investigated with the model comp\ex[trans-
Pt(PH3)Pt(CN)2-M(PH3)2]+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au )[31,32]with ab initio calculations, and the 
results confirmed the existence of Pt(II)-M(i) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) weak interactions. The 
heterometallic interaction of d8-di0 ions has a similar nature to the homometallic 
1 C\ 10 8 8 
interactions of d -d and d-d ions. It's strength is stronger than van der Waals forces and 
similar to the medium hydrogen bonds.[31'32] The calculated equilibrium Pt(II)-M(I) metal-
metal distance is shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of "Pt + M". [3l"j3] 
5,3 Experimental Section 
5.3.1 Sample Preparation 
K[Cu(CN)2] was synthesized by a slight modification of a literature procedure1 ~ J. A 
solution of KCN (10.0 g, 99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL distilled H20 was added 
slowly to a suspension of CuCN (7 g, 99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL H20. The mixture 
was heated to 60 °C while stirring until all the solids dissolved. The resulting solution was 
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filtered while hot to remove any suspended particles, and the filtrate was allowed to 
evaporate slowly at room temperature. Crystals of K[Cu(CN)2] were harvested after 2 days. 
A stoichiometric amount of K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2], K[Cu(CN)2] and 
K:[Pt(CN)4] (99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) solid were dissolved separately in distilled water to 
prepare the stock solutions. Then, aliquot(s) of K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2], K[Cu(CN)2] and 
K2[Pt(CN)4] solutions with different stoichiometric ratios were mixed thoroughly in an 
ultrasonic bath. The standard 1-cm quartz cuvettes were used for luminescence 
measurements at ambient temperatures. The same measurements were performed at certain 
intervals as noted after mixing. 
5.3.2 Instrumentation 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra at room temperature were recorded with a 
Model QuantaMaster-1046 photoluminescence spectrophotometer from Photon 
Technology International. The instrument is equipped with two excitation monochromators 
and a single emission monochromator with a 75W xenon lamp. 
USB4000 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrometer of Ocean Optics Inc. was used to record the 
UV-visible spectra. The USB-ISS-UV-VIS Integrated Sampling Systems are snap-on, 
direct-attach cuvette holder and light source combinations for 1-cm square cuvettes. The 
light source is a deuterium tungsten halogen light source (200-2000 nm). The USB-ISS-
UV-VIS allows the adjustment of the intensity of the bulb via software. The sampling 
systems receive power and control signals through a connector on the spectrometer. The 
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sampling system has an electronic shutter for taking dark measurements and comes with 
a 5-volt power supply. 
Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transfer infrared spectra (ATR-FTIR) were 
recorded with a Spectrum One FTIR spectrophotometer from Perkin Elmer Instruments 
equipped with Spectrum V3.02 software. 
5.3.3 Spectroscopic Study of Heterometallic d8-d10 Metal-metal Bonding of Excimer 
and Exciplex Nanoclusters of [Pt(CN)4]2" and [Au(CN)2]~ in Aqueous Solution 
Spectroscopic evidence has proved the existence of the homometallic d metal-
metal interaction between [Pt(CN)4J2"ions in aqueous solutions.'78'183' As shown in Figure 
5.2, the emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4] in aqueous solution at room 
temperature became broader and more structureless as the K2[Pt(CN)4] concentration 
increased. A structured high-energy emission band centered at 404 nm and a broad, 
relatively unstructured low-energy emission band at 482 nm are present in agreement 
with previous reports' ' 183' and were assigned as dimer and oligomer, respectively. 
according to previous reports.'183'184^ Figure 5.3 shows the Gaussian deconvolution of the 
excitation and emission spectra of K.2[Pt(CN)4] observed in aqueous solutions. The low-
energy emission band is more sensitive to the change of concentration in comparison 
with the high-energy emission band. When the concentration increases from 5X10" to 
1x10"' M, the low-energy emission band increases more quickly than the high-energy 
emission band. Meanwhile, the low-energy emission band red-shifts from 467 to 480 nm, 
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Figure 5.2 Concentration dependent emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4] 
aqueous solutions at room temperature. 
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Figure 5.3 Gaussian decomposition (dotted line) and fit (broad line) of emission 
and excitation spectra of K.2[Pt(CN)4] in aqueous solutions at room temperature. 
(a)5xlO"2M;(b)lxlO"1M. 
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This can be explained as the population of the oligomers increases faster than the dimers 
to cause the luminescence intensity increase larger than the dimers as the concentration 
increases. The red-shift of the low-energy band indicates the size of the oligomers 
increases as the concentration increase. This is because increasing the oligomer size will 
decrease the HOMO-LllMO separation which expresses as emission red-shift. Table 5.1 
provides a general summary of the assignment of the decomposed Gaussian bands of the 
K[Au(CN)2J, K2[Pt(CN)4], and the mixed metal complexes in aqueous solutions. The 
emission bands of KAu(CN)2 observed in aqueous solution can be deconvoluted into two 
Gaussian bands which are assigned to two different geometrical conformations (eclipsed 
and staggered) of trimers according to Rawashdeh-Omarytl6] as shown in Table 5.1. As 
shown in Figure 5.4, an aqueous solution of lxlO"1 M K[Au(CN)2] alone exhibits 
structureless emission and excitation spectra with maxima at 296 and 438 nm, 
respectively. When a lxlO"1 M K[Au(CN)2] and a lxlO"1 M K2[Pt(CN)4] aqueous 
solutions are mixed with a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio, excitation and emission bands appear 
at 313 and 383 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.4c. These new emission and 
excitation bands are not seen in K[Au(CN)2] or K.2[Pt(CN)4] aqueous solutions. Gaussian 
decomposition of the excitation and emission bands of the mixed metal system observed 
in aqueous solutions is shown in Figure 5.5. All the Gaussian bands of the mixed metal 
system as shown in Table 5.1 are not seen before in the pure metal ion solutions and are 
assigned to the excitation and emission bands from two major different Pt(II)-Au(I) 
heterometallic nanoclusters with the general formula PtnAum( n.m > 1). The assignment 
for each Gaussian band is listed in Table 5.1. Further, the sharp decrease of the intensity 
Table 5.1 Gaussian of the excitation and emission bands observed of Ki[Pt(CN)4], KAu(CN)2 alone and a mixture o 
KAu(CN)2 in aqueous solutions and the assignment for each Gaussian fit. 
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 Different geometrical conformations (eclipsed, staggered) of the trimers or oligomers according to Rawashdeh-Omary's report.ll6J 
The different excitation and mission bands are due to different oligomer species. 
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Figure 5.4 Emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Au(CN)2] alone and a 
mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature. 
(a) 1 xlO"1 M K[Au(CN)2]; (b) 1 xlO"1 M K2[Pt(CN)4]; (c) 5xl0"2 M K[Au(CN)2] + 5xl(T2 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4]. Excitation and emission bands labeled I and II, respectively, are assigned as 





Figure 5.5 Gaussian decomposition of emission and excitation spectra of K[Au(CNh] 
alone and a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room 
temperature (a) 5xl0"2 M K[Au(CN)2]; (b) 5x1 (I2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 5x{0"2 M 
K[Au(CN)2l. 
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of excitation and emission bands at 296 and 438 nm of K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solution, 
respectively, after mixing indicates the breakdown of the original d1 metal-metal 
homometallic Au(I)-Au(I) clusters. Similarly, as shown in Figure 5.4(b), the decrease of 
the intensity of emission bands at 404 and 482 nm of K2[Pt(CN)4] aqueous solution which 
arise from the excited state dimers and oligomers, respectively, after mixing indicates the 
breakdown of the homometallic dimers and oligomers of Pt(II) with decreased 
populations. 
The correlated UV-visible electronic spectra of Figure 5.6 show a strong absorption 
above 250, 310 and 350 nm for aqueous solutions with 5*10~2 M K[Au(CN)2], 5xl0"2 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4], and both 5xl0"2 K[Au(CN)2] and 5xl0~2 M K2[Pt(CN)4], respectively. The 
formerly reported electronic spectra show that the intense absorptions observed for the 
[M(CN)2]" complexes are characterized as metal —» ligand charge-transfer type from the 
occupied metal d orbitals to the cyanide %* level 27tw.[185^  A large absorption frontal edge 
red-shift about 30-100 nm and an absorption increase have been observed for an aqueous 
solution containing both 5><10"2 M K[Au(CN)2] and 5*10"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] in comparison 
to the aqueous solutions with 5xl0"2 M K[Au(CN)2] or 5*102 M K2[Pt(CN)4] alone. Since 
the absorption frontal edge corresponds to the lowest electronic absorption which normally 
reflects the energy separation of the HOMO-LUMO gap. Therefore, we interpret a large 
absorption frontal edge red-shift as the HOMO-LUMO gap is reduced as the a result of 
heterometallic d8-d10 metal-metal bonding formed between Pt(Il) and Au(I). The reduction 
of the gap is due to the destabilization of the HOMO's and stabilization of the LUMO. The 
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Figure 5.6 The UV-visible absorption spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Au(CN)2] alone 
and a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room 
temperature. 
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while Pt(II)-Au(I) bonding character is responsible for the stabilization of the LUMO. The 
energ) of the mixed-metal clusters with Pt(II)-Au(I) metal-metal bonding may lies below 
that of the pure metal systems in the energy potential diagram which cause the metal ~~^  
ligand charge-transfer from the HOMO of the mixed-metal to a z* orbital of cyanide ligand 
to shift to lower energy. Cyano complexes can be identified easily since they exhibit sharp 
v(CN) at 2200-2000 cm"1.11861 The broad envelopes at around 2125 cm"1 as shown in Figure 
5.7 are due to the combination band of the bending (v2, 1643.5 cm"1) and libration modes in 
aqueous solutions. 87] The libration motions are restricted rotations, i.e. rocking motions. 
The libration motions are arising from the rotation motions when the rotation motions of 
water molecules in the aqueous solution are restricted by hydrogen bonding. By monitoring 
the ATR-FTIR spectra, as shown in Figure 5.7, only one strong band at 2133 cm"' due to 
the terminal CN stretching is observed for K2[Pt(CNU] in aqueous solution. Kubas et 
(-//'"""^previously report that the strong v(CN) 2133.4 cm"1 in the infrared spectra of 
aqueous solutions of [Pt(CN)4]2" is of an eu symmetry and has very strong stretching 
constant of 17.38 mdyn/A. We observed only one infrared-active vas(CN) at 2145 cm"1 (am 
symmetry) for K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solutions which is in consistent with the observation 
by Jones.[189] For a solution which contains both 5*10"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 5><10"2M 
K[Au(CN)2] as shown in Figure 5.7, we observed a strong band at 2133 cm"1 which is 
exactly the same as the veu(CN) of the terminal CN ligands of [Pt(CN)4]2" in aqueous 
solution and a weak band at 2145 cm"1 which has only 1 cm"1 reduction from the va,(CN) 
2146 cm"1 (aiu symmetry) of the terminal CN ligands of [Au(CN)i]" in aqueous solution as 
1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 
Wavenumber, cm 1 
Figure 5.7 ATR-FTIR spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Au(CN)3] alone and a mixture of 
K2| Pt(CN)4] and K[Au(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature.(a)l x 10" M 
K[Au(CN)2]; (b)l xio-1 M K2[Pt(CN)4]; (c) lxlO"3 M K[Au(CN)2]~ 5*10:2 M K2[R(CN)4]. 
2100 2120 2140 2160 2180 
Figure 5.8 Gaussian decomposition (dotted line) and fit (broad line) of ATR-FTER. 
spectrum of a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] (T x 10"1 M) and K[Au(CN)2] (1 x 10" M) in aqueous 
solution at room temperature. 
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we observed. This slight shift may arise from two bands superimposing or from new 
heterometallic metal-metal bonding. After fitting with Gaussian functions as shown in 
Figure 5.8, the absorption at the region of CN stretching is resolved into four Gaussian 
bands at 2117, 2133, 2146 and 2157 cm"1. The band at 2120 cm"1 is assigned to the 
background of water absorption of the combination of the bending and librations of H2O 
molecules. The two major bands at 2133 and 2146 cm"1 are consistent with the absorption 
bands of K[Au(CN)2] and K.2[Pt(CN)4] alone in aqueous solutions, thus, the 1 cm"1 red-shift 
arises from two bands superimposing. According to the observations of Dows, the M-
C=N-M bridging cyanide group is about 20-50 cm"1 higher than the vas(CN) terminal in the 
same complex or in a related complex of the same metal.11"*1 The CN absorption band 
suggests there is no CN bndging formed between Pt(II) and Au(I) ions. We exclude the 
possibility of formation of clusters with CN bridging. We assign this new emission band 
around 383 nm as due to the formation of a heterometallic ds- d"' metal-metal bonding of 
Pt(II)-Au(I) in nanoclusters containing [Pt(CN)4]~~ and [Au(CN)2]"ions. 
5.3.4 Spectroscopic Study of Heterometallic d8-d10 Metal-metal Bonding of Excimer 
and Exciplex Nanoclusters of [Ag(CN)2]" and [Pt(CN)4]2" in Aqueous Solution 
As shown in Figure 5.9(a), 1*10"' M K[Ag(CN)2] aqueous solution give a relative 
weak excitation (/.em= 397 nm) and emission (Aex= 322 nm) spectra. Decon volution of these 
excitation and emission spectra with Gaussian fits are shown in Figure 5.5. Present along 
with each of the raw data spectrum (thin line) is the fit (broad line) comprising the sum of 
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Figure 5.9 Emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Ag(CN)2] alone 
and a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Ag(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room 
temperature, (a) lxlO"1 M K[Ag(CN)2];(b) 1x10"' M K2[Pt(CN)4]; (c) 5xl0"2 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4] + 5xl0"2 M K[Ag(CN)2]. Excitation and emission bands labeled I and 
II, respectively, are assigned as due to a Pt(II)-Ag(I) metal-metal bonding. 
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Figure 5.10 Gaussian decomposition (dotted line) of emission and excitation spectra of 
K[Ag(CN)2] alone and a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Ag(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at 
room temperature, (a) 1 xlO"1 M K[Ag(CN)2]; (b) 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] + 5xl0"2 M 
K[Ag(CN)2]. 
Table 5.2 Gaussian of the excitation and emission bands observed of Ka[Pt(CN)4], KAg(CN)2 alone and a mixture o 
KAg(CN)2 in aqueous solutions and the assignment for each Gaussian fit. 
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the Gaussians. The Gaussians fits of the emission spectrum at 394 and 432 nm was 
assigned as trimers and oligomers based on the work of Rawashdeh-Omary.1"'1 
After lxiO"1 M K[Ag(CN)2] and lxlO"1 M K2[Pt(CK)4] are mixed in aqueous 
solution with a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio and treated with a ultrasonic bath over 3 hours at 
room temperature, new emission and excitation bands appear with maxima at 355 (/em~ 
432 nm) and 432 nm (Xex= 355 nm) respectively as shown in Figure 5.9c. The Gaussian 
decomposition and fit of the excitation and emission spectra of the mixed metal system of 
K[Ag(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] observed in aqueous solutions are shown in Figure 5.10. All 
these Gaussian bands except the one at 431 nm as shown in Table 5.2 are new and are not 
seen in the spectra of K[Ag(CN)2] or K2[Pt(CN)4] alone in aqueous solution. We assign 
these excitation and emission bands from different Pt(II)-Ag(I) heterometallic clusters with 
general formula PtmAgn (m,n > 1). The Gaussian band at 431 nm of the mixed metal 
system is too close to the Gaussian band at 432 nm of K[Ag(CN)2] observed in aqueous 
solution to distinguish if it arises from the homometallic Ag(T) clusters or from the 
heterometallic Pt(II)-Ag(I) clusters. The assignment for each Gaussian fit is listed in Table 
5.2. At the same time, the maxima of excitation and emission bands at 322 and 397 nm, 
respectively, of K[Ag(CN)2] observed in aqueous solution along with each deconvolved 
Gaussian fit as shown in Figure 5.10 disappear after mixing indicating the breakdown or 
presence of different clusters of the original Ag(I)-Ag(I) metal-metal homometallic system. 
Similarly, the excitation emission bands of K2[Pt(CN)4] observed in aqueous solution as 
shown in Figure 5.9 (b), as well as the each Gaussian fit as shown in Figure 5.10 decrease 
and disappear. This indicates the populations of the Pt(II) dimers and oligomers decease 
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due to the formation of the heterometallic Pt(II)-Ag(I) nanoclusters with d8-d10 metal-metal 
interaction. 
The UV-visible spectra in Figure 5.11 show a strong absorption above 200, 300 and 
315 ran for aqueous solutions with 5xl0"2 M K[Ag(CN)2], 5x10~2 K2[Pt(CN)4], and both 
5*10~2 M K[Ag(CN)2]and 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4], respectively. An absorption edge red-
shift of about 5-10 nm and an large absorption increase have been observed for an aqueous 
solution containing both 5xl0"2 M KAg[(CN)2] and 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] in comparison 
with 5x10~2 M KAg[(CN)2] or 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] alone in aqueous solutions. We 
interpret this to mean that as the HOMO-LUMO gap is reduced as the a result of 
heterometallic d8-d10 metal-metal bonding formed between Pt(II) and Ag(I). The reduction 
of the gap is due to the destabilization of the HOMO's and stabilization of the LUMO. The 
Pt(II)-Ag(I) antibonding character is responsible for the destabilization of the HOMO, 
while Pt(Il)-Ag(I) bonding character is responsible for the stabilization of the LUMO. 
Extended Hiickel calculations just finished by Xiaobo Li of our group confirm this 
expectation. According to Li's results of calculations, the Pt(II)-Ag(I) heterometallic dimer 
has a HOMO-LUMO gap of 3.32 eV which is smaller than 3.38 and 3.59 eV of Pt(II) -
Pt(II) and Ag(I)-Ag(I) homometallic dimers, respectively. According to these calculations, 
the Pt(II)-Ag(I) heterometallic dimer adopts a staggered conformation. The potential 
energy diagram in Figure 5.12 shows that the well depth of Pt(H)-Ag(I) heterometallic 
dimer in the ground state is greater than the Pt(II)-Pt(II) and Ag(T)-Ag(I) homometallic 
dimers. While in the excited state, the Pt(II)-Ag(I) heterometallic dimer has a shallower 
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Figure 5.11 The UV-visible absorption spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Ag(CN)2] alone and a 
mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Ag(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature. 
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equilibrium internuclear separations are same as the Ag(I) dimer but less than the Pt(II) 
dimer. The Pt(II)-Ag(I) heterometallic dimer has the HOMO orbital composed of mostly 
Ag atomic orbitals (5s, 4dv\v:, and 4d7:) to the extent of about 60% with only about 20% on 
the Pt(Il) 5d:' atomic orbital. The LUMO orbital has negligible atomic orbital composition 
located on the Ag(I) but a high contribution from the Pt(II) 6pz as well as C and N p: atomic 
orbital contribution. This transition from the Ag(I) to Pt(II) moieties indicates that the metal 
—> ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) transition from the HOMO to the LUMO of the mixed-
metal have a strong MMCT character. 
The ATR-FTK. spectra of aqueous solutions with lxlO"1 M K[Ag(CN)2], 1 xlO"1 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4], and with both 5xl0"2 M K[Ag(CN)2] and 5xlO"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] as shown in 
Figure 5.13, indicate there is broad absorption of the combination band of bending and 
librations (v2 + L) of water molecules at 2125 cm"1 J187' Above the broad background 
adsorption of water, there are terminal CN stretching absorption bands of 2133 and 2135 
cm"1 for 1x10"' M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 1x10"' M K[Ag(CN)2] aqueous solutions, respectively. 
For a solution containing both 5xl0"2M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 5*10"2M K[Ag(CN)2] as shown 
in Figure 5.13, only one band appears at 2134 cm"1 with only slightly 1 cm"1 reduction in 
comparison to the terminal CN stretching absorption bands at 2135 cm"1 of K[Ag(CN)2] 
by a weak heterometallic metal-metal interaction of Pt(II)-Ag{I) nanoclusters. There is only 
a slight 1 cm"1 difference in comparison the vas(CN) at 2134 cm"1 of the mixed metal 
moieties of Pt(II) and Ag(I) in aqueous solutions with the vas(CN) of the Pt(II) and Ag(I) in 
aqueous solutions alone at 2133 and 2135 cm" , respectively. The 1 cm"1 difference is most 





Figure 5.12 Extended Hiickel calculations for staggered dimers. (a){ [Ag(CN)2]2}2; (b) 
{[Pt(CN)4]2}4"; (c) {[Ag(CN)2][Pt(CN)4]}3". The absorption and emission energy 
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Figure 5.13 ATR-FTIR spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Ag(CN)2] alone and a mixture of 
K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Ag(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature.(a) 1*10"' M 
K[Ag(CN)2]; (b) lxiO"1 M K2[Pt(CN)4]; (c) 5xl0"2 M K[Ag(CN),]+ 5*10"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4 
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one conclusion that can be drawn is there is a new CN bridge formed between the same 
metal complexes or between the different metal complexes. According to the report of 
Dows et al as mentioned above, we exclude the possible formation of clusters with a M-
C=N-M bridging cyanide formed between Pt(II) and Ag(I) ions which usually have a large 
increase compared with vas(CN) of the terminal CN ligand. The luminescent new bands 
most likely come from the direct metal-metal bonding of Pt(II)-Ag(I) and leave all the 
terminal CN ligands almost untouched, therefore, there is no significant change on the 
i'as(CN) of the terminal CN ligands. We assign the new excitation and emission bands at 
R in 
355 and 432 nm as due to the formation of heterometallic d -d metal-metal bonding of 
Pt(II)-Ag(I) nanoclusters containing [Pt(CN)4]2"and [Ag(CN)2]"ions. 
5.3.5 Spectroscopic Study of Heterometallic d8-d10 Metal-metal Bonding of Excimer 
and Exciplex Nanoclusters of [Pt(CN)4]2"and [Cu(CN)2f in Aqueous Solution 
As shown in Figure 5.14, it is noticeable that the maximum emission and excitation 
bands of [Cu(CN)2]~ clusters in aqueous solutions shift and the spectral patterns change 
drastically with different excitation energies and different concentrations. When excited at 
313nm, a sharp peak appears at 377 nm, and with excitation at 362 nm, a new broad band 
appears at lower energy ranging from 410 to 440 nm as shown in Figure 5.14(a). That the 
emission energy changes with different excitation energies reveals the presence of different 
[Cu(CN)2]~ clusters with different size or configuration Further, the maximum peak shifts 
from 379 nm to 410 nm when concentrations change from 1*10° to 5 *10~4 M with 
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Figure 5.14 Emission and excitation spectra of K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room 
temperature, (a) with different excitation energies; (b) with different concentrations but 
the same excitation energy. 
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K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solution exhibit very different emission patterns with different 
concentrations is the evidence of the existence of various luminescent excimers and 
exciplexes of different cluster size and geometry. 
Figure 5.15(a) shows that the 2><10"3 M K[Cu(CN)2] aqueous solution which is of 
near-saturated at room temperature exhibits strong excitation and emission bands at 344 
and 383 nm, respectively. Deconvolution of these excitation and emission spectra with 
Gaussian fits are shown in Figure 5.16. Present along with each of the raw data spectra 
(thin line) is the fit (broad line) comprising the sum of the Gaussians. The assignments of 
Gaussians fits are given in Table 5.3. The apparently complicated excitation and emission 
spectra indicate the existence of many Gaussians overlapping together. Many Gaussian 
bands deconvoluted from the raw spectra indicate many different species with different size 
and structures. An aqueous solution containing lxlO"3 M K[Cu(CNh] and lxlO"1 M 
Ki[Pt(CN)4] when treated with a ultrasonic bath over 3 hours after mixing at room 
temperature, shows a new broad excitation and emission band with maxima at 287 and 
431nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.15(c). The Stokes' shift is about 11640 cm" . 
Figure 5.16 shows the Gaussian deconvolution of the excitation and emission spectra of 
K2[Pt(CN)4] observed in aqueous solutions. Because the exact structures of [Cu(CN)2]' in 
aqueous solution are not clear so far,[191] we tentatively assign the Gaussian bands 
decomposed from the emission bands of KCu(CN)2 observed in aqueous solution to 
different clusters with different size as shown in Table 5.3. In comparison with the 
Gaussian fits of K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solution as shown in Figure 5.16 (up) and 
K2[Pt(CN)4] in aqueous solution as shown in Figure 5.3, the resolved Gaussian bands of the 
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Figure 5.15 Emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Cu(CN)2] alone and a 
mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature, (a) 
2x10-3 M K[Cu(CN)2]; (b) 1 xlO"1 M K2[Pt(CN)4]; (c)] 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] + 1 xlO"3 M 
K[Cu(CN)2. Excitation and emission bands labeled I and II, respectively, are assigned as 
due to Pt(II)-Cu(I) metal-metal bonding. 
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Figure 5.16 Gaussian decomposition(dotted line) and fit (broad) of emission and excitation 
spectra of K[Cu(CN)2] and a mixture of K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solutions 
at room temperature, (a) 2xlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2]; (b) lxlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2]+ 5x 10"2 M 
K2[R(CN)4]. 
Table 5.3 Gaussian decomposition of the excitation and emission bands observed of K2[Pt(CN)4], KCu(CN)2 alone a 
K2[Pt(CN)4J and KCu(CN)2 in aqueous solutions and the assignment for each Gaussian fit. 
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The bridge CN ligands may exist in the [Pt„-Cum] clusters (m,n >1). 
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mixed metal solution have not been observed in aqueous solution with K.2[Pt(CN)4] or 
K[Cu(CN)2] alone. Meanwhile, the Gaussian fits of the excitation and emission spectra of 
K[Cu(CN)2] observed in aqueous solution as shown in Figure 5.16 decrease drastically 
after mixing. This may indicates the breakdown of the homometallic clusters with a Cu(I)-
Cu(I) bond. The Gaussian fits of the emission and excitation of K.2[Pt(CN)4] observed in 
aqueous solution (Figure 5.3) cannot be found in the Gaussian fits of the mixed metal 
solution as shown in Figure 5.16 (b). The disappearance of the these Gaussian bands which 
arise from the species of Pt(II) dimer and oligomers may indicate that the homometallic 
dimers and oligomers of Pt(II) do not exist due to the formation of the heterometallic of 
Pt(Il)-Cu(I) nanoclusters with d8-d10 metal-metal bond. We assign these excitation and 
emission bands from different Pt(II)-Cu(I) heterometallic clusters with general formula 
PtnCum ( n,m > 1). Table 5.3 provides a general summary of the assignment of the 
decomposed Gaussian bands of the emission and excitation bands for a mixed metal 
solution of K[Cu(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] observed in aqueous solution and the assignment 
for the Gaussian fits. The heterometallic Pt(II)-Cu(I) nanoclusters have a much larger 
Stokes' shift about 11640 cm"' as shown in Figure 5.15(c) in comparison to that of 5840 
cm"1 for the Pt(II)-Au(I) nanoclusters and 5020 cm"1 for the Pt(II)-Ag(I) nanoclusters, 
respectively, in aqueous solution. Since a large Stokes' indicate a large displacement of the 
lowest excited state relative to the ground state/16] the Pt(U)-Cu(I) nanoclusters in 
comparison with Pt(II)-Ag(I) nanoclusters, have a much larger distortion of the excited 
state relative to the ground state. 
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The UV-visible spectra in Figure 5.17 show a strong absorption above 190, 300 and 
260 nm for each pure aqueous solution with 5xl0"2 M [Ag(CN)2]\ 5xl0'2 [Pt(CN)4]2" M 
and, an aqueous solution containing both 5xl0"2 M [Ag(CN)2]~ and 5xl0"2 M [Pt(CN)4]2" 
ions, respectively. A large absorption increase has been observed for an aqueous solution 
containing both lxlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2] and 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] in comparison to the 
aqueous solutions with lxlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2] or 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] alone. An 
absorption edge of an aqueous solution containing both 1x10° M K[Cu(CN)2] and 5x10"" 
K2[Pt(CN)4] red-shifts about 50-80 nm in comparison to that of 1x10 3 K[Cu(CN)2] alone 
in aqueous solution, and blue-shifts about 10-50 nm in comparison to that of 5X10"~ M 
K2[Pt(CN)4] alone in aqueous solution. The red shift of electronic absorption behavior for 
the heterometallic nanoclusters with Pt(II)-Cu(I) bonding may be caused by the reduction 
of the HOMO-LUMO separation of the mixed metal clusters. 
ATR-FTIR spectra of 2xl0"3 M K[Cu(CN)2], lxlO'1 M K2[Pt(CN)4], and a mixture 
with lxlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2] and 5xl0"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4]in aqueous solutions in Figure 5.18 
show that each IR absorption spectrum has a broad envelope around 2125 cm'1. These 
broad envelopes are due to the noteworthy combination band of the bending (v2, 1643.5 
cm"1) and libration modes at 2125 cm"1 in liquid water.[187] The IR absorption spectrum of 
2x 10° M [Cu(CN)2]" aqueous solution exhibits a broad envelope with a maxim at 2118 
cm"1 but without a distinctive sharp peak on the top of the envelope. The asymmetric CN 
stretching vibration of [Cu(CN)2]\ originally reported at 2125 cm"1 in the infrared,1' ~1 has 
not been observed because of the weak intensity of the asymmetric CN stretching vibration 
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Figure 5.17 The UV-visible absorption spectra of KifPUCly)-], K[Cu(C\);J alone 
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Figure 5.18 ATR-FTIR spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Cu(CN)2] alone and a mixture of 
K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Cu(CN)2] in aqueous solutions at room temperature. (a)l x 10"1 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4]; (b) 2xl0-3 M K[Cu(CN)2]; (c) 5xl(T2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] + 1 xlO"3 M K[Cu(CN)2]. 
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solution.11911 However, for a solution contains both 5 x 10"2 M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 1><10"3M 
K[Cu(CN)2] ions as shown in Figure 5.18, a distinctive new band appears at 2146 cm"1 
with a 13 cm"1 increase from veM(CN) at 2133 cm"1 with double degeneracy of eu symmetry 
of the terminal CN of [Pt(CN)4]2" ion in aqueous solution. That the absorption intensity of 
the mono-band at 2146 cm"1 is weaker than the band at 2133 cm"1 but still strong enough to 
be observed in comparison with the vfli(CN) on Cu(I) complexes. This may indicate that 
they both have double degeneracy of eu symmetry. Further, this mono-peak at 2146 cm"1 
without other bands companied may indicate that all the CN ligands on Pt(II) do not 
involve forming bridge and still are terminal CN ligands. The other possibility is that the 
nitrogen end of each CN lignad on Pt(II) has formed a o bond with Cu(I) or another Pt(I) to 
withdraw electron density from the n orbital of the CN ligands on Cu(I) or Pt(II) resulting 
in an increase in vas(CN). Since the M-C=N-M bridging cyanide group vas(CN) is about 
20-50 cm"1 higher than the vas(CN) terminal in the same complex or in a related complex of 
the same metal,[190] according to this standard, we can not exclude the possible formation of 
dominated clusters with M-C=N-M bridging cyanide formed between Pt(II) and Cu(I) ions. 
However, a direct metal-metal bond between Pt(II) and Cu(I) still can exist besides the CN 
bridge formed between different metal centers which is called ligand-supported metal-
metal bond. 
5.4 Conclusions 
Solutions containing both d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [M(CN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions 
exhibit new emission bands which are not seen in pure d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" or d10 [M(CN)2]" ions 
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alone in aqueous solution. The new excitation and emission bands are assigned as due to 
the formation of heterometallic d8- d10 Pt(II)-M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) nanoclusters in 
aqueous solutions containing both [Pt(CN)4]2~ and [M(CN)2]* ions at room temperature. 
That the correlated electronic absorption show frontal edge red-shift or absorption increase 
with the aqueous solutions containing both [Pt(CN)4]2~ and [M(CN)2]" ions compared to the 
aqueous solutions with pure ions along confirms the existence of Pt(II)-M(I) metal-metal 
interaction. The ATR-FTIR absorbance spectra reveal that the stretching bands belonging 
to terminal CN ligands on both [Pt(CN)4]2"and [M(CN)2]~ ions (M= Ag, Au) do not change 
for the mixed metal ions observed in aqueous solutions, while the luminescence bands are 
totally changed and new bands appear for the mixed metal solutions in comparison with the 
pure metal cyano ions alone in aqueous solution. This indicates there is no bridge CN 
formed in the mixed metal clusters. Thus, the possibility that the new excitation and 
emission bands are due to the formation of clusters with -C=N- bridging cyanide units 
formed between Pt(II) and M(I) ions is excluded. Therefore, we infer that there are 
o i n 
heterometallic d -d Pt(II)-M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) nanoclusters formed in aqueous 
solutions containing both [Pt(CN)4]2" and [M(CN)2]" ions at room temperature. As shown in 
Table 5.4 which summarizes the major excitation and emission bands, we observe new 
peaks from the mixed metal solutions which are not assigned to the pure [Pt(CN)4]'" or 
[M(CN)2]"(M = Cu, Ag, Au) in aqueous solutions. We assign these new peaks to mixed 
metal nanoclusters with direct metal-metal bonds. 
Extended Hiickel calculations performed by Xiaobo Li in our group confirm the 
experimental observation of the existence of d8 and d10 heterometallic dimers with direct 























Table 5.5 Comparison of binding energy of homometallic and heterometallic d and d metal cy 







[Ag(CN)2-]2 staggered 0.437 
[Au(CN)2"]2 staggered 0.680 
[Pt(CN)42-]2 eclipsed 0.710 _ 
[Pt(CN)42-][Ag(CN)2-] staggered 0.758 0.369 
[Pt(CN)42-][Ag(CN)2-] staggered 0.920 0.450 
a
 Bind energy calculated based on the dimerization: [M(CN)2"] + [M(CN)2"] -> [M(CN)2"]2; 
rM'(CN)42"] + [M'(CN)42"] -> [M'(CN)42"]2 (M = Ag, Au; M' = Pt) 
1
 Formation energy calculated based on the reactions: [M(CN)2~]2 + [M'(CN)42~]2 ->• 2[M(CN)2"] 
(M = Ag,Au; M' = Pt) 
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metal-metal bonding. As shown in Table 5.5, the heterometallic d8- d10 Pt(II)-M(I) (M = 
Ag, Au) cyano dimers have a higher ground state binding energy (a stronger ground state 
metal-metal bond) than the homometallic d8 Pt(II) or d10 M(I) (M = Ag, Au) cyano dimers. 
These higher stabilization energies promote the formation of the heterometallic dimers. 
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Chapter VI: 
LUMINESCENCE STUDY OF ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN d8 [Pt(CN)4]2 
AND d10 [Cu(CN)2] IONS AND Ce3+ LANTHANIDE IONS IN AQUEOUS AND 
ACETONITRILE SOLUTIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
The Ce3+ lanthanide ions exhibit strong luminescence in aqueous solution at room 
temperature. The luminescence of trivalent Ce3+ ions and the interaction with d10 
[Cu(CN)2]~ and d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" ions at room temperature in aqueous and acetonitrile 
solutions has been studied with luminescence, ATR-FTIR and UV-visible spectroscopies. 
The strong luminescence of Ce + ions in aqueous solution due to the aqua species of 
[Ce(OH2)9]3~ and [Ce(OH2)8]> are quenched in the presence of ds [Pt(CN)4f, dl() 
[Cu(CN)2]" and CN" ions through a metal ligand charge-transfer process. While in 
acetonitrile solutions, Ce3+ ions have only very weak emission observed, which strongly 
suggests that the luminescence of the Ce3+ ions has been quenched when the excited 5d 
electron transfer to the CN 71* anti-bonding orbital of the MeCN solvent molecules; 
However, Ce"+ ions have a very strong new emission band around 434 nm in the presence 
of d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" ions in acetonitrile solutions. The CN bridge between the Pt~ ions and 
the trivalent Ce3+ cations serves as the tunnel and the photon induced electron is 
transferred from the Pt + donor ion to the Ce3+ acceptor ions through the CN bridge bond. 
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6.2. Background and Literature Review 
Trivalent lanthanide ions have attracted attention due to their spectroscopic and 
magnetic properties.'1171 The luminescence of trivalent lanthanide ions are usually from f-f 
electron transitions, which can give information on coordination environment [193_1951 and 
the degree of hydration [1%'197] of these ions. The Ce3+ ions have, from a spectroscopic 
point of view, a very simple electron configuration in the ground and excited state: 4fl and 
5d , respectively. The 4f electronic configuration of the Ce ion yields a single f-f state ("F) 
with two spin-orbit components relatively close in energies. The single 4f state ("F) is split 
into a doublet terms of 2F5/2 and 2F7<2 with an energy different of approximate 2000 cm"1 due 
to spin-orbit coupling. The 5d' state (2D) is split by the crystal field into several 
components with an average total splitting of about 10000 cm"1/198' The main electronic 
transition in Ce3+corresponds to a spin and Laporte allowed 4f1—*5d' transition, therefore, 
this transition appears as broad bands, sometimes with vibrational structure.'1' ' However. 
in comparison with Ce3+ion, the other trivalent lanthanides have very low molar absorption 
coefficients due to spin and Laporte forbidden f-f transitions.'118, 119] In addition, the 
luminescence of Ce ions is highly sensitive to the environment, " J and the excited Ce 
ion can transfer energy to the other lanthanide ions,[U4^ providing the possibility of 
obtaining more detailed information on these systems. The emission band has two maxima 
due to the spin-obit splitting of the ground state. Because of a partial dissociation of the 
coordinated waters in aqueous media, there is an equilibrium between [Ce(OH2)q]''+and 
[CetOHT^]'1' in aqueous solution and the predominant species is [Ce(OH?)y]"~ with a 
tricapped trigonal prism structure (D3h).'199j 
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The reasons for quenching of Ce * ion luminescence have been attributed to the 
following several categories: (1) quenching by photoionization;1200' an in this case, the 5d 
electron of the excited Ce~+ion is excited to the conduction band because the relevant 5d 
level is situated in this band;[201] (2) quenching by electron transfer.[202] and in this case, the 
electron is promoted to one of its nearest or next-neighbors.[201](3) quenching by large 
structural distortion between the ground state and excited stateJl72,201,203] In this case, the 
5d electron remains formally on the Ce3+ ion, but the non-radiative decay pathway is 
enhanced.12011 
In coordinating solvents such as CH3CN, pyridine, and DMF, if the transition metal 
centers and the bidentate bridging ligands of the transition metal anions are not 
nucleophilic enough to coordinate to lanthanide ions, the solvent will form separated ion 
pairs.|204) Recently, Tm(III)-M heterobimetallic complexes have been reported with the 
general formula of {(DMF)ioTm2[M(CN)4]3}oo (M = Pt, Pd, Ni; DMF = N,N-dimethyl 
formamide) in which Tm(III) ions are bridged by the bidentate [M(CN)4]2" anions.|205"207i 
The ladder polymers {(DMF)4EuNi(CN)4}oo and {(DMF)4EuPt(CN)4}o:, formed in DMF 
have been reported also.[204] In these complexes, the Eu(III) and transition metals are 
bonded with the cyanide bridges but not bonded with direct lanthanide-transition metal 
bonds. Two types of one-dimensional polymers of general formula 
!(DMF)ioLn2[M(CN)4]3}x that contain a cyanide bridge between the lanthanide(III) and 
the transition metal(IT) have been synthesized. (Type A: Ln = Yb. Er, Sm: M = Ni. Type B: 
(Ln = Yb, M = Pt; Ln = Eu, M =Ni)). Both types of complex are composed with the same 
repeating unit. The type A complex contains diamond shaped LJI2M2 cores linked together 
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in an infinite array by [M(CN)4]2~ anions generating a single strand chain, while the type B 
complex contains two parallel zigzag chains that are inverted with respect to each other and 
are linked by [M(CN)4]2" ions.l204J 
6.3. Experimental Section 
6.3.1. Sample Preparation 
K[Cu(CN)2] was synthesized by slight modification of a literature procedure'1 j6J as 
mentioned previously in Chapter II. 
K[Cu(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] stock solutions were prepared by directly dissolving a 
stoichiometric amount of K[Cu(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] (99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar), solids in 
distilled water. Then, aliquot(s) of K[Cu(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] solutions with different 
stoichiometric ratios were mixed thoroughly with an ultrasonic bath. The standard 1-cm 
quartz cuvettes were used for luminescence measurements at ambient temperatures. The 
same measurements were performed at certain intervals as noted after mixing. 
The 2.0X10" M Ce(N03)3 stock solution was prepared by dissolving stoichiometric 
amounts of Ce(N03)3-6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) in distilled water. Luminescence spectra were 
measured about 5 minutes after an equal aliquot of a K[Cu(CN)2] and K2[Pt(CN)4] stock 
solutions and the previously mentioned K[Cu(CN)2] and PoPPtfCNk] solutions with certain 
ratios was mixed with the Ce(N03)3 stock solution. 
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6.3.2 Instrumentation 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra at room temperature were recorded with a 
Model QuantaMaster-1046 photoluminescence spectrophotometer from Photon 
Technology International. The instrument is equipped with two excitation monochromators 
and a single emission monochromator with a 75W xenon lamp. 
USB4000 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrometer of Ocean Optics Inc. was used to record the 
UV-visible spectra. The USB-ISS-UV-VIS Integrated Sampling Systems are equipped 
with a snap-on, direct-attach cuvette holder for 1-cm square cuvettes and light source 
combinations. The light source is a deuterium tungsten halogen bulb (200-2000 nm). The 
intensity of the bulb is controlled and adjusted by software installed in the USB-ISS-UV-
VIS Integrated Sampling Systems. The sampling systems receive power and control 
signals through a connector on the spectrometer. The sampling system has an electronic 
shutter for taking dark measurements and is driven with a 5-volt power supply. 
Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 
was recorded with Spectrum One FT-IR spectrophotometer from Perkin Elmer 
Instruments equipped with Spectrum V3.02 software. 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Luminescence Study of Ce3+ Ions in the Absence and in the Presence of d8 
[Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [Cu(CN)2|" Ions in Aqueous Solutions 
Absorption and luminescence spectra were measured with aqueous solutions of 








Figure 6.1 Emission and excitation of 2xlO~3M Ce3+aquaions in aqueous solution 
without energy transfer donor. 
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242 nm, the Ce~+ions in aqueous solution exhibit a strong emission band with maximum at 
348 nm and two strong excitation bands are observed at 242 and 280 nm which are 
identical to previous reports,'^4' 208|and are attributed to the species of [Ce(H20)9]3" and 
[Ce(H20)8]3+, respectively.154'2081 Upon addition of MO' 2 M K[Cu(CN)2] , 2xl0"2 M 
K2[Pt(CN)4] and the mixture of 5X10"4 M K[Cu(CN)2] and MO' 3 M K2[Pt(CN)4] d10, a 
drastic decrease at 242 nm were seen in the excitation spectrum as shown in Figures 6.2 
and 6.3. The excitation and emission spectra of the hydrated Ce3+ ions in the presence of d10 
[Cu(CN)2]" and d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" ions are shown in Figure 6.3. It is noticeable that the band at 
242 nm arising from [Ce(H20)g]3+ species were quenched drastically while the band at 280 
nm arising from [Ce(H20)8]3+ species was not quenched. It is also interesting that 
[Pt(CN)4]~~ ions exhibit the greatest quenching effect in comparison with [Cu(CN)2]"ions, 
and [Pt(CN)4]'i" and [Cu(CN)2]" mixed ions as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Upon the 5d <— 
4f excitation, one of the aqua ligands of [Ce(OH2)9]3" dissociates in the excited state, 
therefore, the emission band at 348 nm exclusively comes from *[Ce(OH2)8]>|208] The 
quenching effects of [Pt(CN)4]2" and [Cu(CN)2]~ on the excitation and emission of Ce3+ 
aqua ions may be explained Figure 6.4 shows the schematic diagram of rexlation processes 
of the excited *[Ce(OH2)<)]3+ ion in aqueous solution with the presence of [Pt(CN)4]2" 
and/or [Cu(CN)2]" ions. The pathways in the schematic diagram are listed as follows: 
(6.1) 

















Figure 6.2 Excitation spectra of 2x103 M Ce3+ aqua ions with the presence of ds 





Figure 6.3 Emission and excitation spectra of Ce3+ ions in aqueous solution in the absence 
and in the presence of d8 K2[Pt(CN)4] and/or d10 K[Cu(CN)2] at room temperature. 
(a) 2x 10-3M Ce3+; (b) 2x 10"3M Ce3+ + 1 xlO"3M K[Cu(CN)2]; (c) 2xl0"3 M Ce3+ + 1 x 10"3M 
K2[Pt(CN)4]; (d) 2xl0"3M Ce3+ + 1 xlO"3M K[Cu(CN)2]. 
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(6.2) 
where k} is the dissociation rate of process (6.2). 
(6.3) 
where k'-x, and k\'[ are the forward and reverse rate constants for the equilibrium (6.3) in the 
ground state. 
.(6.4) 
where £4 and ks are radiative and non-radiative dexciation rates of rexlation process (6.4), 
respectively. 
.(6.5) 
where kb is the association rate. M = Cu, n = 1; M = Pt, n = 2. 
.(6.6) 
where k'b and k'b'] are the forward and reverse rate constants for the equilibrium (6.3) in the 
ground state. M = Cu, n = 1; M = Pt, n = 2. 
(6.7) 
where k7 is the non-radiative dexciation rates. M = Cu, n = 1; M= Pt, n = 2. 
The lifetime of *[Ce(OH2)9]3+ in solution is controlled by the rate of aqua ligand 
dissociation and the dissociation rate £3 is much larger than k\+ k± and h+ k$[208] as shown 
in Figure 6.4. So the emission is observed at 348 nm as shown in Figure 6.4 comes out 
exclusively from a dissociated species such as [Ce(OH2)8f+t20S|Smce the *[Ce(H20)8]v 
species as a coordinatively unsaturated complex has more space to accept the CN ligands 
of [Pt(CN)4]2" or [Cu(CN)2]" ions. Upon addition of [Pt(CN)4]2~ or [Cu(CN)2]' ions, the 
population of *[Ce(OH2)8]3+ ions decreases, therefore, the emission observed at 348 nm is 
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Figure 6.4 Schematic diagram of relaxation processes of the excited Ce3~ aqua ions in 
aqueous solution in the presence of K2[Pt(CN)4] and/or K[Cu(CN)2]. (M = Cu, n = 1; M= 
Pt, n=2). * represents the excited state. Dotted line represents non-radiative relaxation. 
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quenched and the intensity decreases as the concentration of [PtCCNU]"" or [Cu(CN)2]~ions 
increase. 
At the ground state, upon association with [Pt(CN)4]2~ or [Cu(CN)2]" ions, 
Equilibriums (3) and (6) both shift to the forward direction. As a result, the population of 
[Ce(OH2)9]3+ions decreases. Because there are less [Ce(OH2)c>]3+ions that could be excited 
to the excited state, the excitation band of the [Ce(OH2)9]3^ ions observed at 242 nm is 
quenched as the concentrations of Pt(II) or Cu(I) ions increase. Finally, the 
*[Ce(H20)9][M(CN)2n](3+n)+(M = Cu, n = 1; M= Pt, n=2) species in the excited state as 
shown in Figure 6.3 will relax via a non-radiative MLCT process. Further, there are no 
isosbestic points shown in the excitation spectra as shown in Figure 6.2 when the dominant 
bands of Ce3" ions around 242 nm are quenched in the presence of d10 [Cii(CN)2]~ and d8 
[Pt(CN)4]2 ions in aqueous solutions. This strongly suggests that the equilibrium present 
between two different species of [Ce(H20)g]3+ and [Ce(H20)9]3+ has been interrupted by 
introducing CN ligands from [Pt(CN)4]2" or [Cu(CN)2]" ions to the coordination sphere of 
*[Ce(H20)8]3+ species. The ligand absorption transition can be correlated to the Ce3+ ion 
luminescence intensity.[201] We propose that the luminescence of *[Ce(H20)g]3+ ions is 
quenched by the CN ligand of the d10 [Cu(CN)2]"and d8 [Pt(CN)4]2~ ions via a metal-lia;and 
charge transfer transition with an electron transfer from 5dz: Ce(HD to JI* of CN ligand, 
similar to a report about carboxylic acid ligand quenching the Ce3" ion luminescence. 4' 
These ligands show characteristically optical absorption at about 250 run due to n—*n* 
transitions.'209 210' Their lowest excited state is a n* anti-bonding orbital belonging to 
carbon and oxygen.'20'1 Similar cases include the Ce3+nitrile couple. In this case the nitrate 
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absorption is observed at about 310 nm. The electron transfer can be observed in the 
absorption spectrum at energies below the nitrile absorption but there is no luminescence 
observed.' ' For the pure ligand absorption, the energy position of the lowest absorption 
band is 310, -275, -250, -160 and -160 nm for nitrate, vanadate, carboxylate. borate and 
phosphates, respectively. Ce'T ions have luminescence observed only with borate and 
phosphates in solutions.154'201] We observed the free CN ligand in pure KCN aqueous 
solution exhibits the lowest luminescence excitation absorption around 236 nm which is 
lower than -160 nm of borate and phosphates. Therefore the excitation and emission of 
2><10"3M Ce(N03)3 in aqueous solution are quenched and the intensities decreases with an 
increase of the concentration of KCN from 2.5><10"4to 4*10"3 M as shown in Figure 6.5. 
Thus, we believe that the metal to ligand charge-transfer transition process (MLCT) 
quenches the luminescence of Ce3+ aqua species with an excited 5dz: electron transferring 
to the 71* anti-bonding orbital of carbon and nitrogen of the CN ligand. Finally, the electron 
relaxes through the non-radiative 7t*^n transition to the ground state. 
6.4.2 Luminescence Study of Ce3+Ions in the Absence and in the Presence of d8 
[Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [Cu(CN)2]"Ions in Acetonitrile Solutions 
We observed that Ce3+ions do not luminesce significantly in acetonitrile solution in 
contrast to previous reports of the strong luminescence of Ce~ ions in aqueous solution. 
Very weak excitation and emission bands of Ce3+ions are observed at 321 and 402 nm 
respectively as shown in the inset of Figure 6.6. In acetonitrile solution, the CH3CN 
molecules totally quench the highly luminescent species of solvated Ce ions, which 
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Figure 6.5 Emission^ = 248 nm) and excitation (Aem- 372 nm) spectra of 2x10 JM Ce + 
ion in the presence of varying concentrations of KCN in acetonitrile solutions. (a),(b) 0M; 
(c),(d) 2.5xl0-4M;(e),(f) 5xlO_4M; (g),(h) lxl0"3M; (i),(j) 2*l(r3M; (k),(l) 4xl0"3MKCN. 
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Figure 6.6 Emission and excitation spectra of Ce3+ ions in the absence and in the 
presence of K2[Pt(CN)4] and/or K[Cu(CN)2] in acetonitnle solutions, (a) 2><10"JM CeJ+ 
(;.„ = 305 nm,;.em= 385 nm);(b)2xlO"?M Ce3++ lxl0"3M K[Cu(CN)2] ( ^ = 3 4 8 nm, 
;.lV„ = 431 nm); (c) 2x10"3M Ce3" + 2*10"3M K2[Pt(CN)4] (^ = 345 nm: } . m = 430 nm) 
(d) 2xl0"3M Ce3+ + lxl0"3M K2[Pt(CN)4] + 5xl0"4M K[Cu(CN)2] (/-«= 321 n n w , = 
376 nm). 
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means the CH3CN molecules substitute for the aqua ligand. The solvation of [Ce(H20)n]3+ 
in pure acetonitrile pushes the [Ce(H20)n]3+ <->[Ce(CN)n]3+ equilibrium to the right side. 
We observed that the Ce3+ ions in acetonitrile solution have a very weak excitation band 
around 348 nm which is similar to the UV-visible absorption band around 350 nm. We 
believe that the electron-transfer process consists of the transition of an excited 5d7- electron 
to the re* anti-bonding orbital of carbon and nitrogen of the MeCN molecules which 
associate with the Ce3+ ions. Then, the electron relaxes through a non-radiative 7t*—>n 
transition to the ground state. 
As shown in Figure 6.7, the bands observed at 2293, 2253 and 2203 cm"1 which 
exist in all solutions with different samples can also be observed in pure acetonitrile solvent. 
We assign these three bands as the different stretching modes from the CN of the CH3CN 
molecules of acetonitrile solvent. The only band observed at 2127 cm"1 for an acetonitrile 
solution with 2><10"3 M K2[Pt(CN)4] is assigned to terminal CN stretching vei, because the 
stretching with eu symmetry has the strongest absorbance. When Ce* + ions are introduced 
to an acetonitrile solution with the d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" ions, an excitation band and an emission 
band at 345 and 430 nm, respectively, appear and the solution changes from clear to milky 
colloidal solution. There is almost no spectrum change when d1 [Cu(CN)2j" ions are 
introduced to the solution. By monitoring the ATR-FTIR spectrum as shown in Figure 6.7, 
three bands appear at 2154, 2136 and 2125 cm"1 for a mixture solution contains both 2*10"J 
M K2[Pt(CN)4] and 2><10"3 M Ce(N03)3. After deconvolution of the overlapping bands 
with Gaussian functions, the ATR-FTIR spectrum was decomposed into four major 
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Figure 6.7 ATR-FTIR spectra of Ce3+, K2[Pt(CN)4] and K[Cu(CN)2] alone and 
the mixtures of Ce3+ ions with K.2[Pt(CN)4] or K[Cu(CN)2J in acetonitnle 
solutions. 
Wavenumber, cm" 
Figure 6.8 Gaussian decomposition and fit of ATR-FTIR spectrum of 2*10""M Ce " and 
2*1(X3M K2[Pt(CN)4] in acetonitrile solutions. 
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2125 cm"1 is assigned to terminal cyanide ligands because the similarity of the stretching 
energy compared with the terminal CN stretching absorptions observed at 2127 cm"1 for 
the K2[Pt(CN)4] along in acetonitrile solution. Typically bridging -C=N- ligands have 
higher stretching frequencies than the terminal CN ligands.'2111 Dows et al [190] have 
shown that for the M-C=N-M bridging cyanide group vas(CN) is about 20-50 cm" higher 
than the vas(CN) terminal in the same complex or in a related complex of the same metal. 
Vibrational analysis has been performed by Dows et al to explain the frequency increase 
with cyanide bridging. They calculated the approximate CN and MC force constants, and 
a MC-CN interaction force constant. The calculation results show a force constant with a 
bridging CN larger than in the terminal CN, therefore, the frequency of the bridging CN 
is higher than the terminal CN. Further, even if there is no change in any force constants, 
only forming the CN bridge by itself can increase the CN frequency due to the further 
constrain of the CN motion from the connected metal on the other end of the CN 
bridge.[190] Therefore, cyanide stretching bands observed at 2177, 2154 and 2136 cm"' 
which have higher frequencies than the stretching modes of the terminal CN stretching 
band observed at 2127 cm"1 of K2[Pt(CN)4] in acetonitrile solution are assigned to 
bridging cyanide ligands. 
Very similar to our research, Ce3+ and [Pt(CN)4]';" ions in dimethylformamide 
(DMF) instead of acetonitrile has been reported recently.'2121 A mixed metal complex with 
a general formula of {(DMF)i2Ce2[M(CN)4]3}oD (M= Ni, Pd,) and a general structure of 
zigzag one-dimensional arrays as shown in Figure 6.9. It has been synthesized with 
Ce(III) and M(II) in DMF with a molar ratio of 2:3 by a metathesis reaction.'2121 As 
Figure. 6.9 ID zigzag chain of {(DMF)i0Ce2[Ni (CN)4]3}».1 ' 
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shown in Figure 6.9, each Ce(III) center in the complexes has a 9 coordination number. 
The general structure basically consists of diamond-shaped cores linked in a linear chain. 
Two Ce(IIl) centers are connected by two [M(CN)4]"(M - Ni, Pd) anions with four CN 
bridges in a cis geometry to form a diamond-shaped Ce2M2 (M = Ni, Pd) metal core. The 
diamond-shaped metal cores are linked together by [M(CN)4]2 anions which are bound to 
Ce(III) centers with cyanide bridges in a trans geometry to make a zigzag one-
dimensional array as shown in Figure 6.9,[2121 while the two-dimensional sheet-like arrays 
have a beehive-shaped hexagonal grid with general formula of 
{(DMF)ioCe2[M(CN)4]3-K2(DMF)4[Ni(CN)4]}r as shown in Figure 6.10, Each hexagonal 
unit has 12 metal centers, Ce^Mt,. It has been synthesized with Ce(III) and M in DMF 
with a molar ratio of 1: 2.'212' We believe Ce3" and [Pt(CN)4]2" ions in MeCN have reacted 
m a very similar pathway and generated the complexes with similar structures. How ever. 
there are no NMR and X-Ray diffraction data available to determine the exact structures. 
These would make a good topic for future study. However, the infrared spectra confirm 
that CN bridges exist with Ce3+ and [Pt(CN)4]2~ ions in the MeCN and display similar 
absorption patterns with those of the products of Ce and [Ni(CN)4]2~ m DFM. "J 
As shown in Figure 6.11, acetonitrile solutions with 2*10""3M K[Cu(CN)2], 4*10"3 
M K2[Pt(CN)4], and with bM Ce(N03)3 and 2xl0"3M K2[Pt(CN)4] emit at 407 (/ex= 305 
nm), 433 (Aex~ 377 nm), and 430 nm (/.ex= 345 nm), respectively. The different emission 
and excitation bands and the different Stokes' shifts suggest that there is at least one new-
luminescent species in the mixed solutions. We assign the predominant excitation band at 
345 nm and the emission band at 430 nm to the new species with CN bridge between Pt(II) 
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Figure 6.10 2D puckered sheet {(DMF)10Ce2[Ni(CN)4]3}o= in {(DMF)10Ce2 
[M(CN)4]3-K2(DMF)4[Ni(CN)4]}oo.[2,2] 
200 300 400 500 
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Figure 6.11 Emission and excitation spectra of K2[Pt(CN)4], K[Cu(CN)2] alone 
and a mixture of Ce3+ ions and K2[Pt(CN)4] in acetonitrile solutions.(a) 2><10oM 
K[Cu(CN)2] {Xex= 305 nm, Xem = 407 nm); (b) 4xlO"3M K2[Pt(CN)4](4v= 377 nm, }.ei,r 
433 nm); (c) 2xlO"3M Ce3+ + 2xlO"3M K^PtCCN^KA^ 345 nm, keifr 430 nm). 
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and Ce(III) metal centers due to the energy transfer through the CN bridge from Pt(II) to 
Ce(III) ions within the complexes. Dexter exchange mechanism whereby energy transfer 
"through bonds" is most suitable to explain the energy transfer through the CN bridge 
from Pt(II) to Ce(III) ions. Figure 6.12 shows the changes of the emission and excitation 
spectra of 2><10"3 M Ce(NC>3)3 in the presence of varying amounts of K2[Pt(CN)4] in an 
acetonitrile solvent. We observe that the luminescence intensities of the excitation band at 
345 (/.,,„, = 430 nm) and the emission band at 430 (/.L,v = 345 nm) increase with the 
increasing of the concentration of the K.2[Pt(CN)4] and are saturated above -1.5 x10~~ M. 
The luminescence intensity of the emission band at 430 nm (Acx= 345 nm) as function of 
the concentration of K2[Pt(CN)4] with the presence of Ce3+ion is plotted in Figure 6.13. 
This plot reveals that the luminescence intensity of the new species of Ce3+ ions and 
[Pt(CN)4]2" ions connected with CN bridges increase as the concentration of Pt(II) donor 
ions increase until the stoichiometric ratio of Ce and [Pt(CN)4]"" reaches 1:1. Therefore, 
we suggest that the stoichiometric ratio of Ce(III) to Pt(II) ions in these new complexes is 
approximate 1:1. 
Because of the existence of the CN bridging bond, the Dexter exchange 
mechanism whereby energy transfer "through a bond" is most suitable to explain the 
energy transfer through the CN bridge from Pt(II) to Ce(III) ions. Figure 6.14 exhibits the 
schematic Dexter mechanism of energy transfer between the Pt(ll) and Ce(III) metal 
centers in the [PtmCen] complexes. When accepting a photon, as a result, the electron 
transfers from dz2 orbital of Pt(II) metal center to 17i*(CN) orbital of the CN ligands with a 
spin and Laporte allowed ' A]g—•' A2U transition. Then, the electron experiences an 
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Figure 6.12 Emission and excitation spectra of 2x10" M Ce "*" ion in the presence of 









Figure 6.13 Plot of the luminescence intensity of the band at 429 nm {kex - 343 ran) as 
a function of the concentration of K2[Pt(CN)4] with 2><10~3M Ce3~ion in acetonitrile 
solutions, 
y = 837055ln(x) + 3E+06 
R2 = 0.9822 
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Pz(Pt) 






Figure 6.14 Proposed schematic diagram of the Dexter energy transfer pathways between 
the Pt(II) and Ce(III) metal centers in the [PtmCen] complexes. A dotted arrow represents 
a nonradiative deexcitation pathway while a solid arrow indicates a radiative pathway. 
ISC, AB and E represent intersystem crossing, absorption and emission, respectively. 
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intersystem crossing process from the CN ligand '7171* state to the ligand J7t7t* state via a 
non-radiative deactivation. Then, the electron migrates from the TI*(L) orbital of the Pt(II) 
metal center to the lowest excited 2D orbital of Ce(III) metal center. After that, the spin 
and Laporte allowed 4^ —» 5d! electronic transitions from the lowest 2D (5d!) excited state 
to the lowest 2Fs/2 ground state of Ce3+ ions occur. At the same time, another electron 
transfers from the lowest 2F5,<2 ground state of Ce3+ ions to the rc(CN) occurs to complete 
the energy transfer process so called Dexter electron transfer. This Dexter electron 
transfer mechanism involves a double electron transfer. 
6.5 Conclusions 
Hydrated Ce3* ions species [Ce(OH2)ci]3+ and [Ce(OHi)s]3" exhibit strong 
luminescence in aqueous solution but the luminescence arising from the [Ce(OH2)9]~ 
species is quenched in the presence of d10 [Cu(CN)2]~, d8 [Pt(CN)4]"" and CN ions. A spin 
1 1 1 
and Laporte allowed charge-transfer transition process of Aig—*• A2U (5dz: —* K* ) with an 
electron transferring from the Ce3+ ion to the CN ligand is proposed for the reason for the 
luminescence quenching. In acetonitrile solution, new excitation and emission bands 
around 343 and 434 nm, respectively suggest there are new luminescence complexes of 
CeJ+ ions bonded with Pt2+ ions. The ATR-FTIR spectra evidence supports that there are 
CN bridges formed between the Pt2+ ions and the Ce3+ ions which serves as the tunnel and 
through which the energy is transferred from the Pt2Tdonor ions to the rare earth Ce',+ ions. 
Therefore, the energy transfer follows Dexter electron transfer mechanism whereby 
energy transfer "through bonds". 
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CHAPTER VII: 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
7.1.1 Summary and Conclusions of Tunable Energy Transfer between [Au(CN)2~]„ 
Luminescent Nanoclusters and Eu3+ and Tb3+ Rare Earth Ions in Aqueous Solution 
Energy transfer has been studied between dicyanoaurate(I) luminescent nanocluster 
donor ions and Eu3+ and Tb3+ acceptor ions in aqueous solutions with steady-state 
luminescence. 
The f-f transition emissions of Tb3+ ion as energy acceptor can be sensitized and 
enhanced in the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) ion as donor in aqueous solution at ambient 
temperature because the emission energy of dicyanoaurate(I) nanocluster ions lies higher 
than the lowest excited state of 3D4 which is also the emissive state of the Tb"~ ion. Due to 
the tunable emission energy arising from different nanoclusters of [AufCN)?"],, which are 
concentration dependent, the spectral overlap of the donor's emission spectrum with the 
excitation spectrum of Tb3+ ion acceptor changes with varying concentration of the 
dicyanoaurate(I) ion donor; therefore, the energy transfer efficiency can be tuned by 
varying the concentration of the donor. 
However, in comparison to Tb3+ ion, the f-f transition emissions of Eu3+ ion as an 
energy acceptor cannot be sensitized and enhanced in the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) ion 
as donor in aqueous solution at ambient temperature. A quenching instead of sensitizing 
effect has been observed for the energy transfer pair of dicyanoaurate(I) nanocluster ions 
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and Eu3+ions in aqueous solution. Eu3+ion serves as an efficient quencher for the donor's 
emission with an *[Au(CN)21„ —> Eu(III) charge transfer via a non-radiative deexcitation 
process, which overcome the radiative pathway. The Stern-Volmer constants show Eu3+ 
ions have different quenching efficiencies for different nanoclusters of the donor 
corresponding to different concentrations. Different dicyanoaurate(I) nanoclusters have 
different sensitivity to the Eu3+ ion quencher, thus the quenching efficiency of Eu3+ion is 
tunable with varying concentrations of dicyanoaurate(I) aqueous solutions. 
7.1.2 Summary and Conclusions of Solvent Dependent Tunable Energy Transfer of 
d10 Metal Dicyanide Nanoclusters with Eu3+and Tb3+Rare Earth Ions 
The luminescent energy of d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" and d!0 [M(CN)2]"(M - Cu, Ag, Au) ions 
can be tuned in water and selected organic solvents with different polarities such as 
methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane solutions. Furthermore, different concentrations and 
excitation energy have been selected to confirm the tunability of closed-shell d10 Cu(I), 
Ag(I) and Au(I) dicyanide complexes. This is due to the formation of different excimer and 
exciplex nanoclusters in different solvents, different concentrations and different excitation 
energies. 
Energy transfer between luminescent d10 Cu(I), Ag(I) and Au(I) dicyanide 
nanocluster donor ions and Tb3+ and Eu3+ lanthanide acceptor ions in aqueous, methanol 
and acetonitrile solutions have been investigated by monitoring the luminescence intensity 
changes of f-f transition emissions of Eu3+ and Tb3+ acceptor ions with and without the 
presence of donors. 
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Energy transfer efficiency and pathways depends on particular donor and acceptor 
ions, the property of interaction or bonding of and between the donor and acceptor, as well 
as the concentrations of the donor and acceptor and the solvent. Energy transfer efficiency 
from [M(CN)2]" nanocluster donor ions to Tb3+ acceptor ions in aqueous solutions or 
organic solvents can be tuned by varying the concentration of the donor, the solvents and 
the excitation energy. The mechanism follows the Forster theory, where the Coulombic 
energy transfer is based on resonant dipole-dipole coupling. However, Eu3+ ions quench the 
donor's emission of dicyanoaurate(I) in aqueous solutions because of a non-radiative 
deactivation pathway involving a charge transfer state of Eu3+ ions. 
7.1.3 Summary and Conclusions of Spectroscopic Study of d8-d10 Interaction with 
Pt(II)-M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) Heterometallic Nanoclusters in Aqueous Solutions 
Investigations on the presence of heterometallic d8-d10 metal-metal interactions in 
aqueous solutions with d8 [Pt(CN)4]2"and d!0 [M(CN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) ions in aqueous 
solution at room temperature have been performed. New emission and excitation bands of 
the mixed metals observed in aqueous solution which are not seen in the pure d° [Pt(CN)4r 
or d'° [M(CN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) aqueous solution systems indicate the existence of 
Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters with heterometallic d8-d10 interaction. 
The nature of the interactions between the d8 [Pt(CN)4]2"and dH' [M(CN)2]"(M = 
Cu, Ag, Au) ions can be assigned to a direct metal-metal bond or a CN bridge. Normally. 
it's difficult to distinguish between these two types of interaction of ds-d!(J heterometallic 
nanoclusters with direct metal-metal interactions and the d8-d10 heterometallic nanoclusters 
bonded by CN bridges with only luminescent spectroscopy. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy has 
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been used to distinguish between these two types of interactions by monitoring the 
vibrational changes of the CN Hgands. ATR-FTIR spectra exclude the possibility that the 
new excitation and emission bands are due to the formation of clusters with M-C=N-M 
bridging cyanide between Pt(II) and M(I) ions. Further, UV-visible spectra exhibit 
intensified absorption or an absorption frontal edge red-shift for the aqueous solutions 
containing both [Pt(CN)4]2" and [M(CN)2]~ ions compared to the aqueous solutions with 
pure [Pt(CN)4r or [M(CN)2]" ions. This confirms the presence of d8- d10 interactions with 
Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters in aqueous solution containing both d8 [Pt(CN)4]2"and d10 M(CN)2" 
ions. 
New excitation and emission bands reveal the presence of closed-shell d -d 
heterometallic metal-metal interactions in the Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters with general 
formula Ptn-Mm( n,m > 1) in aqueous solution at room temperature. UV-visible and ER 
spectroscopic evidence supports the existence of Pt(II)-M(I) nanoclusters formed with 
heterometallic d8-d'° interaction. 
7.1.4 Summary and Conclusions of Luminescence Study of Energy Transfer between 
d8 Pt(CN)4]2" and d10 [Cu(CN)2]"Ions and Ce3+Lanthanide Ions in Aqueous and 
Acetonitrile solutions 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra of lanthanide Ce3T ions have been 
observed and compared in aqueous solution and acetonitrile solution at room 
temperature. Hydrated Ce3+ions species [Ce(OH2)c)]3+ and [Ce(OH2)s]3~ exhibit strong 
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luminescence in aqueous solution. However, Ce + ions do not luminesce in acetonitnle 
solutions. 
The strong luminescence of Ce3+ ions in aqueous solution are not sensitized but 
quenched by the presence of d8 [Pt(CN)4]2\ d10 [Cu(CN)2]", and CN" ions. A charge-
transfer process of 5d —> 71* electron transfer from the CeJ+ ion to the CN ligand is 
proposed to explained the luminescence quenching. However, in the acetonitrile solvent, a 
new strong excitation and emission bands have been observed in the presence of d8 
[Pt(CN)4]~~ ions. The ATR-FTFR spectra provide evidence for the existence of M-C=N-M 
bridging cyanide unit formed between Ce3+ and Pt2+ ions in the acetonitrile solvent. 
Energy transfer between lanthanide Ce3+ ions and d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" ions occur via a 
metal to ligand charge transfer process (MLCT) which consists of the transition of the 
excited 5d electron to the 7t* anti-bonding orbital of carbon and nitrogen of the CN ligand. 
Then, the electron relaxes through the non-radiative n*—*n transition to the ground state. 
When there is CN bridging formed between Ce3+ ions d8 [Pt(CN)4]2\ the energy transfer 
from d8 [Pt(CN)4]2" to Ce3+ ions and follows the Dexter exchange mechanism and is 
responsible the unusual enhancement of the luminescence of Ce3^ ions in acetonitrile with 
in the presence of d [Pt(CN)4] " ions. 
7.2 Future Proposed Studies 
First, an investigation of the metallophilic between selected d" and d'° anions is 
proposed to carry out based on Ayala and coworkers' report'' "' of exciplexes formed with 
luminescent Ru(II)a-diimmine complexes with Ag(I) in aqueous solution. [Ru(II)(bpy)3]2^ 
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(bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine) complex is another candidate for forming the exciplexes with d6-
d u metal-metal weak bonding. Also, exciplexes with Ir-Hg metal-metal interaction have 
been reported previously. Thus, it is proposed to search for d6-d'° metallophihc interaction 
on each possible combination of pairs of d ions [M(CN)6]- (M = Ir, Rh, Co) and the d'u 
ions [M(CN)2]~ (M= Au, Ag, Cu) in aqueous solution, solid state, and selected organic 
solvents, such as methanol, acetonitrile, dioxane. Different stoichiometric ratios of the d6 
and d10 ions in water, methanol, acetonitrile, dioxane etc. can be carried out to search for 
heterometallic interactions. 
Second, metallophihc interactions between selected d and d anions with various 
ligands should be investigated for searching for heterometallic bonding in aqueous 
solution. Such cases are: [Pt(SCN)4]2" and [M(SCN)2]" ion (M = Cu, Ag, Au) in aqueous 
solutions and solid state; d8 ions [M(CN)4]2"(M = Ni, Pd) andd10 ions [M(CN)2]"ion (M = 
Cu, Ag. Au) in aqueous solutions and solid state. 
Third, energy transfer between d6-d10 and d8-d10 exciplex donor anions and 
lanthanide (Ln3+ = Tb, Eu, Dy and Sm) acceptor ions would be interesting. Under UV 
excitation, Tb3+, Eu3+, Dy3+ and Sm3+emit intense green, red yellowish white and reddish 
orange light, respectively. Because their relative strong luminescence at room temperature, 
Tb3", Eu3+ , Dy3T and Sm3+ lanthanide ions should be good energy transfer acceptors and 
the d6 and d10 mixed-metal can be used as donor ions. Systems containing of mixed metal 
d6-d10 mixed-metal donor anions and lanthanide (Ln3+ = Tb, Eu, Dy and Sm) acceptor ions 
in aqueous solution and organic solvent solutions should be studied. For example, 
[Au(CN)2]~ and [Ir(CN)6]3" mixed-metal ions with different stoichiometric ratio as donor 
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and Tb3+ ions as acceptor in aqueous solutions and in different organic solvents should be 
carried out. 
Then, systems consisting of d8-d10 mixed-metal exciplex donor anions and 
lanthanide acceptor cations (Ln~ + = Tb, Eu, Dy, and Sm) need to be studies in the future. 
An example of such system is [Au(SCN)2]~ and [Pt(SCN)4]'" mixed-metal ions with 
different stoichiometric ratio as donor and Tb +ions as acceptor in aqueous solutions. The 
selection rules, the energy transfer pathways, and the energy transfer model and mechanism should 
be investigated. 
Fourth, energy transfer between d8-d10 and d6-d10 exciplex donor anions and 
transition metal acceptor cations such as Cr3+, Co3+, Cr(NH3)63+, and Co(NH3)63" are 
proposed for investigation. This will include using one acceptor ion as well as multiple 
acceptor ions such as, for example, Cr(NH3)63+, and Co(NH3)63+ with different 
stoichiometric ratio as acceptor cations. Au(TPA)2+ (TPA=l,3,5-triaza-7-
phosphaadamantane) and Pt(NH3)4^ with different stoichiometric ratio as the 
heterometallic exciplex donor cations, and Co(CN)63" as the acceptor anions in aqueous 
solution is an example proposed for future study. Systems with d6-d10 exciplex 
heterometallic metal donors and transition metal acceptors are also proposed for energy 
transfer study. Systems containing mixed [Ir(SCN)6]3" and [M(SCN)2]" (M = Cu, Ag, Au) 
ions with different stoichiometric ratio as donor ions and Co"+ ions as acceptor ions will be 
studied in order to understand the selection rules and pathways for energy transfer as the 
stoichiometric ratios of the donor and acceptor ion pairs are varied. 
Next, in order to confirm and interpret the experimental results, electronic structure 
calculations for heterometallic oligomers and exciplexes with ds-d'° and d''-dK' metal-metal 
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interactions should be interesting to study. The heterometallic d8-d10 complexes with Pt(II)-
M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) metal-metal interaction in water and different organic solvents 
should be modeled by ab initio calculations. Potential energy diagrams with potential 
energy curves for both eclipsed and staggered dimers for both the ground and excited 
states should be calculated with extended relativistic Hiickel calculations. In order to 
confirm the extended relativistic Hiickel calculations, the potential energy versus the Pt-M 
distance for eclipsed dimer and trimer units will be calculated by using extended Hiickel 
calculations. The energy of HOMO and LUMO levels and the separation of the d8and d10 
homometallic and heterometallic metal-metal interactions in different dimers and 
excimers will be carried out with Density Functional Theory calculations on the B3LYP 
level. 
At last, d8-d10 mixed-metal complexes as optical sensors for volatile organic 
compound (VOC) detection are excellent systems to investigate. Vapochromic materials, 
which display optical absorption or luminescence changes upon exposure to vapors of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), have been a focus of attention due to their potential 
applications as chemical sensors.126'162,204'214~2171 Several vapochromic compounds based 
on Au(I). Pd(ll), and Pt(II) coordination polymers have also been recently reported.l"6" b" 
215-218] j_jo s t m a t e r i a i s consisting of stacked square planar complexes of platinum and/or 
palladium salts exhibit striking and reversible color changes upon suspension in solvents 
or upon exposure to volatile organic compounds and water vapor.[218! In 1995, Mann and 
co-workers[2,5] reported that the salts [PtL4][M(CN)4] (L = arylisonitrile; M = Pt, Pd) 
have structures composed of stacked square planar complexes which are 
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spectroscopically sensitive to the presence of VOC vapors with shifts in absorption and 
emission maxima (vapochromism) for specific organic solvents.[2i9J 
The novel d8- d10 mixed-metal complexes discussed in Chapter 5 could serve as 
candidates for potential VOC sensors. First, the d8-d10 mixed-metal complexes with Pt(II)-
M(I) (M = Cu, Ag, Au) bond prepared in aqueous solution could be vaporized and 
collected as crystalline or amorphous powder. The collected crystalline or amorphous 
powder could be dissolved in different organic solvents such as 1,4-dioxane. acetonitnle, 
DMSO, DMF and pyridine to measure the excitation and emission bands. After that, we 
can determine for which organic solvents the d8-d10 mixed-metal complexes are most 
sensitive and have shifts in excitation and emission maxima. Then, the selected d -d 
mixed-metal complexes could be coated on quartz discs and be exposed to the vapor of the 
selected organic solvents. After the shifts in excitation and emission maxima have been 
measured, the coated quartz discs can be dried and exposed to the vapor again to test the 
reversibility as potential VOC sensors. 
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Abstract 
Energy transfer has been studied between dicyanoaurate(I) luminescent nanocluster donor ions and Tb3+ and Eu3+ acceptor ions in 
aqueous solutions with steady-state luminescence at room temperature. The f-f transition emission intensities of Tb3+ ions can be sen-
sitized and enhanced by varying the dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion's concentration, due to the formation of different excimer and exciplex 
nanoclusters. However, the f-f transition emission intensities of Eu3+ ions are not enhanced but the donor's emission is quenched thor-
ough a non-radiative charge transfer pathway. The Stern-Volmer constants show different quenching efficiencies for different nanoclus-
ters of the donor. 
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The emission of dicyanoaurate(I) ions in aqueous solu-
tion is tunable due to the fact that ions undergo significant 
oligomerization in aqueous solution as a function of con-
centration [1]. The luminescence bands of Au(I) com-
pounds are due to *[Au(CN)2]„ (« > 2) excimers and 
exciplexes that differ in '«' and geometry and the lumines-
cence is related to Au-Au bonded excimers and exciplexes 
[2]. Also, previous studies indicate that the photolumines-
cence emission energies of dicyanoaurate(I) ion are tun-
able and exhibit a red shift with increasing concentration 
[1], decreasing temperature [3-5] or increasing pressure 
[6,7]. 
We have reported that in pure crystals energy transfer 
occurs from the dicyanoaurate(I) ions, as donor, to Ln 3 + 
acceptor ions. In the solid a layered structure exists with 
alternating layers of anions and cations such as Eu 3 + , 
Gd 3 + , Dy 3 + [5], and T b 3 + [4]. The rare earth ions incorpo-
rated in the solid state show distinct spectral lines of 
Corresponding author. Fax: +1 207 581 1191. 
E-mail address: howardp@maine.edu (H.H. Patterson). 
absorption and emission due to the electronic transitions 
within the 4fN shell configuration [8]. Since f orbitals are 
strongly shielded from the outside ligands, the positions 
of the spectral lines vary only slightly with the environ-
ment, however their intensities are strongly dependent 
on the host in which the rare earth is embedded [9,10]. 
Thus, the intensities of the sharp f-f transition emissions 
of the rare earth ions can be used for monitoring energy 
transfer. 
Yersin et al. reported that with increasing applied pres-
sure, Eu[Au(CN)2]3 crystals exhibit a dramatic red shift of 
the Au(CN)J emission energy with the result that at low 
pressure Eu + emissions occurs but at high pressure the 
Au(CN)^ emission appears [7]. In this research, instead 
of varying pressure, we vary the concentration of the dicy-
anoaurate(I) donor ion to examine the energy transfer and 
pathways between the donor and Ln 3 + (Ln = Tb, Eu) 
acceptor ions in aqueous solution due to the tunable 
photoluminescence of different excimer and exciplex 
*[Au(CN)j]„ (« > 2) nanoclusters formed. We choose 
Eu 3 + and Tb3 +as acceptor ions based on the consider-
ations that (a) both ions have a large energy gap between 
the emitting level and the next lower level and usually 
0009-2614/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
doi:10.1016/j.cplett.2006.11.019 
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luminesce strongly in the visible region at room tempera-
ture [11,12]; (b) they are the most commonly used lantha-
nide ions in the development of lanthanide luminescence 
devices, which can be used as sensors [13]; (c) our group 
has previous reported [4,5,7] energy transfer studies in 
pure crystals for the dicyanoaurate(I) ion, as donor, with 
Eu3+ and Tb3+ acceptor ions. 
2.2. Instrumentation 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra were recorded 
with a Model Quanta Master-1046 photoluminescence 
spectrophotometer from photon technology international 
(PTI). The instrument is equipped with two excitation 
monochromators and a 75 W xenon lamp. 
2. Experiment 
2.1. Sample preparation 
First, we prepared 4.0 x 10~2 M Eu(N03)3 and Tb(N03)3 
stock solutions by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of 
Eu[Au(CN)2]3 • XR20 (X« 6) (Alfa-Aesar) and Tb[Au(C-
N)2]3 ' 6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) in distilled water in two 
10.00 ml flasks separately and kept in the dark. K[Au(CN)2] 
aqueous solutions were prepared by directly dissolving a 
stoichiometric amount of the KAu(CN)2 ( ^ 99.9% pure, 
Alfa-Aesar) solids in distilled water. Then, aliquot(s) of 
Eu(N03)3 or Tb(N03)3 aqueous solutions and KAu(CN)2 
aqueous solution were mixed thoroughly in proportion 
and immediately were transferred to standard 1 cm quartz 
cuvettes for luminescence measurements at ambient 
temperatures. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Energy transfer for [TbAuJ in aqueous solution 
Previous publications [1,2] reveal that increasing the 
concentration of KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions within a 
given range leads to red shifts in the excitation and emis-
sion bands due to the formation of different *[Au(CN)2 \, 
(n ^ 2) excimers and exciplexes. 
Two different concentrations of 5.0 x 10~2 and 2.0 x 
10"1 M KAu(CN)2 aqueous solutions at room temperature 
show a higher-energy (HE) band and a lower-energy (LE) 
band with maxima near 400-410 and 430-470 nm which 
are assigned to different oligomers [2] as shown in Fig. 1. 
The emission energy of aqueous KAu(CN)2 exhibits a 
-1100 cm~' red-shift from 429 (Aexc = 285 nm) to 450 nm 
(/.exc = 320 nm) with an increase of concentration from 
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Fig. 1. Emission spectra of 5.0x10 
concentrations of Tb3^ ion at RT. 
(top, Aex = 285nm) and 2.0x10 ' M (bottom, /iex = 320nm) KAu(CN); aqueous solutions with different 
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the excitation maxima are tuned from 282 to 317 nm when 
the KAu(CN)2 increases from 5.0 x 10"2 to 2.0 x 10"1 M 
with a red shift of ~3900 cm"1 as shown in Fig. 2 (top), 
the 285 and 320 nm wavelengths were selected to maxi-
mally excite the [Au(CNK]„ donor with concentrations 
of 5.0 x 10~2 and 2.0 x 10"1 M, respectively. 
When the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 are kept con-
stant and the concentrations of Ln3+ (Ln = Eu, Tb) accep-
tor ion are progressively increased from 5.0 x 10~4 to 
2.0 x 10"2 M, the emission bands of Tb3+ ion are sensitized 
and increase with both the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 
and Tb(N03)3 as shown in Fig. 1. When the concentrations 
of Tb3+ acceptor ions (5.0 x 10~4-2.0 x 10"2 M) are kept 
constant and the concentrations of KAu(CN)2 are 
increased, the emission bands of Tb3+ ion are sensitized 
and increase with the concentrations of dicyanoaurate(I) 
donor ion as shown in Fig. 3. The four distinctive sharp 
f-f transition bands of Tb3+ ion observed at -485, 542, 
582, 618 nm in Figs. 1 and 3 can be assigned as 
5D4 —»7Fy, (J =6, 5, 4, 3), respectively [14]. Comparison 
of the intensities of the four f-f transition bands of Tb3+ 
ion shown in Fig. 3 reveals that there is energy transferred 
from the dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion to the Tb3 + acceptor 
ion; also the higher concentration of KAu(CN)2 
(2.0 x 10"1 M) gives better transfer efficiency by comparing 
the enhancement. 
In order to quantitatively measure the energy transfer 
contribution originating from the increase of the donor's 
concentration, the intensity ratios (R), showing the lumi-
nescence enhancement of the f-f transition bands of 
Tb3 + ion with and without of presence of dicyanoaurate(I) 












- 0.01 M[Eu 
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Fig. 2. Excitation spectra with emission at 451 nm of KAu(CN)2 aqueous 
solutions. The normalized excitation maxima appear at 282 and 317 nm 
for concentrations of 5.0 x 10~2 and 2.0 x 10~' M, respectively, with a red 
shift of ~3900crrT' (top); excitation spectra of 1.0xl0~2M Tb(N03)3 
aqueous solution with and without dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion with the 
maximum emission of Tb3+ion at 543 nm (middle); excitation spectra of 
1.0 x 10~2M Eu(N03)3 aqueous solution with and without dicyanoau-




Fig. 3. Emission spectra of 1.0 x 10~~ M T V - acceptor ions in aqueous 
solution with or without the presence of dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion 
(5.0 x 10~2 and 2.0 x 10~L M) excited at 285 and 320 nm at RT. Inset: 
magnified emission spectra of 1.0 x I0 - 2 M Tb3* acceptor ions, without 
donor ion, excited at 285 and 320 nm. 
culated and listed in Table 1. The ratio R does not 
increase as the Tb3+ ion concentration increases. Gener-
ally, the ratio R has no correlation with the concentration 
of the Tb3 + ion acceptor. However, it does have a 
correlation with the concentration of the KAu(CN)2 
donor and the excitation energy selected. The KAu(CN)2 
solution with a concentration of 2.0 x 10"1 M produces a 
much larger R ranging around 33-130-fold (/.exc = 
320 nm) than the concentration of 5.0 x 10~2 M which 
gives a 17-60-fold increase (/.exc = 285 nm). 
It is well known that the f-f Tb3 + ion energy levels are 
up to 28000 cm ' (5Dj) and the lowest excited state 5D4 
lies at ~20500cm [11,14] as shown in Fig. 4. Since the 
donor's emission red-shifts from ~23300em~' (429 nm) 
to the lower energy level at ~22200 cm"1 (450 run) when 
the concentration increases from 5.0 xlO" 2 to 2.0 x 
10"1 M, the donor's emission moves down and is closer 
to the major energy transfer accepting level of 5D4 at 
~20500 cm"1 as shown in Fig. 4 and, at the same time, 
the intensity of the emission is also increased 5.0-fold. 
It is well established that the greater the overlap between 
the donor emission and the acceptor's excitation spec-
trum, the greater the resonance energy transfer efficiency. 
Thus, the energy transfer can be tuned by changing the 
concentration of Au(CN)J as donor ion. Site-selective 
excitation is another factor shown in Table 1 which can 
change the energy transfer efficiency. For the same 
donor's concentration but with different excitation wave-
lengths, the acceptor's luminescent intensities are 
enhanced or weakened with the magnitude more than 
102-fold as shown in Table I. The spectra in Fig. 2 
(top) show that the excitation absorption at 320 nm is 
80.6-fold larger than at 285 nm for 2 . 0 x l 0 ~ ' M 
KAu(CN)2 aqueous solution. The excitation by site-selec-
tion leads to intensified emission of the donor. Conse-
quently, the increased spectral overlap leads to 
increased energy transfer. 
Table 1 
Enhancement ratio R 
Z. Guo et al I Chemical Physics Letters 433 (2007) 373-378 
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Emission band (nm) 5D4 -> 7F5 542 5D4 ->• 7F4 582 DD4 'F , 618 5D4 - • 7F5 542 'F4 582 5D 4-> 7F 3618 
Here, R is the ratio of the intensities of the f-f transition emission bands of Tb J + acceptor ion with and without the presence of dicyatioaurate(I) donor ion 
in aqueous solutions at RT. 




Fig. 4. The emission energy levels of different concentrations of the 
dicyanoaurate(l) luminescent nanocluster donor ions along with the 
energy levels of the Tb3+ and Eu3+ acceptor ions. CT indicates the charge 
transfer state. The dotted line stands for the non-radiative de-excitation 
pathway. 
3.2. Energy transfer for [EuAu] in aqueous solution 
When Eu3+ ions are introduced into two different con-
centrations of KAu(CN)2 solutions, the strong emission 
bands of donor *[Au(CN)2]„ (n > 2) are effectively 
quenched as the concentration of Eu(N03)3 increases while 
the f-f transition emissions of Eu3+ ion are not enhanced as 
shown in Fig. 5. Though weak, the bands can be distinctly 
identified at -589, 613, 652, 697 nm in Fig. 5 due to the f-f 
transitions of Eu3+ from 5D0 to 7 F 7 ( / = 1, 2, 3, 4), respec-
tively [15-17]. We do not observe the 5D0 —> 7F0 transition 
at about 579 nm which has been observed in the solid state 
[17]. This is probably due to the selection rules for Eu3+ ion 
in a crystal field in aqueous solutions, since for / = 0, the 
5D0 —• 7F0 transition is both electronic dipole and magnetic 
dipole transition forbidden [18]. By monitoring the intensi-
ties of the characteristic red emission bands at 613 
(5D0 -»5F2) and 589 rnn (5D0 -* 5F,) for Eu3+ ion in the 
presence of the donor, there is no sensitized luminescence 
and the change can be almost neglected compared with 
the strong emission of *[Au(CN)7]„ nanoclusters. 
Quenching of excited-state energy by a charge-transfer 
(CT) state has been observed previously in Eu3+/Ce3* sys-
tems [19-23], in europium cryptate [24-30], as well as in the 
crystal [EuAu] complex [5]. The [Au(CN)7]„ nanocluster 
emission is quenched completely by Eu3 ion, and the 
lower quantum efficiency in this system indicates an effi-
cient CT process competing with a radiative intercrossing 
pathway [5]. The non-changing f-f emission bands for 
Eu3+ ion at 589 and 613 nm and the drastically quenched 
emission of *[Au(CN)7]„ donor in Fig, 5 indicates a non-
radiative deexcitation process via an *[Au(CN)2]n —> 
Eu3+CT state which overcomes the radiative pathway [5]. 
The scheme shown in Fig. 4 facilitates the discussion of 
the concentration-sensitive quenching from the view of the 
competing of the transfer between the energy levels of the 
donor and acceptor in the [EuAu] system. The tentatively 
assigned CT state lies at ~2.54x 104cm"1 (394 nm) in 
Fig, 2 (bottom) due to the large intensity-increase around 
35CM10 nm for EuJ+ ion [31 ] in comparison to the insignif-
icant change of Tb3T ion in the same range with the 
increase of concentration of KAu(CN)2 when there is no 
such CT transition between the dicyanoaurate(I) donor 
ion and the Tb3+ acceptor ion in Fig. 2 (middle). Previous 
reports for several Eu3+ ion complexes reported that the 
most intense excitation band is usually observed around 
392 nm and corresponds to the next higher 'Fo —> ~Lg 
excited-state level [5]. The extinction coefficients of the 
order of 102 L m o r 1 cm"1 are quite normal for absorption 
into a CT state of lanthanide ions, because of the small 
overlap between the donor orbitals and the acceptor 4 / 
orbitals [30.32]. 
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Fig. 5. Emission spectra of 5.0x10" (top, Acx = 285 nm) and 2.0x10" M (bottom, A„ = 320mn) KAufCN'h aqueous solutions with different 
concentrations of Eu3^" ion at RT. Insets: Stern-Volmer plot of Ijl vs concentration of Eu3+ ion. / and /o are the emission intensities of KAufCNfe 
aqueous solutions at 429 (top) and 452 nm (bottom) with and without the presence of Eu3+ ion, respectively. 
The Stern-Volmer quenching Eq. (1) has been employed 
for quantifying the extent of quenching: 
K[EUJ fl) 
/ and IQ are the luminescence intensities of the KAu(CN)2 
solution with and without the presence of Eu3+ion as 
quencher, respectively, and k is the Stern-Volmer constant. 
As shown in the insets of Fig. 5, the constants are found to 
be about 617 (R2 = 0.9922) and 205 M"1 (R2 = 0.9540) for 
the KAu(CN)2 solutions with concentrations of 5.0 x 10~2 
and 2.0 x 10 - 1M, respectively. Comparing the Stern-Vol-
mer constants, the emission of the *[Au(CN)^]„ nanoclus-
ters with a concentration of 5 .0xlO _ 2M is quenched 
more efficiently than a concentration of 2.0 x 10_1 M by 
Eu3+ ion and the difference is as large as 3.0 times. 
Since the CT state lies higher than the 5D3 state of Eu3+ 
ion as an acceptor state, non-radiative energy transfer via a 
CT state instead of the 5D3 excited state dominates the de-
excitation process, leaving almost unchanged f-f transition 
emissions for the Eu3+ acceptor ions. According to the 
Forster theory the Coulombic energy transfer is based on 
resonant dipole-dipole coupling and the overlap between 
the absorption of the acceptor and the emission spectra 
of the donor [33]. Fig. 4 depicts that all the energy 5Dy 
( / = 3, 2, 1, 0) states of the Eu3+ acceptor ion are relatively 
lower than the CT state. Increasing the concentration of 
dicyanoaurate(I) donor ion from 5.0 xlO^2 to 
2.0 x 10_1 M, means the donor's emission energy will red-
shift downward from the CT state and approach the major 
f acceptor 5D2 state and other lower excited acceptor states 
of Eu3+ ion, especially the lowest emitting excited SD0 
state. 5Dy (J— 3, 2, 1, 0) states will accept more and the 
dominant CT state accept less energy transferred from 
the donor. Therefore, Eu3+ ion exhibits decreasing quench-
ing efficiency when the donor's concentration increases. 
4. Conclusions 
The f-f transition emissions of Tb3+ ion as energy accep-
tor can be sensitized and enhanced in the presence of dicy-
anoaurate(I) ion as donor in aqueous solution at ambient 
temperature. Due to the tunable emission of dicyanoau-
rate(I) arising from different nanocmsters of [Au(CN)2 \, 
formed corresponding to increased concentration of 
Au(CN)2, the spectral overlap of the donor's emission 
with the excitation of Tb3"" ion acceptor increases; there-
fore, the energy transfer efficiency can be tuned by varying 
the concentration of the donor. However, Eu3+ ion as 
energy acceptor exhibits un-enhanced f-f transition emis-
sions when the concentration of dicyanoaurate(I) donor 
ion increases in aqueous solutions. Eu3^ ion serves as an 
efficient quencher for the donors emission with an 
*[Au(CN)2]„ -» Eu3^ charge transfer via a non-radiative 
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deexcitation process. The CT state lies at ~ 2 . 5 4 x l 0 4 
cm - 1 and is not sensitive to the concentrations of 
KAu(CN)2 donor and Eu3+ ion acceptor at ambient 
temperature. Due to the tunability of luminescence of 
[Au(CN)2]„ nanoclusters corresponding to different con-
centrations, the Eu3+ ion quenching efficiency can also be 
tuned. 
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Abstract 
The luminescence energy and intensity of d10 copper(I), silver(I) and gold(I) dicyanide nanoclusters exhibit high tunability as energy 
transfer donors in different organic solvents. For Tb3+ acceptor ions, the energy transfer efficiency, which is proportional to the spectral 
overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption, depends on the solvent tunability of the donor emission energy. For 
Eu3+ acceptor ions, energy transfer can be 'tuned off or 'tuned on' as the solvent dependent donor emission energy becomes in resonance 
with a charge transfer state or with the L6 Eu 
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
ion state, respectively. 
1. Introduction 
Metal-metal bonded excimers and exciplexes are one 
class of luminescent inorganic exciplexes [1-3], and several 
metal-metal bonded inorganic exciplexes involving closed 
shell d!0 ions have been reported [4]. Recently, our group 
has reported aurophilic and argentophilic interactions of 
[Au(CN)2]„ and [Ag(CN)^"]n oligomers in both aqueous 
and methanolic solutions. The luminescence observed 
in these compounds are due to *[Au(CN)^]n and 
*[Ag(CN)2 ]„ (n > 2) metal-metal bonded excimers and 
exciplexes of different cluster size and geometry [5,6]. 
We first reported that when dicyanoargenate(I) ions are 
doped in KC1 single crystals several ultraviolet and visible 
emission bands are observed and assigned to dimer and tri-
mer nanoclusters [7]. Further, solutions of K[Au(CN)2] and 
K[Ag(CN)2] in water or methanol exhibit similar lumines-
cence bands that are assigned to different dimer and trimer 
nanoclusters. Thus, as an extension of this work, we report 
energy transfer from d10 nanoclusters in different solvents 
to Tb3+ and Eu3+ acceptor ions [6,8]. 
Previous studies indicate that the photoluminescence 
emission energies of dicyanoaurate(I) ions are tunable and 
exhibit a red shift with increasing concentration or decreas-
ing temperature [9-11]. This tunability of the emission 
energy of the pure or mixed dicyanoaurate(I) and dicyan-
oargentate(I) ion systems make them good candidates as 
donors in energy transfer studies [12-14]. In a recent Letter, 
we reported that the energy transfer efficiency can be tuned 
by varying the concentration of the [Au(CN)2"jn donor 
using Tb3+ or Eu3+ as acceptor ions in aqueous solution 
[15]. The process of energy transfer can usually be inter-
preted by the Forster mechanism [16] in which the energy 
transfer efficiency is proportional to the spectral overlap 
between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption. 
In this study, we report for the first time tunable energy 
transfer between d10 metal dicyanide nanocluster donor 
ions and Eu3+ and T V + rare earth acceptor ions in non-
aqueous solvents such as methanol, acetonitrile, and 
dioxane. 
2. Experiment 
2.1. Sample preparation 
Corresponding author. Fax: +1 207 581 1191. 
E-mail address: howardp@maine.edu (H.H. Patterson). 
The 4 .0x10" ' and l . 0 x l 0 ~ M Eu(N03)3 and 
Tb(N03)3 stock solutions were prepared by dissolving stoi-
chiometric amounts of Eu(N03)5 • xH20 (x « 6) (Alfa-
Aesar) and Tb(NOj)3 • 6H20 (Alfa-Aesar) in methanol, ace-
0009-2614/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
doi:10.1016/j.cplett.2007.07.071 
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Table 1 
Enhancement factor (R) of the intensity of Tb3+ acceptor ion emissions at 542 nm f 5D4 —» 'F5) and the excitation peak (/.„) of the exciplexes versus the 
concentration of the d10 Ag(I), Au(I), and Cu(I) dicyanide clusters in methanol at room temperature 
Donor [Ag(CN)J] 
(M) 






















tonitrile and dioxane in separate 10.00 mL volumetric flasks. 
K[Au(CN)2], K[Ag(CN)2] and K[Cu(CN)2] solutions were 
prepared by directly dissolving a stoichiometric amount of 
KAu(CN)2 (5*99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar), K[Ag(CN)2] 
(>99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar), and K[Cu(CN)2] (synthesized, 
see below) solids in methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane. 
Then, aliquot(s) of Eu(N03)3 or Tb(N03)3 solutions were 
mixed thoroughly with KAu(CN)2, K[Ag(CN)2] or 
K[Cu(CN)2] solutions in the same solvent to give the final 
concentrations listed in Table 1. The mixture was immedi-
ately transferred to standard 1-cm quartz cuvettes for lumi-
nescence measurements at ambient temperatures. 
K[Cu(CN)2] was synthesized by slight modification of a 
literature procedure [17]. A solution of KCN (10.0 g, 
>99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL distilled H 20 was 
added slowly to a suspension of CuCN (7 g, 5=99.9% pure, 
Alfa-Aesar) in 50 mL H 20. The mixture was heated to 
60 °C while stirring until all the solids dissolved. The result-
ing solution was filtered while hot to remove any suspended 
particles, and the filtrate was allowed to evaporate slowly 
at room temperature. Crystals of K[Cu(CN)2] were har-
vested after 2 days. 
2.2. Instrumentation 
bonded exciplexes in both water and methanolic solutions 
have been reported by our group [5,6], Similar to aqueous 
solution, solutions of K[Au(CN)2] in dioxane at room tem-
perature exhibit strong and tunable emissions with different 
excitations as shown in Fig. 1. Three luminescence bands 
are observed at 375, 414, and 578 nm when excited at dif-
ferent wavelengths (Fig. 1), and each emission is a mirror 
image of its excitation spectrum with a large Stokes shift. 
We believe the appearance of the different emission peaks 
with different excitations is due to the presence of different 
[Au(CN)2]n oligomer nanoclusters based on previous 
reports that the luminescence of the Au(I) compound is 
related to the formation of Au-Au bonded excimers and 
exciplexes, similar to those reported earlier for Ag(I) com-
pounds [5,7,18]. Extended Hiickel calculations on different 
dicyanoaurate(I) oligomers showed that the metal-metal 
bond in the first excited state is stronger compared to the 
ground state [5]. The experimental evidence of the exciplex 
assignment includes the very broad and structureless fea-
ture of the luminescence band and the extremely large 
Stokes shifts which indicate highly distorted excited states 
[5,19]. Further evidence for the presence of different oligo-
mer nanoclusters is the red shift of the emission band from 
377 to 410 nm when the concentration of [Au(CN)2] 
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra at room temper-
ature were recorded with a QuantaMaster-1046 photolumi-
nescence spectrophotometer from Photon Technology 
International. The instrument is equipped with two excita-
tion monochromators and a single emission monochroma-
tor with a 75 W xenon lamp. UV-visible absorption 
spectra were recorded on a Beckman DU-640 UV/VIS 
scanning spectrophotometer with a wavelength range from 
190 to 1100 nm. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Tunability of the luminescence energy of d10 metal 
dicyanide clusters in different solvents 
Aurophilic and argentophilic interactions of 
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Fig. 1. The emission spectra at various excitation wavelengths of 
1.0 x 10~2M K[Ag(CN)i] in dioxane showing the energy tunability. The 
excitation spectrum is shown in the left portion of the figure. 
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increases from 2.0 x 10 to 1.0xl0~"M in dioxane, 
because the oligomerization leads to significant reductions 
in HOMO-LUMO band gaps as the oligomer size 
increases [6]. 
3.2. Energy transfer between d10 metal dicyanide clusters and 
Tb3+ ions in selected solvents 
When the concentration of the Tb3 + acceptor ions is 
kept constant, and the concentrations of d10 metal dicya-
nide donor ions such as [Cu(CN)j], [Ag(CN)2], 
[Au(CN)j] in methanol and acetonitrile are increased, 
the intensities of the four distinctive sharp f-f transition 
bands of Tb3+ ions observed at ~ 488, 542, 585, 620 nm 
[20] (corresponding to 5D4 —> 7Fj ( / = 6, 5, 4, 3) transi-
tions, respectively) dramatically increase with increasing 
concentration of the d10 metal dicyanide donor ions, as 
shown in Fig. 2. It is well established [21] that the energy 
transfer rate, PD-A» between donor D and acceptor A can 
be expressed by: 
F(R) summarizes the essential mechanism of energy 
transfer, as well as the distance between the donor D and 
acceptor A. The integral is the spectral overlap of the 
donor emission with the acceptor absorption profile which 
describes the resonance condition [22]. The luminescence 
energies of the exciplexes are found to be tunable because 
an increase in the size of d10 metal dicyanide nanoclusters 
occurs with an increase in the concentration of the donor 
ions. Since the energies of the f-f transitions of Tb3+ accep-
tor ions are not sensitive to the environment and can be 
considered as fixed, the spectral overlap integral, that is 
the energy transfer rate, mainly depends on the tunability 
of the donor emission. Fig. 2 (inset) shows that the inte-
grated emission intensity of 5D4 —> 7Fj (J = 6, 5, 4, 3) tran-
0.00E+00 
X,;= 285 nm 
200 300 400 500 600 
Wavelength, nm 
700 800 
Fig. 2. Excitation (left) and emission (right) spectra of 4.0 x 10" M 
Tb(N03)3 upon addition of increasing amounts of K[Ag(CN)2] in 
methanol. Inset: Integrated emission intensity of 5D4 —» 7 F 7 (/ = 6, 5, 4, 
3) transitions versus the spectral overlap integral of the dicyanoargen-
tate(I) donor clusters with Tb3+ acceptor ions absorption in the 300-
400 nm range. 
sition bands is directly proportional to the spectral overlap 
integral of the dicyanoargentate(I) donor clusters with 
Tb3 + acceptor ions absorption within 300-400 nm when 
the concentration of the K[Ag(CN)2] donor ion in metha-
nol increases. 
Fig. 3 shows the solvent dependence of the emission of 
[Cu(CN)j ] donor ions with Tb3+ acceptor ions. The strong 
and broad structureless bands between 220-400 nm in the 
excitation spectrum and their mirror images in the emission 
spectrum are assigned to exciplexes of d10 metal dicyanide 
nanoclusters with Tb3+ ions. The lowest energy excitation 
band of Tb3+ ions observed at 376 nm (7F6 —> 5G6) is due 
to direct excitation of Tb3T ions [23.24]. Because the exci-
plex donor emission spectra at about 407 nm (Fig. 3a and 
b) lies below 376 nm, small overlap occurs with the accep-
tor excitation spectra of the Tb3+ ions, and no energy 
transfer from the d10 metal dicyanide to Tb3+ ions is 
observed. Therefore, the strong exciplex emission, as a mir-
ror image of its exciplex excitation, stay the same without 
decrease while the f-f emissions of Tb3 + ions stay the same 
without increase as shown in Fig. 3a,b. However, when the 
exciplex emission energy levels lie above 376 nm, good 
overlap with the excitation bands of Tb3+ acceptor ions 
occurs and results in good energy transfer. This is evi-
denced by a sharp decrease of exciplex emission and large 
increase of the intensity of the f-f emission bands of 
Tb3+ ions (Fig. 3c). This is the reason why we did not 
observe the exciplex emission band in Fig. 3c. 
The energy transfer efficiency was monitored with the 
intensity enhancement factor (R), which is defined as the 
ratio of the luminescence of the f-f transition bands of 
Tb3+ ions with and without the presence of d10 metal dicy-
anide(I) donor ions. The R values given in Table 1 reveal 
that the higher the concentration of the donor, the better 
the energy transfer and, thus, the larger the R values. 
Fig. 4 shows the R values of the f-f transition bands of 
the Tb3 + ions at -488, 542, 585 and 620 nm from 
5D4 —> 7Fj {J = 6, 5, 4, 3) transitions, respectively, increase 
with increasing concentration of K[Ag(CN)2] in acetoni-
200 300 400 500 600 
Wavelength, nm 
700 
Fig. 3. Excitation and emission spectra of (a) 0.5 mM [Cu(CN)2~] + 1 mM 
Tb3+ in dioxane; (b) 2 mM [Cu(CN)r + 4 mM Tb=^ in acetonitrile; (c) 
2mM [Cu(CN)j 
methanol. 
~4 mM Tb in methanol; and (d) 4mM Tb~ 
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Fig. 4. Enhancement of the emission bands of 4.0 x 10~3 M Tb3 + ions 
with increasing concentrations of K[Ag(CN)2] in acetonitrile at room 
temperature. 
trile solutions. That is, the energy transfer rate from d10 sil-
ver dicyanide donor ions to the Tb3+ acceptor ions 
increases with increasing concentration of d10 metal dicya-
nide donor ions due to improved overlap of the acceptor's 
excitation spectra with increasing donor's emission as the 
donor's concentration increases. The result in acetonitrile 
solvent is similar to that in methanol as shown in Fig. 2. 
3.3. Energy transfer between d10 metal dicyanide donor 
clusters and Eu + acceptor ions in different solvents 






at 615 Fig. 
(5D„ -• 5F2) and 589 nm (=D0 -» ^Fj) of the E u ^ acceptor 
ions in the presence of d10 metal dicyanide donor ions in 
methanol. The un-sensitized f-f emission bands of Eu3+ 
acceptor ions at 589 and 615 nm (Fig. 5b and c) may indi-
cate a non-radiative deexcitation process via a charge-
transfer (CT) state which competes with and overcomes 
the radiative pathway. Quenching of excited-state energy 
by a CT state has been observed previously in Eu3+/Ce3+ 
systems [25-28], in europium cryptates [29-33], as well as 
in the crystal [EuAu] complex for which the most intense 
excitation band observed around 410 nm is assigned to a 
low-lying CT transition from [Au(CN)^] to Eu ions, 
Extinction coefficients in the order of 102 L moP'cmT1 
are quite normal for absorptions into a CT state of lantha-
nide ions because of the small overlap between the donor 
and the acceptor 4 / orbitals [33,34]. We observe broad 
near-UV absorption bands around 402 nm with extinction 
coefficients of 163 and 160.5 L mol -1 cm -1 for 2 x 10~3 M 
K[Ag(CN)2] and 1 x 10~3 M Eu(N03)3 in acetonitrile and 
methanol, respectively. Since most of the emission intensity 
of the exciplexes of d10 metal dicyanide nanocluster donors 
are located between 350-400 nrri which is higher than the 
CT state of Eu3+ ion, and the CT state is higher than the 
5D / (J = 3, 2, 1, 0) excited states of the Eu3+ acceptor ions, 
the exeiplex energy will transfer via a CT state with a non-
radiative pathway instead of the 5 D/ states, leaving non-
sensitized or even weakened f-f emissions of the Eu3+ 
acceptor ions. Thus, energy transfer can be 'tuned off as 
the donor emission energy blue-shifts above the CT state 
of the Eu3+ ion. 
An exceptional case in which energy transfer does occur 
with 26- and 67-fold enhancement of the bands at 616 nm 
(5D0-»5F2) and 589 nm (5D0 -> 5F0, respectively, for 
Eu3+ acceptor ion is observed for 2 x 10~3 M K[Ag(CN)2] 
and 1 x 10~3 M Eu(N03)3 in methanol (Fig. 5a). Since 
there is no near-UV absorption band observed as men-
tioned previously, we conclude that no CT process to 
Eu3+ ion occurs in this system. The probable reason is that 
the exeiplex emission of the dicyanoargentate(I) donor with 
the Eu3+ ions is tuned in resonance with the Eu3+ ion 5Lfi 
(394 nm, 7F0 —> 5LS) excited state [11,35] through which the 
emission energy relaxes vibrationally to the lowest sub-level 
of the excited state iD()(579 nm) and then radiatively 
decays to the ground '¥j manifold. The quantum yield of 
the 5D0 emission of Eu3+ions is about 5.5 ± 0.5% upon 
excitation to the 3L6 level compared to 31 ± 2% upon exci-
tation to the 5Do state in methanolic solution. Thus, the 
energy transfer can be "tuned on' as the donor emission 










300 400 500 600 
Wavelength, nm 
700 
Fig. 5. Excitation (Acm = 591 nm) and emission (/.ex = 285 nm) spectra in 
methanol of (a) 2.0 x 10"3 M Eu(N03)3 + 2.0 x 10~2 M K[Ag(CN)2]; (b) 
2.0 x 10~3 M Eu(N03)3 + 2.0 x 10 2 M K[Au(CN)2]; (c) 2 x 10 3 M 
Eu(N03)3 + 1.0 x 10"3 M K[Gu{GN)2]; and (d) 2 x 10"3 M Eu(N03)3. 
4. Conclusions 
The luminescence energy and intensity of d10 metal cop-
per(I), silver(I) and gold(I) dicyanide nanoclusters as 
energy transfer donors exhibit high tunability by varying 
concentration, excitation wavelength and solvents, such 
as in methanol, acetonitrile and dioxane. Efficiency of 
energy transfer depends on the tunability of the emission 
energy of d10 metal dicyanide nanocluster donor ions with 
the Tb3+acceptor ions in different solvents. For example, 
energy transfer of [Cu{CN)j] clusters with Tb3~" acceptor 
ions in acetonitrile solution exhibits no energy transfer 
while in methanol solvent energy transfer is clearly 
observed. For the Eu3~ acceptor ions, energy transfer can 
be 'tuned off or 'tuned on' as the solvent dependent donor 
emission energy become in resonance with the charge 
transfer state for Eu3+ ion complexes resulting in non-radi-
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ative decay or with the 5L6 state of the Eu3+ ion resulting in 
radiative decay. 
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A B S T R A C T 
The interactions between trivalent Ce3* ions with d10 [Ag(CN)j]~ and d8 [Pt(CN)4]2~ ions in acetonitrile 
solutions has been studied by luminescence, ATR-FTIR, UV-vis spectroscopy and ab initio calculations. 
Addition of d8 or d10 cyano complexes to Ce3+ ions in acetonitrile gives strongly emissive solutions, sug-
gesting the presence of new highly luminescent mixed-metal species. The great variability of the cyano 
compound MLCT excited state energies allow a tunability of the donor-acceptor resonance process. This 
results in selectivity of the emissive center and of the luminescence enhancement ability of the 
heterodimer. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
1. Introduction 
The spectroscopic and magnetic properties of trivalent lantha-
nide ions are rich and have received a great deal of interest in re-
cent years [1,2]. Their luminescence normally arises from the 
spin and Laporte forbidden f-f transitions, which gives very narrow 
peaks at characteristic energies. Due to these unique features, sim-
ple lanthanide salts were used for fluorescent illumination [3-5] 
and low intensity laser [6] applications. In solutions, these emis-
sion bands can give information on both coordination environment 
[7-9] and the degree of hydration [10,11] of these ions. Many 
researchers try to combine these metal centers with different 
molecular antennas to counter the weak molar absorptivity of 
the f-f transitions. The quality of the energy transfer from the pig-
ment to the lanthanide depends on the resonance between the 
excitation states of both chromophores. 
We recently reported energy transfer between d10 cyano donor 
complexes and rare earth acceptor ions where the high absorptiv-
ity of the donor excimers and exciplexes allows an enhancement of 
the spin and Laporte forbidden f-f emission of the lanthanoid me-
tal center [12,13], In these compounds, the donor excited state may 
be described as MLCT where the d electrons of the d10 metal cen-
ters moves to the n orbitals of the cyanide ligands. The energy 
of these orbitals may be altered by the formation of high nuclearity 
clusters or by input of external constraints (temperature or pres-
sure) conferring a tunable nature to this HOMO-LUMO transition. 
This tunability provides an easy way to attain near-perfect reso-
nance between the donor and acceptor excited states. 
Other than f-f transitions, lanthanide ions exhibit the Laporte 
allowed f-d transitions (4f" -* 4f-x5dl) in the UV region [14,15]. 
Corresponding author. Fax: +1 207 581 1191. 
E-mail address: howardp@maine.edu (H.H. Patterson). 
Due to the anti-bonding nature of the high energy d orbitals, these 
bands are normally broad and structureless. Furthermore, the crys-
tal field influence on the 5d orbitals changes their energy yielding 
non-characteristic excitation and emission energies [16]. Excita-
tion into the high energy excited state give emission peaks from 
both the f-d and from the lower energy f-f states. 
The 4f electronic configuration of the Ce3* ion yields a single f-f 
state (2F) with two spin-orbit components relatively close in en-
ergy (~2000cm~1) [17]. For this reason, it's the spin and Laporte 
allowed 4f -» Sd1 transitions that are normally studied. The 
2D(5d1) first excited state is split by the crystal field into several 
components with an average total splitting of around 
I0000cm~1 [18]. This intense broad band [19] can be observed 
in relatively dilute solutions [20-22] allowing the study of isolated 
molecules without the potential formation of extended materials. 
In addition, the ligand sensitive nature of the 5d orbitals gives 
the luminescence sensitivity to the environment [23], providing 
the possibility to obtain more detailed information on these sys-
tems. The nature of the ligands and of the coordinated solvent mol-
ecules affects the energy and the intensity of the luminescence. 
Recently, spectroscopic studies of the Ln[Ag(CN)2]3 [Ln = La, Ce. 
Tb) extended materials [13,24,25] showed relatively good energy 
transfer between the chramophores. In the cerium compound, 
excitation in the high intensity MLCT absorption band of the 
[Ag(CN)2]~ yielded cerium centered luminescence [24]. The goal 
of this Letter is to study the energy transfer process between d8 
and d10 cyano complexes and Ce3+ ions for isolated molecules in 
solution where the MLCT state of the silver dicyanide is at higher 
energy than the inter-configurational transition of the cerium 
and the platinum tetracyanide which exhibits a transition at 
slightly lower energy than the f~d transition of the cerium center. 
This process is a frequently forgotten energy transfer pathway 
(MLCT to f-d excited state) in lanthanoid spectroscopy [26] and 
0009-2614/$ - see front matter © 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
doi:10.1016/j.cplett.2009.02.039 
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should be considered for other lanthanide compounds. The ligand 
and solvent sensitivity of the f-d transition allows a novel way to 
fine-tune the excited state resonance needed in energy transfer. 
2. Experimental 
2.1. Sample preparation 
The K[Ag(CN)2], K2lPt(CN)4], Ce(N03)3 - 6H20 and La(N03)3 • 
6H20 stock solutions (5 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM and 10 mM respec-
tively) were prepared by directly dissolving a stoichiometric 
amount of the salts (99.9% pure, Alfa-Aesar) in acetonitrile with 
an ultrasonic bath. Then, aliquot(s) of these solutions and pure sol-
vents with different stoichiometric ratios were mixed thoroughly 
to obtain the desired ion concentrations in solution. Prior attempts 
in water did not show any experimental evidence for the formation 
of dimers therefore, acetonitrile, an aprotic and less polar solvent, 
was chosen to promote the formation of the desired heterodimers. 
2.2. Instrumentation 
Steady state photoluminescence spectra at room temperature 
were recorded with a Model QuantaMaster-1046 photolumines-
cence spectrophotometer from Photon Technology International. 
The instrument is equipped with two excitation monochromators 
and a single emission monochromator with a 75 W xenon lamp. 
The standard 1 cm quartz cuvettes were used for luminescence 
measurements. 
USB4000 UV-vis-NIR Spectrometer coupled to a USB-ISS-UV-
vis Integrated Sampling Systems of Ocean Optics Inc. was used to 
record the UV-vis spectra. The light sources are a deuterium lamp 
and a tungsten halogen light source allowing observations on a 
wide spectrum (200-2000 nm). 
Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy (ATR-FTIR) was recorded with a Spectrum One FT-IR spec-
trophometer from Perkin Elmer Instruments equipped with an 
ATR cell (Pike Technologies Inc.). The spectrometer was controlled 
via the SPECTRUM V3.02 software. 
2.3. Computational details 
The theoretical structure and energy of electronic states of the 
[Pt(CN)4]2~ (D4h square planar) and [Ag(CN)2]~ (D=ch linear) ions 
in acetonitrile solution was found using the GAUSSIAN 03 (Gaussian 
Inc.) [27] software. Addition of a [La(MeCN)8]3+ moiety to a bridg-
ing cyanide gave the mixed-metal compounds. The lanthanum 
centers are of tricapped trigonal prism geometry giving a C2v global 
symmetry for the bimetallic complexes. The density functional 
theory optimization calculations were performed using the 
B3LYP functional [28-30] and the SDD basis set [31,32] as imple-
mented in the software. The polarizable continuum [33,34] model 
allowed us to take into account the acetonitrile solvation. Excited 
state energies were calculated using time-dependent theory (TD-
DFT) [35-37]. These calculations were performed on the University 
of Maine supercomputer. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Spectroscopic study 
Acetonitrile solutions of Ce3+ ions do not luminesce signifi-
cantly. The very weak excitation and emission bands of Ce3+ ions 
are observed at 321 and 402 nm, respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 
and 2. When [Pt(CN)4]2" or [Ag(CN)2]~ ions are added to the solu-
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resulting solutions are highly luminescent with emission intensity 
much greater than the sum of the starting solutions. On addition of 
silver dicyanide to the cerium solution, the overall emission inten-
sity is enhanced by more than a hundred fold, while the addition of 
platinum tetracyanide gives a solution approximatively a thousand 
fold more luminescent. In the Ce3+ + [Ag(CN)2]~ mixed solution, 
the resulting luminescence is from a f-d cerium centered state 
while the Ce3+ + [Pt(CN)4]2_ mixed solutions exhibits MLCT plati-
num centered luminescence. Emission intensity of La3+ + metal 
cyanide anions solutions are weak, showing the importance of 
the f-d transition in the luminescence enhancement process. The 
normalized spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 while the excitation 
maxima are summarized in Table 1. 
Cooperation between two chromophores may occur via differ-
ent processes: electron transfer (photo-oxidation, reduction), en-
ergy transfer (Dexter, Forster or radiative mechanisms) or 
formation of new electronic transitions with high oscillator 
strength (charge transfer transitions). The energy transfer effi-
ciency is correlated to the spectral overlap between the donor 
emission and the acceptor absorption spectra therefore, the energy 
transfer rate, kD.A is given by the following expression [38,39] 
where /D(v) represents the normalized donor emission and/A(v) is 
the acceptor absorption. The F(f?) term depends on the donor-
acceptor distance and on the nature of the energy transfer process 
such as the Forster resonance energy transfer or the Dexter electron 
exchange mechanism. 
For the [Ag(CN)2] + Ce3+ solution, the increase in cerium emis-
sion intensity arise from an energy transfer process from the cya-
nide complexes to the cerium metal center. The emission 
maximum of the mixed solution is similar to the maximum of 
the extremely weak emission of the cerium solution (394 and 
402 nm respectively) while its excitation spectrum is identical to 
the one of the silver dicyanide and [Ag(CN)2]~ + La3+ solutions 
(see Table 1). In this case, the d10 cyanide compound serves as an 
antennae to the Ce3+ via an energy transfer process, illustrated in 
Fig. 3. A high energy shoulder (350 nm) is observed for the lumi-
nescence of the cerium and silver mixed-metal solution. This emis-
sion correlates with what is seen in the [Ag(CN)2]~ + La3+ solution 
(345 nm) and is assigned to a silver dicyanide center transition in 
solution. We propose that the emission red-shift (~2700 cm"1) ob-
served between the pure silver dicyanide solution and the mixed 
solutions arise from the formation of excimers. The strength of 
the energy transfer process arise from the relatively good overlap 
between the 5dz2 -» n" emission band of the cyano complex mono-
Table l 
Assignment of the different spin-allowed transitions observed for acetonitrile 2 mM 
solutions. 
Absorption Excitation TD-DFT 
(nm) (nm) (nm) 
Ce3* 4f-»5d 315 321 -
(PttCNM2- 3(5dzz -» it*) 
-
340 289 
5dz2 -> it* 281 290 251 
5dxz,yz -»_!t" 259a 251 238 
[Ag{CN)2]- 4dzz -» it* - 281 221 
La3* + [Pti.CN)*]2- 3(5d z J - it*) 
-
331 298 






U3* + [Ag(CN)2]- 4dz2 -> it" 
-
288 243 
Ce3* + [PttCNM2- 3(5d22 -> it*) 343 345 
-
5dz2 -* it* 284* 291 
-
5dxz.yz -*n 259a 269 -
















Maxima measured on the 0.2 mM solutions. 
Fig. 3. Electronic states diagram for the [Ag(CN)2] + Ce3* mixed-metal compound. 
The different electronic processes are represented by arrows. 
mer and/or excimers and the 4f -* 5d excitation band of the cerium 
solution between 300 and 350 nm. A similar energy transfer pro-
cess was observed for Ce[ Ag(CN)2]3 single crystals [24]. The coordi-
nation of a bridging cyanide yield a small blue-shift (300 cm"1) of 
the cerium centered emission transition due to the anti-bonding 
interaction of the cyanide with the 5d orbitals of the metal. 
The process increasing the emission intensity of the 
[Pt(CN)4]2" + Ce3+ mixed solution is slightly more complex. While 
the excitation is similar to the excitation of the pure platinum tet-
racyanide and the weakly luminescent [Pt(CN)4]2~ + La3+ solutions, 
the nature of the emission transition is different from what is ob-
served in pure cerium and much more intense then the platinum 
tetracyanide solutions (with or without lanthanum ions). The pos-
sibility where the cerium f-d emission is sensitized by the plati-
num tetracyanide MLCT transition via an energy transfer can be 
rejected because of little to no overlap between the emission band 
of [Pt(CN)4]2~ and the excitation band of Ce3+ acetonitrile solution. 
Furthermore, the substitution of an acetonitrile ligand by a strong 
ligand (bridging cyano) should yield a blue-shift of the f-d emis-
sion, contrary to the observed red-shift (~1800cm 1). The emis-
sion band maximum of the [PtfCNW- + Ce3+ mixed-metal 
compound (430 nm) is sharper than the pure platinum and lantha-
num mixed solutions but their maxima are at approximatively the 
same energy (438 and 442 nm respectively). Emission of the 
[Pt(CN)4]2~ solution exhibits a low energy shoulder at 492 nm 
and is assigned to excimer formation. We propose that the coordi-
nation of the cyano complex on the cerium metal center enhances 
the MLCT luminescence centered on the [Pt(CN)4]2~ chromophore 
via coupling of the emissive state with the slightly higher energy 
4f -> 5d excited states centered on the cerium (Fig. 4). Maximum 
emission intensity is obtained when the concentration of Ce3* 
and [Pt(CN)4]2" are approximatively equal. This suggests the for-
mation of a new species where the |Pt(CN)4]2~ chromophore inter-
act with the cerium metal centers in a 1:1 ratio. 
The absorption spectra of different solutions (Ce3*, [Pt(CN)4]2" 
and mixed) are shown in Fig. 5. The Ce3* solution exhibit 2 peaks 
assigned to 4f-» 5d electronic transitions at 264 and 315 nm. In 
the [Pt(CN)4]2" acetonitrile so'utiort. two strong absorption peaks 
are visible at 259 and 281 nm. They are assigned to the spin and 
Laporte allowed transitions ,AL-Ss-+'iA.2d[L5d!3 ~> jr.*) and 
1Alg^1Eu(5dX2y2 ->• jr.") respectively. Addition of Ce3+ ions to the 
platinum tetracyanide solution yields a milky solution that exhibit 
a new strongly absorbing peak at low energy (343 nm). This latter 
peak corresponds to the high intensity excitation peak. This excita-
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Coupling 
Fig. 4. Electronic states diagram for the [Pt(CN)4]2 + Ce3* heterometallic dimer. 
The different electronic processes are represented by arrows. 
T 
Fig. 5. UV-vis absorption spectra of 2 mM [Pt(CN)4]2", 2 mM Ce3+ and for the 
mixed [Pt(CN)4]2" + Ce3+ ion system all in acetonitrile solvent 
tion peak is observed for [Pt(CN)4]2~ and the mixed solution but 
the corresponding absorption is only visible in the mixed solution. 
Coordination of a cerium moiety reduces the symmetry of the com-
pound (from D4h to ~C2„), creates a large dipole and brings to-
gether a metal center with a high spin-orbit coupling constant, 
that is Ce3+, and the platinum tetracyanide chromophore. This lat-
ter transition is assigned as a low energy spin forbidden MLCT 
transition. 
The vibrational spectroscopy of the solutions, shown in Fig. 6, 
was monitored by ATR-FTIR to assess the nature of the interaction 
between the different ions in solution. The CN stretching region of 
the [Ag(CN)2]~ and [Pt(CN)4]2~ ion solutions exhibits distinct sin-
gle peaks at 2136 cm"' (vaiu) and 2127 c m 1 (veu) respectively. 
For the mixed-metal solutions, multiple peaks are present in this 
spectral region. The [Ag(CN)2]~ + Ce3+ solution exhibit two weak 
peaks (2145 and 2175 cm-1) while for the solution containing both 
[Pt(CN)4]2~ and Ce3+ ions, three new peaks are observed (2125, 
2136 and 2153 cm-1). These observations strongly suggest the 
presence of a bridging cyanide ligand between the cyano com-
pounds and the Ce3+ metal centers. The relatively small frequency 
difference between the corresponding normal modes of the pure 
cyano compounds and the heterodimers shows the weakness of 
the interaction between the cyano compound and the cerium me-
tal center. In these solutions, the ds and d10 cyano complexes 
serves as anionic ligands to the cerium centers which are consid-
ered to be hard Lewis acids. The resulting heterometallic com-
pounds are [(CN)Ag(ii2-CN)Ce(MeCN)n]2+ and [(CN)3Pt(ii2-
CN)Ce(MeCN)n]+. 





Fig. 6. ATR-FTIR spectra of 2 mM Ce3* acetonitrile solution ( ), left) K[Ag(CN)j] 
acetonitrile solution before (—) and after (—) Ce3* addition and finally right) 
K2[Pt(CN)4] acetonitrile solution before (—) and after (---) Ce34 addition. 
3.2. Ab Initio calculations 
Theoretical calculations have been made on simple, highly sym-
metric compounds to help us understand the nature of the transi-
tions observed in these systems. For the square planar [Pt(CN)4]2" 
ion in acetonitrile solution, the nature of the 5d orbitals is pretty 
straightforward where the dxv, dxz and dyz orbitals shows anti-
bonding interactions with the it orbitals of the cyano ligands. The 
HOMO 5dz2 shows weak or* interactions with the hybridized sp 
orbital of the carbon atoms while the 5dx2„y2 exhibit strong desta-
bilizing a* interactions and an energy of nearly 7 eV higher than 
the HOMO orbital. Due to this large crystal field splitting, the 
LUMO orbital is a mixture of the ligand centered 7t"(CN) orbital 
and the empty 6pz orbital of the metal center. This ordering of 
the orbital energies is consistent with a previous study [40]. Tran-
sitions from the 5d orbitals centered on the platinum atom to this 
6pz + 7i* ligand centered orbital are MLCT in nature. The assign-
ments, the observed excitation maxima and the theoretical ener-
gies of the different transitions are summarized in Table 1, The 
d8 platinum tetracyanide ion with D4h symmetry is closed shell 
and has a ground state of 1Ai<, symmetry. The [Pt(CN)4]2~ acetoni-
trile solution exhibits strong absorption bands around 260-
280 nm. They are assigned to the 'Alg->-1A2u (5dz2 -> n") and 
'Alg -> 'Eu (Sdxz.y;, -»nf) singlet to singlet metal to ligand charge 
transfer transitions. These absorption transitions are observed in 
excitation spectroscopy but a low energy excitation transition 
(340 nm), was not observed in absorption spectroscopy. This low 
energy band is assigned to the spin forbidden -Aig-»3Aj>u 
(5dZ2 -» n') transition where the excited state is the emissive state 
giving a good relative quantum yield to the excitation-emission 
process. The high energy of the parity forbidden d-d transitions 
(?L<250nm) is due to the strong crystal Held splitting induced 
by the cyano ligand. We propose that these transitions are not ob-
served in our experiments. 
Substitution of an equatorial acetonitrile ligand of the tricapped 
trigonal prism (~D3h) [La(MeCN)gl3+ complex by a, now bridging, 
cyano ligand of the [Pt(CN)4|2 gives the [(CN)3Pt(it2-CN)La-
(MeCN)8]* ion with C2v symmetry. This molecule was used to 
examine the effect of ianthanoid coordination on the platinum tet-
racyanide chromophore. The orbitals isodensity contour maps for 
this ion in acetonitrile solution are shown in Fig. 7 (top). The over-
all order of the different 5d(Pt) orbitals are identical to what was 
calculated for the [Pt(CN)4]3"~ ion in acetonitrile solution. Coordina-
tion of the [La(MeCN)8]3+ moiety does not affect significantly the 
platinum centered 5d HOMO orbitals (dZ2, dyz, &„, d^) while the 
ligand centered it* LUMO orbital is delocalized with contribution 
from the 4f orbital of the lanthanum metal center. This induces a 
stabilization of this latter orbital yielding a red-shift of the differ-
ent 5d -> re* electronic transitions. The calculated average red-shift 
(~2000 cm""1) is the same order of magnitude as observed for the 
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LUMO 











Fig. 7. Isodensity contour map of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the [Pt(CN)3(n2-
CN)La(MeCN)sr (top) and [(CN)Ag(u2-CN)La(MeCN)8]2* (bottom) ions in acetoni-
trile with their assignment and energy. 
the 4f lanthanum centered orbitals resulting in a decrease of these 
orbitals energy (more than one eV). Moreover, the loss of symme-
try has the effect of splitting the two LUMO orbitals with a small 
difference in energy between the two orientations. Formation of 
a heterodimer reduces the energy difference between the HOMO 
and LUMO orbitals yielding a calculated red-shift (~4000cm~l) 
of the 4dZ2 -» JI*(CN) transition. This is much bigger than the red-
shift observed in excitation spectroscopy for the cerium mixed 
solution (-125 cnr1) and the [Ag(CN)2]~ + La3"" solution 
(~875 cnrr1). The fixed distance between the lanthanum and the 
u,2-CN ligand (2.3 A) may cause this discrepancy. 
4. Conclusions 
The acetonitrile solutions of Ce3* ions with ds [Pt(CN)4]2~ or d10 
[Ag(CN)2]~ ions are strongly luminescent. Several spectroscopic 
experiments showed that cyanide serves as a bridging ligand en-
abling the formation of heterometallic dimers. The nature of the 
emissive center was shown to be dependent on the cyano complex 
chromophore. In the silver dicyanide + Ce3+ solution, excitation in 
the high energy, highly absorbent MLCT transition (4dza -> it*) of 
the donor is followed by an energy transfer process to the cerium 
metal center, where a 4f -» 5d cerium centered emission occurs. 
For the [Pt(CN)4]2 + Ce3+ heterodimer, the emission comes from 
the 5dza -> n transition centered on the platinum tetracyanide 
chromophore. We showed that the oscillator strength of this latter 
transition increased due to interactions of the MLCT excited state 
with the 4f -> 5d excited state of the cerium ion. 
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